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Case: CV-2009-0003869-PI Current Judge: Robert C Naftz
Judy Nield

Judy Nield

VS.

User: DCANO

VS.

Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Date

Code

User

10/1/2009

LOCT

DCANO

CR

Peter D. McDermott

NCPI

DCANO

New Case Filed-Personal Injury

Peter D. McDermott

SMIS

DCANO

Summons Issued

Peter D. McDermott

COMP

DCANO

Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
Filed

Peter D. McDermott

DCANO

Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Robert C. Naftz
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings
(Magistrate)
below Paid by: cooper and larsen Receipt
number: 0036486 Dated: 10/1/2009 Amount:
$88.00 (Check) For:

JANA

Plaintiff: Nield, Judy Attorney Retained Reed W
Larsen

Peter D. McDermott

10/26/2009

CAMILLE

Affidavit of return; srvd on Pocatello Health
services inc. thru Gard Skinner on 10-16-09

Robert C Naftz

11/12/2009

MEGAN

Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
Robert C Naftz
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Hall Farley
Oberrecht & Blanton P.A. Receipt number:
0041727 Dated: 11/1212009 Amount: $58.00
(Check) For: Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
(defendant)

CAMILLE

Def Pocatello Health services, inc Pocatello care Robert C Naftz
and Rehabilitation centers Answer to Plntfs
Verified complaint and demand for Jury Trial;
aty Keely Duke for def Pocatello Health

CAMILLE

Defendant: Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Attorney Retained Keely E Duke

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Def Pocatello Health services, Robert C Naftz
Inc. dba Pocatello care and rehabilitation centers
first set of Interrog. and requests for production of
documents to plntf: aty Keely Duke for def

11/16/2009

CAMILLE

Notice of Depo of Judy Nield on 1-12-2010 @
9am: aty Chris Comstock for def

11/19/2009

CAMILLE

Order for submission of information for
Robert C Naftz
scheduling Order; Plntf shall submit to the court,
within 14 days of the date of this Order, a
Stipulated statement: J Naftz 11-19-09

11/20/2009

CAMILLE

Notice of sevice - Plntfs First set of Discovery to
Def Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
aty Reed
larsen for plntf

12/4/2009

CAMILLE

Stipulated Statement;

HRSC

NICOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/16/201009:00 Robert C Naftz
AM) 10-12 days requested

HRSC

NICOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/15/2011 09:00 Robert C Naftz
AM) 10 - 12 days requested

DCANO

Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and
Initial Pretrial Order

ATTR

ATTR

12/8/2009

Judge

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

aty Reed Larsen for plntf Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

ucne: oll..::t..::un

Sixth .Iudicial District Court - Bannock

Time: 09:36 AM

User: DCANO

ROAReport

Page 2 of 10

Case: CV-2009-0003869-PI Current Judge: Robert C Naftz
Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

User

Judge

12/14/2009

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Plntfs Discovery Responses to Robert C Naftz
Def Pocatello Health Care: aty Reed larsen for
plntf

12/21/2009

CAMILLE

Notice Vacating Depo of Judy Neild; aty Keely
Duke for defs

Robert C Naftz

12/29/2009

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Depo of Judy Nield on
2-18-2010: aty Chris Comstock

Robert C Naftz

12/30/2009

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Answers to Plntfs First set of Robert C Naftz
Interrog and REq for Production of Documents wI
this notice of service: aty Keely Duke for defs

114/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Service - Plntfs Supplemental Discovery Robert C Naftz
Responses to Def Pocatello Health Services, Inc;
aty Reed Larsen for pint

1/8/2010

CAMILLE

Second Amended Notice of Depositoin; set for
2-24-2010 @ 9am: aty Chris Comstock

4/21/2010

CAMILLE

Plaintiffs witness Disclosures;
for Plaintiff

6/212010

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Plntfs Second Supplemental
Robert C Naftz
Discovery Responses to def Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Centers First set of Interrog and req
for production of Documents to plntf: aty Reed
Larsen for plntf

6/10/2010

CAMILLE

Stipulation to Amend Scheduling Order; aty
Keely Duke for Def Pocatello Health Service

Robert C Naftz

6/11/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Service - Plntfs Third Supplemental
Discovery Responses to Defendant Pocatello
Health Services, Inc. and this Notice: aty
Reed Larsen for p Intf

Robert C Naftz

6/16/2010

CAMILLE

Order granting Stipulation to Amend Scheduling
Order;
sf Judge Naftz 6-16-2010

Robert C Naftz

6/29/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Mary Akina on 7-12-2010 Robert C Naftz
@ 8:30 am:
aty Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Melody Lee on 7-12-2010 Robert C Naftz
@ 10:30 am: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Wendy Sneddon on
7-12-2010 @ 1:30 pm: aty Reed Larsen

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of DAna Camphouse on
7-12-2010 @ 3:30 pm: aty Reed Larsen fo
rplntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Lachelle Pratt on
Robert C Naftz
7-13-2010 @ 8:30 am: aty Reed Laren for plntf

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition fo Jill Schuette on 7-13-2010 Robert C Naftz
@ 10:30 am: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of TAra Tanner on
Robert C Naftz
7-13-2010 @ 1:30 pm: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Connie Funk on
Robert C Naftz
7-13-2010 @ 3:30 pm: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

aty Reed Larsen Robert C Naftz

uate: 5/12/2011
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Case: CV-2009-0003869-PI Current Judge: Robert C Naftz
Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

User

Judge

6/29/2010

CAMILLE

Notice of Depositon of Debra Cheatum on
7-14-2010 @ 8:30 am: aty Reed Larsen

7/212010

CAMILLE

Notice of service - First Supplemental Answers to Robert C Naftz
Plntfs First set of Interrog and requests for
Production of Documents and this Notice: aty
Keely Duke

7/8/2010

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of connie Funk on Robert C Naftz
7-13-2010 @ 1pm: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Debra
Cheatum; set for 7-13-2010 @2pm: aty Reed
larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Melody Lee on
7-13-2010 @ 3pm: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Lachelle Pratt Robert C Naftz
on 7-14-2010 @ 8am: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Dana
Camphouse on 7-14-2010 @ 9am: aty Reed
Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Mary Akina on
7-14-2010 @ 10am: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Wendy
Sneddon on 7-14-2010 @ 11am: aty Reed
Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Jill Schuette on Robert C Naftz
7-14-2010 @ 1:30 pm: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Tara Tanner on Robert C Naftz
7-14-2010 @ 2:30 pm: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

7/22/2010

CAMILLE

Defendants Pocatello care and Rehabilitation
Centers expert witness disclosure; aty Keely
Duke

7/26/2010

CAMILLE

Motion for stay of Proceedings;
for plntf

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Reed Larsen in Support of Motion to
Stay Proceedings; aty Reed Larsen for pltnf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Def Pocatello Health services
Inc. Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Centers
Answers to Plntfs First set of Interog. aty Keely
Duke for def

Robert C Naftz

NICOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 09/13/2010 01 :30 PM)

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of Hearing; set for Plntfs Motion for Stay
of Proceedings: on 8-23-2010 @ 1:30 pm: aty
Reed Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

NICOLE

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Robert C Naftz
held on 09/13/2010 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
upon request of Defendant

8/412010

HRSC

8/6/2010

3/20/2010

HRVC

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

aty Reed Larsen Robert C Naftz
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Case: CV-2009-0003869-PI Current Judge: Robert C Naftz
Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

User

8/20/2010

HRVC

NICOLE

Hearing result for Motion held on 08/23/2010
01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion for Stay of
Proceedings upon request of Plaintiff

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Stipulation to Vacate; aty Reed Larsen for plntt

Robert C Naftz

NICOLE

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 11/16/2010
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 10-12 days
requested

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Order granting Stipulation to Vacate Trial; s/
Robert C Naftz
Judge Naftz 8-20-2010 (this matter shall be reset
to 2-15-28,2011)

NICOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 11/08/2010 01 :30 PM)

CAMILLE

Robert C Naftz
Defendant Pocatello Health services, Inc DBA
Pocatello care and rehabiltation centers Motin for
Summary Judgment; aty Keely Duke for def

CAMILLE

Memorandum in Support of Def Pocatello Health Robert C Naftz
Services, Inc DBA Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation Centers Motion for summary
Judgment; aty Keely Duke

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Keely Duke in Support of Defendant
Pocatello care and Rehabilitation centers Motion
for Summary Judgment; aty Keely Duke for def

DCANO

Affidavit of Thomas J. Coffman, MD, in Support of Robert C Naftz
Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. D/B/A
Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center's Motion
for Summary Judgment; Keely E. Duke, Attys for
Dfdts.

NICOLE

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
Robert C Naftz
12113/201001:30 PM) Defendant's Motion upon
request of defense

8/23/2010

8/24/2010

HRVC

HRSC

10/8/2010

10/21/2010

10/28/2010

CO NT

CAMILLE

Judge

Notice of Deposition of Laree Dun on 11-9-2010

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

@ 9am: aty Javier Gabiola
CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Joyce Maxfield on
11-9-2010 @ 1pm: aty Javier Gabiola for plntt

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition of Thomas Coffman MD:
aty Javier Gabiola
on 11-11-2010 @ 9:30am:
for plntt

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of Deposition Derick Glum on 11-16-2010 Robert C Naftz
aty Javier Gabiola for plntt

@ 9:30 am:

Notice of Depositon of Marji Brim on 11-19-2010
aty Javier Gaboiola for plntt

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Stipulation to vacate trial and amend scheduling
order; aty Keely Duke

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Thomas J
Coffman, MD: (11-19-20109am)
aty Javier
Gabiola for plntt

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

@ 1:30pm:
11/15/2010

Date: 8/12/2011

'·,dicial District Court - Bannock

Time: 09:36 AM
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Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

11/15/2010

11/18/2010

11/29/2010

11/30/2010

12/1/2010

12/2/2010

HRSC

User

Judge

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Joyce Maxfield; Robert C Naftz
set for Joyce Maxfield on 11-17-2010 1pm): aty
Javier Gabolia for plntf

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposiiton of Derrick Glum;
on 11-16-2010 @ 8:30 am: atyJavier Gabolia
for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of hearing; set for 12-13-2010
@ 1:30 pm: aty Keely Duke for Def.

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Defendant Pocatello care and rehabilitation
centers first supplemental expert witness
disclosure;
aty Keely Duke

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Amended Notice of Deposition of Laree Dunn on Robert C Naftz
11-17-2010 @ 9am: aty Javier Gabiola for p Intf

CAMILLE

Memorandum in support of Plaintiffs Motion to
Strike the Affidavit of Dr. Coffman:
aty Reed
Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Motion to continue hearing on Summary
Judgment or in the Alternative Additional time to
suppplement the record: aty Reed Larsen for
plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Memorandum in support of pints motion to
continue hearing on summary judgment or in the
alternative additional time to supplement the
record; aty Reed Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Memorandum in opposition to defendants motion Robert C Naftz
for summary judgment; aty Reed Larsen for
plntf

CAMILLE

Robert C Naftz
Affidavit of Reed Larsen in support of plntfs
opposition to defs motion for sumrifary judgment;
aty Reed Larsen for plntf

NICOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/13/201001:30
PM) Motion to Strike Affidavit of Dr. Coffman

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Suzanne Frederick; aty Suzann
Frederick for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Motion to strike the Affidavit of Dr. Coffman; aty Robert C Naftz
Reed Larsen for plntf

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Javier Gabiola in support of plntfs
Robert C Naftz
motion to continue hearing on summary judgment
or in the alternative additional time to
supplemental the record: aty Reed Larsen for
plntf

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Hughes Selznick, MD; aty Reed
Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Sidney Gerber;

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of hearing; set for 12-13-2010 @ 1:30
pm: aty Reed Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

UCllC.

~Ixm .JUDlClal

Of I£.I£U 1 I
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Case:

Current Judge: Robert C Naftz

Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

12/6/2010

12/8/2010

CONT

12/9/2010

12/17/2010

112112011

HRVC

Judge

User
CAMILLE

Motion to strike portions of the affidavit s of Hugh Robert C Naftz
Selznick, MD Suzanne Frederick and Sidney
Gerber; aty Keely Duke for def

CAMILLE

Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs Motion to
Robert C Naftz
continue hearing on summary Judgment or in the
Alternative Additional time to supplement the
record: aty Keely Duke for def

CAMILLE

Motion to Shorten Time Regarding Motin to Strike Robert C Naftz
Portions of the Affidavits of Hugh Selznick, MD
Suzanne Frederick and Sidney Gerber; aty
Keely Duke for def

CAMILLE

Notice of Hearing regarding motion to strike
portions of the affidavit s of Hug Selznick, MD
Suzann Frederick and Sidney Gerber: aty
KeelyDuke for def

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Memorandum in Opposition t oplntf to plntfs
motion to strike the affidavit of Dr. Coffman; aty
Keely Duke for def

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Reply Memorandum in support of def pocatello
Health services, Inc DBA Pocatello care and
rehabiliation centers motion for summary
judgment. aty Keely Duke for Def

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Memorandum in support of motion to strike
portions of the affidavit of Hugh Selznick, MD
Suzanne Frederrick and Sidney Gerber; aty
Keely Duke

Robert C Naftz

NICOLE

Continued (Jury Trial 10/25/2011 09:00 AM)
10-12 days requested; 9 scheduled

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Order granting stipulation to amend scheduling
order; sl Judge Naftz 11-22-2010

Robert C Naftz

CINDYBF

Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs
Robert C Naftz
Motion to Continue Hearing on Summary
Judgment or in the Alternative Additional Time to
Supplement the Record- by PA Larsen.

CINDYBF

Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's
Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Dr. Coffman- by
PA Larsen.

CINDYBF

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's
Robert C Naftz
Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Hugh
Selznick, MD, Suzanne Frederick and Sidney
Gerber- by PA Larsen.

CAMILLE

Notice of service - Plaintiffs Second set of
Discovery to Defendant: aty Javier Gabiola for
plntf

NICOLE

Hearing result for Motion held on 12113/2010
Robert C Naftz
01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion to Continue
Hearing on Summary Judgment; withdrawn by
Plaintiff

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

";'IAtll ·'I.IIU.\iOCU UI::iUIC(
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Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

User

1/21/2011

DCHH

NICOLE

Hearing result for Motion held on 12113/2010
01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100 pages
Motion to Strike Affidavit of Dr. Coffman

DCHH

NICOLE

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Robert C Naftz
held on 12/13/201001:30 PM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100 pages
Defendant's Motion

CAMILLE

Memorandum Decision and Order; Defendants
Motion for Summary Judgment is hereby
GRANTED: sf Judge Naftz 1-21-2011

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration;
Larsen for plntf

aty Reed

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Memorandum in support of Plaintiffs Motion for
Recosnsideration; aty Reed Larsen for plntf

Robert C Naftz

NICOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/28/2011 01 :30
PM) Motion for Reconsideration (Plaintiff)

Robert C Naftz

2/9/2011

CAMILLE

Notice of hearing; set for plntf motion for
reconsideration on 2-28-2011 @ 1:30 pm: aty
Javier Gabiola for plntf

Robert C Naftz

2/18/2011

CAMILLE

Pocatello Health services, inc dba Pocatello care Robert C Naftz
and rehabilitation centers Memorandum in
opposition to plntfs motion for reconsideration;
aty Keely Duke for def

2/412011

2/8/2011

HRSC

Judge
Robert C Naftz

2/24/2011

STIP

DCANO

Stipulation to Vacate Hearing on Motion for
Reconsideration; Keely E. Duke, Atty for Dfdts.

Robert C Naftz

2/25/2011

CONT

NICOLE

Robert C Naftz
Continued (Motion 03/28/2011 01 :45 PM)
Motion for Reconsideration (Plaintiff) per stipulatin

CAMILLE

Reply Memorandum in support of plaintiffs motion Robert C Naftz
for reconsideration; aty Reed Larsen

3/312011

ORDR

DCANO

Order Granting Stipulation to Vacate Hearing on
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration; Javier L.
Gabiola, Atty for Plntfs.

Robert C Naftz

3/28/2011

INHD

BRANDY

Hearing result for Motion held on 03/28/2011
01 :45 PM: Interim Hearing Held Motion for
Reconsideration (Plaintiff)

Robert C Naftz

5/312011

HRVC

BRANDY

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 10/25/2011
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 10-12 days
requested; 9 scheduled

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Memorandum Decision and Order; Plaintiffs
Motion for rexonsideration is hereby DENIED;
court will prepare judgment: sl Judge Naftz

Robert C Naftz

~lxtl1
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Case: CV-2009-0003869-PI Current Judge: Robert C Naftz
Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

User

5/3/2011

JDMT

CAMILLE

Judgment; court DENIED the plntt Motion for
reconsideration, court is hereby ordered and
adjudged that all of the plntts claims against the
def in this matter are dismissed withprej: sl
Judge Naftz 5-3-2011

Robert C Naftz

CSTS

CAMILLE

Case Status Changed: Closed

Robert C Naftz

NOELIA

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Robert C Naftz
Supreme Court Paid by: Larsen, Reed W
(attorney for Nield, Judy) Receipt number:
0016659 Dated: 5/12/2011 Amount: $101.00
(Check) For: Nield, Judy (plaintiff)

APSC

DCANO

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Robert C Naftz

NOTC

DCANO

Notice of Appeal: Javier L. Gabiola, Atty for
Plaintiff

Robert C Naftz

MISC

DCANO

Received Check #27668 for $101.00 filing fee on Robert C Naftz
Appeal and Check # 27669 for $100.00 for
Deposit of Clerk's Record.

CAMILLE

Pocatello Health Services, Inc. dba Pocatello care Robert C Naftz
and rehabilitation centers motion for costs; aty
Keely Duke for Def.

CAMILLE

Pocatello Health services, Inc dba Pocatello care Robert C Naftz
and rehailitation centers verified Memorandum of
costs; aty Keely Duke for def

CAMILLE

Affidavit of ocunsel in support of Memorandum for Robert C Naftz
fees and costs; aty Keely Duke for def

CAMILLE

Pocatello Health services, Inc's Memorandum in Robert C Naftz
support of Motion to amend Judgment; aty Keely
Duke for def

CAMILLE

Pocatello Health services, Inc's Motion to Amend Robert C Naftz
Judgment; aty Keely Duke

HRSC

NICOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/13/2011 02:00
PM) Motion for Costs
Motion to Amend Judgment

Robert C Naftz

CSTS

NICOLE

Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk
action

Robert C Naftz

MISC

DCANO

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL: Signed
and Mailed to Counsel and SC on 5-24-11.

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Notice of hearing; aty Keely Duke for def

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Defendant Pocatello Health services, Inc's
requests for additions to the clerks record; aty
Keely Duke

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Plaintiff's Memorandum i n Opposition to Def
Robert C Naftz
Pocatello Health services, Inc. dba Pocatello care
and rehabilitation centers motion to amend
judgment and motion for costs; aty Reed larsen

5/12/2011

5/17/2011

5/18/2011

5/19/2011

5/24/2011
5/25/2011

5/26/2011

Judge
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Case: CV-2009-0003869-PI Current Judge: Robert C Naftz
Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.
Date

Code

User

Judge

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Javier Gabiola in support of plaintiffs
Memorandum in opposition to defs pocatello
health services, Inc dba pocatello care and
rehabilitation centers motion to amend judgment
and motion for costs; aty Reed larsen

DCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of Appeal
Robert C Naftz
received in SC on 5-26-11. Docket Number #
38823-2011. Clerk's Record and Reporter's
Transcripts must be filed in SC on 8-3-11.
(6-30-11 5 weeks prior). The following Transcritps
to be lodged: Motion for Summary Judgment
12-13-10 and Reconsideration 3-28-11.

DCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Certificate
filed with SC. Examine Title of Cert. if any
corrections contact Dist. Clerk. Title in the Cert.
must appear on all documents filed with SC.

Robert C Naftz

DCANO

Pocatello Health Services, Inc. dba Pocatello
Care and Rehabilitation Center's Reply
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Costs;
Keely E. Duke, Atty for Defendants.

Robert C Naftz

DCANO

Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc.'s
Second Request for Additions to the Clerk's
Record.! Keely E. Duke, Atty for Defendants.

Robert C Naftz

DCANO

Pocatello Health Services, Inc.'s Reply
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Judgment; Keely E. Duke, Atty for Defendants.

Robert C Naftz

DCANO

Pocatello Health Services, Inc. dba Pocatello
Care and Rehabilitation Center's Amended
Verified Memorandum of Costs; Keely E. Duke,
Atty. for Defendants.

Robert C Naftz

6/10/2011

CAMILLE

Affidavit of counsel in support of Pocatello health Robert C Naftz
services, inc. dba Pocatello care and
rehabilitation centers reply memorandum in
support of motion for costs: aty Keely Duke for
def

3/16/2011

CAMILLE

Plaintiffs request for additions to clerks record;
aty Reed Larsen

Robert C Naftz

NICOLE

Hearing result for Motion held on 06/13/2011
02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100 pages
Motion for Costs
Motion to Amend Judgment

Robert C Naftz

CAMILLE

Minute Entry and Order; Plntfs Motion to Amend
Judgment and Motion for costs are DENIED:
sl Judge Naftz 6-20-2011

Robert C Naftz

5/27/2011

6/2/2011

MISC

6/9/2011

3/17/2011

5/2012011

DCHH

Robert C Naftz

Date: 8/12/2011
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Case: CV-2009-0003869-PI Current Judge: Robert C Naftz
Judy Nield vs. Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Judy Nield

VS.

Pocatello Health Services, Inc.

Date

Code

User

7/7/2011

MISC

DCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Documents filed in
Robert C Naftz
SC. Defendant Pocatello Helath Serivces, Inc.'s
Request for Additions to the Clerk's Record and
Defendant Poctello Haelth Service, Inc.'s Second
Request for Additions to the Clerk's Record.

DCANO

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS received in Court Robert C Naftz
Records on 7-26-11 from Stephanie Davis for the
following hearings: Dfdts. Motn Summary Judge,
Motion to Strike, Plntfs Motion to Strike and Motn
to Continue held 12-13-10. Pltnfs. Motion to
Reconsider held 3-28-11.

DCANO

CLERK'S RECORD RECEIVED IN Court
Records on 8-12-11.

7/26/2011

8/12/2011

MISC

Judge

Robert C Naftz

2010-11-30 12:11

Swanto

254757251

Frederick

Reed W. La~ell, rSB # 3427 {fili) 5!",!
Javier L. Gabio\a) ISB n 5448 ., f,[,/;/ 30
COOPER & LARSEN. CI-IARTERED
151 North 3'11 Avenue, 2"d FJh(~
~. O. 'Sox 4229
{jf~)U -;--- r,
Pocatello. to 83205.4229
(t,t
Tclc:pbone; (20S) 235-1145
Facsimile: (208) 23S~1182

,

----

208 235 1182 P 2/4

....

Attornc.I)l.,: for Plaintiff

IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF nl.E SIXTH JUDTCIAL DlSTRl(''T OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDV NIELD.

)
)

Plaintiff.

)
)

vs.

)
)

POCATELLO HEALTH SERVJCES. (NC..

)

a Nevada corporation. d/b/a

)

POCATELLO CARE ANI)
REHADILlT AfrON CENTER, and
10HN DOES i-X. 3cting as
agents ilnd employces of POCATELLO
HEALTH SERVTCES. INC .. d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER.

)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDA VIT OF SUZANN£
FREDERICK

)

)

Defendants.

)
)

ST ATE OF TEXAS

County C)f

)

I, SUZANNE FREDERTCT<. being firsc duly SWOI'TI on oath, dl.'Pose and state 3S follows:
1.

That I am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify

below.

AFFlDAVI1' Of SUZANN! FRtDr.RICK • 1

1027

a~

to rhe facts set forth

2010-11-30 12:12

2.

Swan

254757251

Frederick

208 235 1182 P 3/4

That I am a Regi~tered nurse licensed in the State of Texas. I have been practicing

as a registered nur:;e since 1983. Attached hereto is a copy of my CY.

3.

Attached hereto is a copy of my report:; dl;)ted A.pri119. 2010. and June 1O,2010.

Said reports arc incorporated by reft!rt:nce. Attached thercto is a list of all the documents I n:viewc:d
in preparing my opinions in this mi\l'rer.
4.

It i~ my opinion that Pocatello Nursing and Rehabilitntioll Ccnlcr nursing stl'lff, as

well as the Director ofNursin~ and Administrator, acted negligently and r~cklcssly with regard to
Mrs. Nield and were indiffcrent to her health and well-being. The nursing staffknew that thelr

tailure to meet the stanc.!,u·dt' of care I)UI Mrs. Nield at extreme risk of hartll and that their failure to
meet tbe: I:itandards would likely causc injuries to Mrs. Nield but despite thi~ knowledge. Pocatello
Nursing and Rchabilitation Cl!nter and jt~ nur~ins staffstill failed to meet the standard of care which

caused her to develo~ MRSA which caused her many subsequent injuries and prolong~d sutlcrins.
5.

from my rcview ofth~ n:cord..-., the records show that Mrs. Nield did not have MRSA

or P:icudomonas when she entered Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center. Mrs. Nield was ~c:en
at the Wound Care & Hyperbaric Ccnler on November g, 2008. A pl~y$ician's nott ora November
20. 2007 showed that a wound culture taken November 13.2007 wal\ posil'ive [or MRSA and
pseudomonas.
6.

It i1\ al~o

n,y opinion thot Pocatello Nursing ;md Rr;habilitation Center failed to follow

proper infeeti01l c()\~trol procedures to prevont Mrs. Nield's MRS Aand plle\Jdomonas infe~tion. A.s
~tatcd above, Mrs.

Nield did not have MRSA and pseudomonas wbcn she was admitted to Pocatello

Nursins' and Rehabilitation Center on August 25, 2007. However, the records clearly show that she

did develop MRSA and pseudomonas while SOt was :i resident of Pocatello Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center.
A.FFrDAVIT or. SlJ7.ANN E ntEl)~lUCK -1
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7.

25475

Frederick

S

It is my

profe~sional

208 235 1182 P 4/4

nursing opinion tnat Mrll. Nield's cOlltraction of MRSA and

pscudomonu:; was caused by substan.dllTd nursing practice resarding infcctiun

Cl)l1lrol.

FURTHER SAITH AFFIANT NAUCHT.
DATED this

/) +"'"
lJ..
day of November, 2009,

.lu 1,.C(~ juc&w.,j; ,W·(3C MSN ~ 4.v~
I

SUZANNE FREDERICK

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me: thili J2.1... day ofNovcmber. 2010.

CRRTt1i'ICAII OE SERV.CF.

I HER.EB YCERTIFY that on this.?a. day of Novembcr~ 20 IO. J Serv~d a tnle and correct
copy of the abov~ and ror~soillg doc~lmcnt to the following person(s) as follows:
Keely E. Dtlke
Chris D. Comstock
Hall, Farley, Obcn-ccbt & Blanton
P,O. Box 1271
Boil\c, ID 83701

[~U.S. MaillPosllI.l=!c Prepaid

r]

[J

.u--

lland Dclivc:ry
Ov~might Mail
Fat .' ' . 8·395·8585
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Reed W. Larsen, ISB # 3427
Javier L. Gabiola, ISB # 5448
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P. O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Telephone: (208) 235-1145
Facsimile: (208) 235-1182
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Plaintiff,
vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
a Nevada corporation, d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER, and
JOHN DOES I-X, acting as
agents and employees of POCATELLO
HEALTH SERVICES, INC., d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-3869-PI

AFFIDA VIT OF JA VIER L. GABIOLA
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING
ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE ADDITIONAL
TIME TO SUPPLEMENT THE
RECORD

STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Bannock )
JAVIER L. GABIOLA, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am one of the attorneys representing Plaintiff in this matter and make this Affidavit

upon my own personal knowledge and information.

AFFIDAVIT OF JAVIER

L.

GABIOLA IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING ON SUMMARY

JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTNERATIVE ADDITIONAL TIME TO SUPPLEMENT THE RECORD - PAGE

1030

1

2.

My office and its staff have been attempting and trying to obtain an affidavit from

Suzanne Frederick, one of Plaintiff s healthcare and nursing experts, disclosed in this matter. Since
November 8, 2010, I and my staff have been attempting to contact Ms. Frederick to obtain her
signature on an affidavit, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1, to file in opposition to
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. As of the date of this affidavit, for unknown reasons,
neither I nor my office staff have been able to contact or get a hold of Ms. Frederick;
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a copy of an email my paralegal received from the

deposition finn that reported the deposition of Derrick Glum, the former administrator at
Defendants' facility, which was taken on November 16t\ 2010. On November 24h, 2010 I was first
informed that an e-transcript of Mr. Glum's deposition wotiTanot be available until it was ordered
and paid for. Thereafter, on November 2<'1\ 2010 I sent a request to the reporting firn1 that reported
Mr. Glum's deposition, providing a credit card to obtain an e-transcript of Mr. Glum's deposition.
See Exhibit 3 attached hereto;
4.

On approximately October 28 th , 2010 I endeavored to obtain and procure an affidavit

from Dr. Shockley an infectious disease expert that I wanted to retain on behalf of Plaintiff, and to
obtain opinions to submit to the Court in opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
The documents that Dr. Shockley would need to review to prepare his opinions and affidavit, due
to a miscommunication between my office and Dr. Shockley's assistant, Dr. Shockley was not given
documents to review until November 19t\ 2010. Based upon this, I was unable to obtain any
affidavit or opinions from Dr. Shockley to file an opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment.

AFFIDAVIT OF JAVIER L. GABIOLA IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING ON SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - PAGE

2
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FURTHER SAITH AFFIANT NAUGHT.
DATED this

& day of November, 2010.
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED

BY:~~
,

AVIER L. GABIOLA

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this J qltday of November, 2010.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at Pocatello
My Commission Expires: \ l- J.iP - 13

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thiS.£t day of November, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows:

l4
[]

Keely E. Duke
Chris D. Comstock
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

AFFIDA VIT OF JAVIER

~

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: 208-395-8585

L. GABIOLA IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING ON SUMMARV

JUDGMENT - PAGE 3
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Reed W. Larsen, ISB # 3427
Javier L. Gabiola, ISB # 5448
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P. O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Telephone: (208) 235-1145
Facsimile: (208) 235-1182
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

JUDY NIELD,
Plaintiff,
vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
a Nevada corporation, d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER, and
JOHN DOES I-X, acting as
agents and employees of POCATELLO
HEALTH SERVICES, INC., d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER,
Defendants.

STATE OF TEXAS
County of

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-3869-PI

AFFIDAVlT OF SUZANNE
FREDERICK

)
: ss
)

I, SUZANNE FREDERICK, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

That I am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify as to the facts set forth

below.
m

EXHIBIT

!

I

~
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2.

That I am a Registered nurse licensed in the State of Texas. I have been practicing

as a registered nurse since 1983. Attached hereto is a copy of my CV.
3.

Attached hereto is a copy of my reports dated April 19, 2010, and June 10, 2010.

Said reports are incorporated by reference. Attached thereto is a list of all the documents I reviewed
in preparing my opinions in this matter.
4.

It is my opinion that Pocatello Nursing and Rehabilitation Center nursing staff, as

well as the Director of Nursing and Administrator, acted negligently and recklessly with regard to
Mrs. Nield and were indifferent to her health and well-being. The nursing staff knew that their
failure to meet the standards of care put Mrs. Nield at extreme risk of harm and that their failure to
meet the standards would likely cause injuries to Mrs. Nield but despite this knowledge, Pocatello
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center and its nursing staff still failed to meet the standard of care which
caused her to develop MRSA which caused her many subsequent injuries and prolonged suffering.
5.

From my review ofthe records, the records sho,,:, that Mrs. Nield did not have MRSA

or Pseudomonas when she entered Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center. Mrs. Nield was seen
at the Wound Care & Hyperbaric Center on November 8, 2008. A physician's note on November
20, 2007 showed that a wound culture taken November 13, 2007 was positive for MRSA and
pseudomonas.
6.

It is also my opinion that Pocatello Nursing and Rehabilitation Center failed to follow

proper infection control procedures to prevent Mrs. Nield's MRSA and pseudomonas infection. As
stated above, Mrs. Nield did not have MRSA and pseudomonas when she was admitted to Pocatello
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center on August 25, 2007. However, the records clearly show that she
did develop MRSA and pseudomonas while she was a resident of Pocatello Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center.
AFFIDA VIT OF SUZANNE FREDERICK - 2
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7.

It is my professional nursing opinion that Mrs. Nield's contraction of MRS A and

pseudomonas was caused by substandard nursing practice regarding infection control.
FURTHER SAITH AFFIANT NAUGHT.
DATED this

day of November, 2010.

SUZANNE FREDERICK

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this _ _ day of November, 2010.

(SEAL)

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR TEXAS
Residing at:
My Commission expires:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of November, 2010, I served a true and COlTect
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows:
Keely E. Duke
Chris D. Comstock
Hall, Farley, ObelTecht & Blanton
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

[
[
[
[
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]
]
]
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U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: 208-395-8585

Page 1 of 1

Liz
From:

Sherry Longo [sherry@toddolivas.com]

Sent:

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 11 :11 AM

To:

Liz

Subject:

Deposition of Derrick Glum

Attachments: DepoOrderForm_O+1.pdf

Good morning Liz,
I have received the final transcript of the above mentioned deponent in my office for production. I have
attached an order form if you would like to fill out the order form and return it to me Signed I will be happy
to forward you an e-transcript right away.
Best regards,
Sherry Longo
Todd Olivas & Associates, Inc.
41690 Enterprise Circle North
Suite 200CC
Temecula, CA 92590
(951) 296-0114 Main Line:
(951) 848-0789 Fax
http://www.toddolivas.com
sherry@toddolivas.com
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receive this transmission in error, or if you are not the individual or entity named above,· the receipt of this transmission is
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Reed W. Larsen, ISB # 3427
Javier L. Gabiola, ISB # 5448
COOPER & LARSEN, CHA~f!~ ~';(l
,:~ h:
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P. O. Box 4229
-'DEPtJi-, cL:
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Telephone: (208) 235-1145
.
Facsimile: (208) 235-1182
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Plaintiff,
vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
a Nevada corporation, d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER, and
JOHN DOES I-X, acting as
agents and employees of POCATELLO
HEALTH SERVICES, INC., d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-3869-PI

MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF DR. COFFMAN

COMES NOW Plaintiff Judy Nield, by and through the undersigned counsel, and hereby
requests that paragraphs12, 14,22,23,24,25,26 and 27 of the affidavit of Defendant Pocatello Care
and Rehabilitation Center's expert Dr. Coffman be stricken or, in the alternative, not considered by
the Court in determining Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This Motion is supported by the record herein; and the Memorandum in Support of
Plaintiff's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Dr. Coffman.
)

MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDA VIT OF DR. COFFMAN - PAGE
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Oral argument is requested.
DATED this ~ day of November, 2009.
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

:7v

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of November, 2010,1 served a true and correct
copy ofthe above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows:

[r[]
[]
[]

Keely E. Duke
Chris D. Comstock
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF DR. COFFMAN - PAGE 2
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U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: 208-395-8585

~I L. E 0
Reed W. Larsen, ISB # 3427
Javier L. Gabiola, ISB # 5448
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P. O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Telephone: (208) 235-1145
Facsimile: (208) 235-1182

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Plaintiff,
vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
a Nevada corporation, d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER, and
JOHN DOES I-X, acting as
agents and employees of POCATELLO
HEALTH SERVICES, INC., d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER,
Defendants.

STATE OF NEVADA
County of

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-3869-PI

AFFIDA VIT OF
HUGH S. SELZNICK, M.D.

)
: ss
)

I, HUGH S. SELZNICK, being first duly swom on oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

That I am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify as to the facts set forth

below.

T OF HUGH S. SELZNICK, M.D. - 1
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2.

That I am an Orthopaedic Surgeon. I have been licensed and practicing medicine in

Idaho since 1993. For a brief period of time, I practiced primarily in Las Vegas, Nevada, but I
always kept my Idaho license current. Attached hereto is a copy of my CV which is incorporated
by reference.
3.

Attached hereto are the reports I prepared on September 17, 2009, and November 25,

2009. Said reports are incorporated by reference thereto. Attached thereto is a list of all the
documents I reviewed in preparing my opinions in this matter.
4.

That I have reviewed Judy Nield's medical records from 12/28/95 through 4/16/09.

I was asked to specifically address Mr. Nield's methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus
("MRS A") and pseudomonas infection sustained "while staying in a long tem1 facility, Pocatello
Care & Rehabilitation Center, in Pocatello, Idaho". From reviewing the medical records, Ms. Nield
did not have any documented pseUdomonas infection of MRS A infection prior to her admission to
Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center on August 25,2007.
5.

There is no evidence, in my opinion, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that

Ms. Nield had MRS A infection prior to entering the Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center.
Objective evidence for same exists, based on her 8/21107 left lower extremity would cultures which
confirmed coagulase negative staph, not MRSA, whereas subsequent cultures follower her
hospitalization at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center did grow out MRSA (11/09/07; 01118/08;
3/13/08).
6.

It is also my opinion Ms. Nield's ultimate development ofleft talus osteomyelitis and

progressively recalcitrant left lower extremity wound issues and her ultimate need for the 4/2/08 left
below knee amputation was related to the MRS A sustained at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
Center. It is my opinion the MRI confirmed development of talar osteomyelitis was a devastating

AFFIDAVIT OF HUGH S. SELZNICK, M.D. - 2
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event in what up to that point, had been soft tissue wound healing issues alone. It is also my opinion
that the right hip joint aspiration confirms pseudomonas which is also related to Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center. It is my opinion that the colonization of pseudomonas took place during her
hospitalization and stay at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. It is my opinion the aspiration
confirmed pseudomonas infection of the right hip was indeed related as well to pseudomonas
colonization during her hospitalization at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. Again, the

1119/07 left lower extremity would cultures did grow out moderate pseudomonas aeruglnosa. It is
my opinion that her right hip two-stage revision surgery should be attributed to Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center hospitalization, colonization and subsequent infection with pseudomonas.
After the two stage revision, she developed recurrent prosthesis right hip infection and all of that
treatment for that condition should be related to her stay and subsequent infection while at Pocatello
Care & Rehabilitation Center.
7.

It is also my opinion the development ofleft foot osteomyelitis in the setting of a

previously rather recalcitrant soft tissue wound issues alone, arid her underlying numerous medical
co-morbidities including recently diagnosed diabetes, venous and arterial insufficiency issues and
documented neuropathy, notwithstanding her lack of ambulatory mobility, made the decision to
amputate the left leg below the knee reasonable and necessary and appropriate. Dr. Howe's below
knee amputation on 4/2/08 was reasonable and necessary and all caused from getting infections
stated above at the Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center.
8.

It is also my opinion all medical bills in evidence following her admission to

Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center on 8/25107 and onward should be attributed to patient's inhouse stay at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. This would include all treatment in Salt Lake

AFFIDAVIT OF HUGH S. SELZNICK, M.D. - 3
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City, including the 4/2/08 left below knee amputation and rehabilitation following same as well as
her two-stage right total hip prosthetic salvage on 5/12/08 and 6/23/08, and her attendant
rehabilitation stays following same.
9.

I further reviewed Ms. Nield's medical records from 8122/07 through 8/5/09. These

records detail a right hip periprosthetic wound infection which developed on 4/9/09. These records
confim1ed Ms. Nield developed an Enterococcus faecalis infection of her revised right total hip
performed in Salt Lake City originally for Pseudomonas deep infection. These records also confim1
an entirely different bacteria causing this new right hip periprosthetic infection.
10.

It is my opinion her left below knee amputation (4/2/08) and her two-stage right hip

excision/re-implantation procedure (5/12/08 and 6/23/08), as well as her right total knee procedure
(6/23/08) contributed to less mobility and during this convalescence, excessive recumbency would
have predisposed her to aforementioned sacral/gluteal decubiti (hole in her skin from the pressure
of being bed ridden).
Her home nursing, not inconsistent with her homebound status, was in evidence
through these additionally provided medical records, essentially from 7111108 following
aforementioned surgical procedures, through 9/19/09. It is more likely than not, this extended period
of convalescence and associated recumbency predisposed her to the development ofthe gluteal and
sacaral decubiti. As such, her right hip surgical treatment, prolonged antibiotic requirements and
associated would care, as well as home health services should be attributed to her hospitalization
at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation where Ms. Nield originally contracted MRSA in her left lower
extremity and the Pseudomonas aeruginosa in her right prosthetic hip which necessitate her
additional surgeries and required convalescence from same. All of this treatment and care was

AFFIDA VIT OF HUGH S. SELZNICK, M.D. - 4
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NOV-24-2010

14:35

caused by Ms. Nield contracdng MRSA and J)leUdomonas
Care & Rehabilitation
. while at .Pocatello
.
..
Center.
fUknIER SAInI AFFIANT NAUGHT.

DATED this ;; ( day of November, 2009.

SUBSCRIBED .AND SWORN

ro befo~ ~e. this d ~y orNOy'e~bOf, ~Ol O.
NOTARY PUBLIC FORo-NfiV.'IiDA I 7::>AHo

Residing at: Bp.~, c,,··
My CommissioD expires: .\ t - d- (j>
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tHEREBY CEkTIFY tbaton this
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CONSULTANTS MEDICAL GROUP
September 17, 2009

James D. Ruchti
Cooper & La rsen
151 North 3rd Avenue, Second Floor
P. O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
RECORD REVIEW REPORT
RE:
CMG #:

Judy NIELD
1388

Dear Mr. Ruchti;
Per your request and authorization, as outlined in your 07/14/09 letter, I reviewed the medical
records pertaining to Judy Nield.
I received over 26 pounds in medical records encompassing a time period from 12/28/95
through 04/16/09. These records have been collated and placed in chronological order by
technical staff. Though all entries are read, non-pertinent entries (e.g. common cold, etc.) may
not receive comment. Illegible and/or nondated material may not be commented upon. These
records have been reviewed in detail and are attached as an addendum to the report.
I was asked to specifically address Ms. Nield's methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus
infection sustained "while staying in a long term care facility, Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
Center, in Pocatello, Idaho, which ultimately necessitated a left below knee amputation on
04/02/08." This authoring orthopedic surgeon did personally care for Ms. ' Nield in the remote
past with medical records confirming same for a 12/28/95 left knee arthroscopic procedure.
Additionally, this authoring orthopedic surgeon had the opportunity to re-evaluate Ms. Nield at
the Idaho Physician Clinic in the fall of 2008 following her extensive right hip revision
procedure (first stage, 05/12/08, second stage, 06/23/08). I also saw her in followup after
treatment at Portneuf Medical Center in April of 2009 for contralateral left hip infection. Ms.
Nield's medical records are extensive and a relevant summary follows.

HISTORY:
The provided medical records begin on 12/28/95 when I personally performed left knee
arthroscopic debridement. Extensive left knee osteoarthritis was found at that time. In my
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handwritten documentation from 12/11/95, I referenced prior bilateral hip replacement
surgery in May and July of 1993 by Dr. William Mott, now deceased. My 12/11/95 handwritten
documentation confirmed "diffuse numbness, left leg." A 02/08/96 EMG/NCV evaluation
confirmed the presence of "an old inactive primarily axonal lesion of either the proximal left
posterior tibial nerve or partial lesion of the left sciatic nerve." Given Ms. Nield's report of
numbness following 1993 left hip replacement surgery, both myself and the interpreting
neurologist, Dr. Kennedy, opined there was a partial sciatic nerve injury complicating the hip
replacement procedure. Additionally, at the time of my original treatment of Ms. Nield, we
attempted to obtain rheumatologic evaluation but were unable to do so, to elucidate the
etiology of her "inflammatory arthritis" opined to be present by Dr. Mott. Dr. Scoville, now
retired, declined seeing Ms. Nield because of insurance reasons. A rheumatoid factor and
erythrocyte sedimentation rate ordered by myself was negative per 08/24/96 documentation.
Notation of this is made because of a subsequent diagnosis of leukocytoclastic vasculitis made
on wound biopsy per a pathologic report of 11/21/07 (left lower extremity).
The first reference to wound issues or "ulcers on left lower extremity" was in evidence per Dr.
Beddel's 10/26/05 documentation of same. Dr. Baker, of the Portneuf Wound Care &
Hyperbaric Clinic documentation from 11/02/05, also references left leg "recurrent ulcerations
for past two years." Wound cultures were actually obtained on this date, 11/02/05, with final
result confirming growth of streptococcus agalactiae and Enterobacter cloacae. A subsequent
12/16/05 wound culture performed by Dr. Baker from the left lower extremity grew coagulase
negative staph ..
The provided medical records confirmed chiropractic treatment for axial spine issues from
12/06/02 through 10/25/05. The same chiropractor, Dr. Finn, also provided chiropractic
treatment from 11/03/05 through 03/31/06 with low back and left hip symptomatology in
evidence following a referenced 11/02/05 "fall" when exiting a local store. Despite reported
left hip pain, no hip x-rays were performed at the chiropractic facility. On 11/10/05,
lumbosacral spine films were performed which confirmed degenerative changes.
Orthopedic spine evaluation, performed on 11/17/05, referenced the 11/02/05 "fall." Low back
pain that "radiates into left lower extremity" was rioted. Paresthesias in the left lower
extremity that "has worsened" was noted. X-rays performed in Dr. Blair's office confirmed
degenerative spondylolisthesis at L4 and L5 which corrected on extension views. An MRI of the
lumbar spine was 'ordered on 11/22/05 which confirmed multilevel lumbar degenerative
disease but most notable at L4-5. Again, no left hip x-ray was performed on 11/17/05
evaluation. The provided medical records confirmed no followup with Dr. Blair.
The provided medical records confirmed ongoing wound care as coordinated by Dr. Baker at
Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbaric Clinic from aforementioned initial evaluation on 11/07/05
for left lower extremity wounds. Following 12/16/05 culture confirming coagulase negative
staph, ciprofloxacin was started but this was switched on 12/23/05 to Flagyl.
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On 03/31/06, Dr. Baker ordered an ultrasound of the left lower extremity which confirmed
"extensive occlusive thrombus throughout the entire left leg deep veins."
On 05/08/06, Ms. Nield attended her last appointment at Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbaric
Clinic despite ongoing wound care needs. On this date, Dr. Baker's documentation confirmed
"chronic venous stasis ulcers of left leg." He confirmed ongoing Coumadin use and he
confirmed that "she will followup on an as needed basis relative to the venous stasis disease."
Ongoing care at Health West Pocatello Clinic was in evidence from 05/19/06 through
08/21/07. Specific notation was made that on 09/05/06, Ms. Nield stopped her Coumadin
"against medical advice."
Concomitant chiropractic care was in evidence from Page Family Clinic from 12/18/06 through
08/23/07. These home chiropractic visits by Dr. Page confirmed that by 07/09/07, Ms. Nield
was "not walking anymore." An earlier letter written to Attorney Robison dated 04/04/07
confirmed Ms. Nield "lost ability to ambulate."
Health West documentation from 05/19/06 through 08/21/07 confirmed ongoing wound care
issues with specific notation of clinical worsening being evident per 06/26/07 and 08/21/07
documentation. The provided medical records confirmed evaluation at Portneuf Medical Center
Emergency Department on 08/21/07 with an admission at the time for cellulitis, left lower
extremity. ER documentation confirmed worsening of "chronic sores," left lower extremity. It
confirmed sensation is "chronically absent, left foot." Dr. Cree admitted Ms. Nield from the
emergency room on 08/21/07. He confirmed ''worsening, oozing and redness in left lower
extremity." He also confirmed increased pain in contralateral right hip. He confirmed that Ms.
Nield was taking antibiotics "leftover from dental procedure." He confirmed superficial
ulcerations "around much of distal lower leg, largest posteriorly approximately 6-7 cm." He
confirmed the left leg was 2 inches shorter than the right. He confirmed a "fair amount of
cellulitis and open blistering." Ms. Nield was started on IV antibiotics, including .Primaxin and
vancomycin.
Dr. Newhouse was consulted for right hip pain, given prior bilateral hip replacement surgery.
Ultrasound of the arterial circulation of the left lower extremity was abnormal with "patterns
seen throughout the left lower extremity arterial supply suggesting more proximal disease,
probably in the level of the iliacs or distal abdominal aorta." Venous ultrasound of the left
lower extremity confirmed "partial compressibility of the common femoral and femoral vein
segments and inguinal adenopathy." Dr. Cree started Lovenox for DVT prophylaxis. Dr. Cree
also confirmed, given an elevated hemoglobin Alc, that Ms. Nield had adult onset diabetes,
previously undiagnosed.
Wound cultures from the left lower extremity on 08/21/07 grew coagulase negative staph,
moderate beta hemolytic strep and light Gram negative rods, klebsiella pneumoniae. Dr.
Newhouse, the orthopedic surgeon, evaluated Ms. Nield on 08/23/07. He ordered an aspiration
of the right hip. Gram stain confirmed no organisms with 2+ white blood cells, but no growth
was evident from this 08/23/07 right hip aspiration. It should be noted however, that Ms. Nield
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was receiving aforementioned IV antibiotic therapy at the time of the right hip 08/23/07
aspiration. Dr. Newhouse obtained x-rays of the pelvis and both hips. A chronic fracture
dislocation of the left total hip replacement was in evidence. There was a periimplant, or
periprosthetic fracture of the left acetabulum with frank loosening of the acetabular
component evident. In addition, Dr. Newhouse confirmed the left total hip was dislocated. Dr.
Newhouse confirmed there "also appears to be some loosening of the right hip acetabular
component but the hip is grossly located, the cup is somewhat vertical." Dr. Newhouse stated
the results of the 08/23/07 aspiration would be "equivocal" given the fact that patient is
already on IV antibiotics. He opined that Ms. Nield "appears to have a Charcot left leg and at
least a chronic dislocation and injury without any evidence of trauma whatsoever." He noted,
"on a positive note, the patient is not septic at this point." He recommended continued
antibiotics and if cultures panned out positive in the right hip, a two-stage exchange would be
necessary given "Charcot" issues. With regard to the left hip, lower extremity, revision surgery
would pose potential complications and be quite difficult. Dr. Newhouse noted if revision hip
surgery was entertained, "it should probably be done by a total joint revision speCialist."
. As outlined above, right hip aspiration from 08/23/07 was negative. Review of progress notes
confirm that on 08/24/07, vancomycin and Primaxin were discontinued and Ancef was started,
given sensitivity profile of 08/21/07 wound cultures. Ms. Nield was transferred to Pocatello
Care & Rehabilitation on 08/25/07. Hospitalization through 12/03/07 was in evidence.
Ancef was continued and diabetic treatment ensued.
Documentation through September and October of 2007 confirmed improving left lower
extremity ulcers. 10/04/07 documentation confirmed Ms. Nield was "getting impatient."
11/06/07 internal medicine documentation confirmed, "Patient concerned about healing. For
financial reasons ... wants evaluation by hyperbaric facility even though wound is improving." A
pain diagram on this date confirmed the location of the posterior calf wound. It confirmed on
laboratory data, glucose was under fair to good .cofiErol, with values from 80 to 150. It
confirmed Ms. Nield's albumin was 3.2 (normal), confirming satisfactory nutritional status.
The provided medical records c::onfirmed initiation of wound care at the Porneuf Wound Care &
Hyperbaric Clinic on 11/09/07 with treatment notes in evidence through 03/20/08. No wound
cultures were done at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation from 08/25/07 until a wound culture was
performed at Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbaric Clinic on 11/09/07 initial evaluation. This
wound culture grew coagulase positive staph, which was different from the prior coagulase
negative staph. Sensitivity patterns confirmed this was a methicillin resistant
Staphylococcus aureus. Additionally, the 11/09/07 wound culture grew moderate
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. A punch biopsy was done of Ms. Nield's calf wound on 11/21/07
and findings were consistent with leukocytoclastic vasculitis.
Subsequent 01/18/08 wound cultures also grew MRSA and had light growth of Klebsiella
pneumoniae. A third set of wound cultures on 03/13/08 grew MRSA and Enterococcus faecalis.
There was no evidence in the provided medical records of prior growth of MRSA from the left
lower extremity wounds until these three wound cultures on 11/09/07, 01/18/08 and
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03/13/08. The last two cultures mentioned above (01/18/08 and 03/13/08) were obtained at
PortneufWound Care & Hyperbaric Clinic, but after Ms. Nield/s discharge on 12/03/07 from
Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. It should be noted that when she was admitted to
Portneuf Regional Medical Center, cultures, as outlined above on 08/21/07 from the left lower
extremity wounds, were notable for coagulase negative staph species and not the MRSA.
After discharge from Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation on 12/03/07, despite continued treatment
as outlined above at Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbaric Clinic, Ms. Nield received home health
per Creekside Home Health from 12/03/07 through 03/20/08. Prior to discharge from Pocatello
Care & Rehabilitation, a venous Doppler ultrasound confirmed, on 11/29/07, no evidence of
acute deep venous thrombosis but changes consistent with scarring "from prior DVT versus
II
chronic DVT. Greater saphenous veins also appeared to occlude in the thigh but reconstitute
distally.
Detailed review of Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbaric Clinic notes through 03/20/08,
confirmed per 11/27/07 documentation, the reason she left Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
and went home. Dr. Baker confirmed, "I was contacted by Dr. Cree at ISU Family Medicine
who indicated that Judy would be going home rather than to a long term care facility as she
has declined to go on Medicaid as she would have to give up all of her holdings including her
home ... consequently there is no payment source .... " Wound care clinic would be continued
"once a week'l and "provide instructions for home health relative to ongoing wound care for
her leukocytoclastic vasculitis." MRSA suppression at this juncture'was initiated with antibiotic
Septra Double Strength by mouth b.i.d. Given the pathologic result of leukocytociastic
, vasculitis, which is an autoimmune mediated type dermatologic phenomenon, steroid cream,
i.e. triamcinolone, was used as well.
12/18/07 documentation confirmed Ms. Nield had developed an additional issue, a pressure
sore on her "left heel 'l with an eschar measuring 2 x 4 cm. The eschar at this juncture was left
intact. In addition to the steroid cream, tobramycin was applied locally and the p.o. Septra
Double Strength suppression was stopped.
01/17/08 documentation confirmed the lesion on the left calf, which was leukocytociastic
vasculitis on biopsy, was doing "quite nicely now. II The heel also was referenced as well as the
lesion on the anterior ankle area and the lesions on the dorsum of the foot. Steroid cream
was continued for the left calf wound and tobramycin was utilized for the other
lesions. Local debridement was done as necessary. Given- the positive 01/18/08 wound
culture as referenced above, Septra Double Strength for suppression was re-started.
Otherwise, local wound care continued.
By 01/29/08, the left calf wound was "100% granulated" with the main concern being the
calcaneal region decubitus and the lesion on the dorsum of the left foot. She remained on
Septra. Steroid treatment to the dorsal foot wound was initiated. Observation of the calcaneal
eschar was continued.
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02/12/08 documentation confirmed Septra was discontinued because of "GI discomfort."
Doxycycline for suppression was .initiated. Steroid application and local wound care was
continued for the calf wound, and the wound on the lateral aspect of the foot. Santyl was
applied to the other wounds.
Per 02/19/08 documentation, the "ulceration of the dorsum of the foot remains enigmatic."
Additional local wound care was continued. Per this documentation, Bactrim was started again
for suppression. Biopsy of the lesion on the dorsum of the foot, per 02/26/08 documentation,
was "most consistent with an MRSA infection as changes of vasculitis were not found but
Gram positive bacteria and chronic inflammation were noted." The decubitus of the heel was
opined to be neuropathic in etiology. Tobramycin was used in the dorsal foot lesion. Santyl
was utilized for the calcaneal ulcer. Bactrim was continued.
On 03/04/08, the dorsum of the foot wound had "exposed tendon and bone." Calcaneal
ulcer was unchanged but underwent sharp debridement on this date. The potential need for a
"graft jacket" was discussed for "some time in the next month, once the Medicaid issues are
resolved. "
Per 03/11/08 documentation, suppression therapy continued with the most worrisome lesion
continuing to be the left dorsal foot ulcer. Reference was made here to contralateral lesions on
the right calf and lateral aspect of the right foot but I believe this to be a typo. The steroid
cream would be applied to these "vasculitic" lesions. Reference was made to upcoming
podiatric consultation with Dr. Bray.
On 03/13/08, an MRI of the left foot was ordered and initiation of wound VAC treatment for
the dorsal foot wound and calcaneal decubitus was recommended after Dr. Baker saw Ms.
Nield with Dr. Bray.
The 03/17/08 left foot MRI evaluation confirmed osteomyelitiS of the talus with some
destructive loss of the cortex noted. There was also some mild enhancement of the marrow
within the lateral aspect of the naVicular, probably related to some early osteomyelitis versus
reactive marrow edema. The provided medical records confirmed that IV daptomycin, an
excellent drug for MRSA, was initiated for same at this time. The provided medical records
confirmed transfer on 03/24/08 to Promise Hospital in Salt Lake on 03/24/08.
Wound care notes were in evidence from 03/25/08 through 04/07/08 with "five" wounds, left
lower extremity, in evidence. A left knee x-ray on 03/28/08 confirmed "very advanced
degenerative joint disease bilaterally, left greater than right." Orthopedic consultation
undertaken by Dr. Howe on 03/28/08 confirmed "MRSA in ankle wound and wounds not
healing." He confirmed a complicated history and recommended, given Ms. Nield/s nonambulatory status, "a below knee amputation on left."
On 04/02/08, this was performed uneventfully at Salt Lake Regional Medical Center by Dr.
Howe for a preoperative diagnosis of "osteomyelitis of left foot and ankle with ulcers on lower
leg."
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On 04/11/08/ Ms. Nield was uneventfully discharged from Promise Hospital in Salt Lake City
and was transferred to Draper Rehabilitation Services. An outpatient visit with Dr. Kim Bertin
was scheduled for bilateral hip arthroplasty evaluation. I was not provided any documentation
of this outpatient visit with Dr. Bertin; however/ subsequent medical records referenced a right
hip aspiration and a left hip aspiration being performed on 05/02/08 by Dr. Bertin.
Dr. Momberger/ an orthopedic surgeon at the Orthopedic Specialty Clinic in Salt Lake City
assumed care for Ms. Nield given scheduling issues with Dr. Bertin and needed followup for
positive Pseudomonas aeruginosa right hip aspiration (05/02/08). Dr. Momberger's
05/09/08 detailed consultation confirmed that Ms. Nield had bilateral failed total hip
arthroplasties with fresh left lower extremity amputation and bilateral extensive knee
degenerative disease. Dr. Momberger referenced that Ms. Nield "has been diagnosed with
rheumatoid arthritis, although extent not clear,/I
On 05/12/08, Ms. Nield underwent removal of infected right total hip implants. Review of the
operative note confirmed the right acetabulum was grossly loose but the right stem was well
fixed. Infectious disease consultation postoperative by Dr. Oliver took place on 05/12/08 and
for the chronic prosthetic hip infection with pseudomonas, IV Primaxin was initiated.
On 05/19/08, Ms. Nield was discharged from Intermountain Hospital and transferred to Aspen
Ridge East, a long term care facility, to receive IV antibiotics.
On 06/23/08, Ms. Nield returned to Intermountain Hospital for re-implantation of right total
hip after removing the temporary antibiotic spacer. Concomitant right total knee arthroplasty
was performed at this time. Infectious disease consultation with Dr. Trachtenberg on 06/24/08
confirmed IV imipenem would be continued for another four to six weeks and longer if
intraoperative cultures were positive. I do not confirm any record of the intraoperative cultures
at the time of re-implantation being positive.
On 06/27/08, Ms. Nield was discharged from Intermountain Hospital. The Discharge Summary
however, is incomplete. She was transferred to Health South Rehabilitation of Utah on this
date. Discharge from Health South was on 07/11/08 with assumption of care by Creekside
Home Health from 07/11/08 through 09/11/08 and then again from 09/23/08 through

11/07/08.
Orthopedic surgeon evaluation in Pocatello, Idaho by Dr. Aaron Altenburg, took place on
10/31/08. He confirmed appropriate alignment and position of the revised right hip prosthesis
with "intermediate phases of healing." He noted a "peri prosthetic fracture" but more likely
than not, this was the extended trochanteric osteotomy utilized for removal of the femoral
stem previously. Additionally, he confirmed the left side had a "completely dislocated total hip
prosthesis" and the acetabular component appeared "loose." He recommended that for pain
relief, a "Girdlestone procedure" which is an excisional arthroplasty, i.e. removal of all
components, would be most appropriate for the left hip to allow for pain relief and to allow for
Ms. Nield to sit comfortably in a wheelchair. Dr. Altenburg encouraged Ms. Nield to see Dr.
Momberger for same.
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Additional care notes from Creekside Home Health were in evidence from 11/08/08 through
01/22/09. 01/22/09 documentation confirmed discharge because Ms. Nield \'refused service."
Access Home Care notes were in evidence from 01/23/09 through 03/24/09. Access Home
Care documentation confirmed reference to a phone message from Ms. Nield that on this date,
she was "admitted to Portneuf Medical Center through Dr. Coker." They "re-opened left hip
incision, debrided and flushed ... and packed wound." I was not provided any documentation
referencing this April 2009 hospitalization for what appears to be a left hip infection. I was not
provided any cultures from this April 2009 left hip procedure.

DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES:
I was not provided any diagnostic studies for review. The medical records reference the
following diagnostic studies:
02/08/96

EMG/NCV, lower extremities. Impression: 1) Presence of old inactive, primarily
axonal, lesion, either the proximal left posterior tibial nerve or partial lesion of
the .left sciatic nerve. Because of symptoms and findings on exam, this is most
likely due to an old inactive axonal partial lesion of left sciatic nerve. No
electrodiagnostic evidence of present activity; and 2) Otherwise normal study.

11/17/05

X-ray of the cervical spine, office review. Impression: Moderate degenerative
changes. No obvious instability.

11/17/05

X-ray of the lumbar spine, office review. Impression: Degenerative scoliosis and
spondylolisthesis at L4-5. Significant spondylolisthesis of L4 on L5 on flexion that
corrects fairly well upon extension.

11/22/05

MRI of the cervical spine. Impression: 1) Moderate spinal stenosis at C5-6 from
disk bulge and superimposed broad based left paracentral disk protrusion with
some degree of left neural foraminal narrowing; and 2) Mild spinal stenosis at
C3-4, 4-5 and C6-7 from disk bulges.

11/22/05

MRI of the lumbar spine. Impression: Multilevel diskogenic disease. Moderate
canal narrowing at L4-5 from a combination of disk bulge, facet degenerative
changes and ligamentum flavum thickening. There is minimai to mild canal
narrowing seen at Ll-2, L2-3 and L3-4.

03/27/06

Venous Doppler, left lower extremity. Impression: Extensive occlusive thrombus
throughout the entire left leg deep veins.

08/21/07

Ultrasound, left lower extremity - arterial. Impression: 1) Abnormal wave pattern
seen throughout the left lower extremity arterial supply suggesting more
proximal disease, probably in the level of the iliacs or distal abdominal aorta; and
2) No Significant flow accelerating lesions identified.
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08/21/07

Ultrasound, left lower extremity. Impression: 1) Partial compressibility of the
common femoral and femoral vein segments; and 2) Inguinal adenopathy.

08/23/07

Referenced pelvis x-ray per Dr. Newhouse's review. Impression: Radiographs
consist of an.AP pelvis. The patient has a fracture dislocation of her left total hip
replacement. The component has been disassembled from the native acetabulum
and there is a .central acetabular fracture. The hip is dislocated with the femoral
head sitting at least 2 inches proximal to the native acetabulum. There also
appears to be some loosening of the right hip acetabular component but the hip
is grossly located, the cup is somewhat vertical.

11/29/07

Venous Doppler ultrasound, bilateral lower extremities. Impression: 1) No
evidence of acute deep venous thrombosis. Incomplete compressibility of left
common femoral and femoral veins, but flow is detected internally - most likely
scarring from prior DVT versus chronic DVT; and 2) Greater saphenous veins
appear to occlude in the thigh but reconstitute distally.

03/17/08

X-ray of the left foot. Impression: Arthropathy changes; No signs of any acute
bone destruction ..

03/17/08

MRI of the left foot. Impression: Osteomyelitis of the talus with some disruption
loss of the cortex noted. Some mild enhancement of the marrow within the
lateral aspect of the navicular, probably related to some early osteomyelitis
versus reactive· marrow edema.

03/28/08·

X-ray of the knee. Impression: Very advanced degenerative jOint disease
bilaterally, left slightly greater than right. Also appears to be anterior subluxation
of the left tibia relative to the left femur.

04/07/08

X-ray of the pelvis. Impression: Dislocated left hip prosthesis as well as affiliated
fracture through the central acetabufum. Some lucency adjacent to the right
acetabular component as well as vertically oriented position, que$tion loosening.

07/02/08

X-ray of the right hip. Impression: Status post right bipolar total hip replacement,
cerclage wires. Femoral stem crOSSing a transverse/oblique fracture through the
proximal diaphysis of femur near anatomic alignment.

DIAGNOSES:

1.

Remote bilateral hip replacement surgery per Dr. William Mott, May
and July 1993.

2.

Remote left knee operative arthroscopy/debridement by myself with
confirmed osteoarthritis, 12/28/95.
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3.

Remote left lower extremity partial sciatic nerve injury complicating
left total hip surgery with reported chronic numbness following same
and confirmatory abnormal electrodiagnostic testing, 02/0S/96.

4.

Referenced normal Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate and rheumatoid
factor pet 08/24/96 documentation.

5.

Chiropractic care for unrelated axial spine issues, 12/06/02 through

10/25/05.
6.

Ulcer by history, left lower extremity, first in evidence per Dr. Beddel's

10/26/05 documentation with additional referenced "two year history
of recurrent ulcers, left lower extremity" per Dr. Baker's 11/02/05
documentation.

7.

Referenced slip and fall injury, 11/02/05, per 11/03/05 Dr. Finn
chiropractic documentation.

S.

Referenced chiropractic x-ray evaluation, lumbar spine, 11/10/05,
notable for degenerative changes only; no hip x-ray evaluation
performed despite reported left hip pain following 11/02/05 incident.

9.

Chiropractic treatment sessions in evidence from 11/03/05 through
03/31/06 with Dr. Finn.

10.

Status post orthopedic spine surgeon evaluation with Dr. Blair,
11/17/05, with confirmed spondylolisthesis, L4-S, with dynamic
instability on flexion-extension lateral lumbar x-ray evaluation; no
pelvis x-ray or left hip x-ray performed.

11.

MRI, lumbar spine, 11/22/05, confirms multilevel degenerative
changes most prominent at L4-S with spinal stenosis evident.

12.

Concomitant wound clinic evaluation for left lower extreinity ulcers per
11/02/05 documentation.

13.

Wound culture, left lower extremity, 11/02/05, with growth of
streptococcus agalactiae and Enterobacter cloacae.

14.

Ongoing wound clinic treatment form 11/02/05 through 05/0S/06.

15.

Repeat wound culture, left lower extremity, 12/16/05, confirms
growth of heavy coagulase NEGATIV~staph.

16.

Occlusive thrombus, left lower extremity, confirmed per 03/27/06
venous Doppler.
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17.

Status post Coumadinization from 03/27/06 through 09/05/06 when
provided documentation confirms Ms. Nield stopped Coumadin
"against medical advice."

18.

Health West Clinic followup for additional wound care from 05/19/06
through 08/21/07 with clinical worsening of left lower extremity
evident per 06/26/07 and 08/21/07 documentation.

19.

Concomitant home chiropractic- care with Page Family Practice,
12/18/06 through 08/21/07, with chronic wound issues, left lower
extremity, identified and "loss of ambulatory ability" identified.

20.

Emergent hospitalization at Portneuf Medical Center for "cellulitis, left
leg," 08/21/07, with initiation of IV antibiotic treatment.

21.

08/21/07 hospitalization and evaluation confirms newly diagnosed
adult onset diabetes.

22.

08/21/07 hospitalization includes workup of right hip pain for possible
right hip prosthetic infection, with 08/23/07 aspiration yielding no
growth but 2+ WBC on Gram stain.

23.

08/21/07 hospitalization confirms periprosthetic left hip acetabular
fracture with failure of left hip acetabular component and chronic
dislocation of left total hip prosthesis.

24.

Abnormal venous and arterial left lower extremity ultrasound
evaluations at time of 08/21/07 hospitalization.

25.

Wound culture, left lower extremity, 08/21/07, yielded moderate
coagulase NEGATIVE staph, moderate beta hemolytic streptococcus
and light Gram negative klebsiella pneumoniae.

26.

Transfer to Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation, following discharge from
Portneuf Medical Center on 08/25/07 with hospitalization in evidence
through 12/03/07.

27.

Continued IV antibiotic therapy with Ancef with confirmed
improvement in left lower extremity cellulitis and swelling per
provided documentation.

28.

Concomitant re-initiation of treatment at Porneuf Wound Care &
Hyperbaric Clinic under Dr. Baker, per 11/09/07 documentation, with
continuation of same through 03/20/08.
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29.

Punch biopsy, left lower extremity calf wound, 11/21/07, with findings
consistent with leukocytociastic vasculitis.

30.

Left lower extremity wound culture, 11/09/07, positive for coagulase
POSITIVE staph, i.e. methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus, and
moderate growth of pseudomonas aeruginosa.

31.

Wound culture, 01/18/08, left lower extremity, positive for MRSA and
light growth of klebsiella pneumo~iae.

32.

Biopsy, left ankle dorsal wound, 02/19/08, with no evidence of
vasculitis and underlying fibrosis granulation tissue and acute and
chronic inflammation - Gram positive bacteria identified.

33.

Wound culture, left lower extremity, 03/13/08, positive for MRSA and
enterococcus faecalis.

34.

Abnormal venous Doppler, left lower extremity, 11/29/07, with
evidence of old DVT.

35.

Creekside Home Health visits in evidence following discharge from
Pocatello Care &. Rehabilitation Center on 12/03/07 until 03/20/08.

36.

Osteomyelitis of left talus per 03/17/08 MRI evaluation.

37.

IV daptomycin antibiotic therapy initiated following osteomyelitis
documentation noted per 03/17/08 MRI evaluation, left talus.

38.

Status post left below knee amputation, 04/02/08, at Promise
Hospital, Salt Lake City.

39.

Transfer to Draper Rehabilitation, 04/11/08.

40.

Referenced outpatient visit with orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Bertin, with
right hip aspiration, 05/02/08, positive for pseudomonas.

41.

Status post right total hip explantation (removal of prosthesis),
irrigation and debridement and placement of antibiotic spacer at
Intermountain Health Hospital, 05/12/08, with concomitant initiation
of six weeks of IV antibiotic therapy (Primaxin).

42.

Status post re-implantation of right total hip, 06/23/08, with
concurrent right total knee replacement performed.

43.

Status post transfer to Health South Rehabilitation, 06/27/08 through
07/11/08.
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44.

Creekside Home Health Care in evidence from 07/11/08 through
01/23/09, with assumption of home health care by Access Home Care
through 03/24/09.

45.

Referenced phone message from Access Home Care detailing
admission for incision and drainage, left hip, and wound packing. No
hospital records provided detailing same.

DISCUSSION:
Based on· my experience as an orthopedic surgeon and my review of 26 pounds of provided
medical records, it is my opinion to a reasonable degree of medical probability, that Ms. Nield
did sustain wound culture confirmed MRSA infection in her left lower extremity while
hospitalized at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. There is objective confirmation of same,
as initial wound cultures on 08/21/07, when hospitalized at Portneuf Regional Medical Center,
confirmed growth of moderate coagulase negative staph, whereas subsequent wound culture
obtained on 11/09/07 while hospitalized at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center grew
coagulase positive staph for MRSA (methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus). MRSA
continued to grow from the left lower extremity wounds following discharge from Pocatello
Care & Rehabilitation per 01/18/08 and 03/13/08 documentation.
It is my opinion her recalcitrant wound care course· following discharge from Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center as documented by the Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbaric Clinic
(11/09/07 through 03/20/08) and ultimate development of left talus MRI confirmed
osteomyelitis (03/17/08) necessitated the initiation of IV daptomycin (specific antibiotic
therapy for MRSA) and her left below knee amputation performed by Dr. Howe on 04/02/08.

It is my opinion the 05/02/08 right hip aspiration which grew pseudomonas caused septic
failure of her right prosthetiC hip necessitating the two stage explantation and then
subsequent re-implantation on 05/12/08 and 06/23/08. It is my opinion pseudomonas was
contracted at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center, given the 11/09/07 left lower extremity
wound cultures which confirmed moderate growth of pseudomonas aeruginosa.
My detailed review of the Department of Health & Human Services Summary Statement of
Deficiencies, per page 32 of 100, confirmed a patient being treated in August of 2007 at the
Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center for wound care and "pseudomonas cellulitis of both
knees." It is my opinion the objectively confirmed pseudomonas infection of left lower
extremity wounds per 11/09/07 culture was indeed contracted at Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center.
In addition, allegations outlined in a 02/19/08 letter to the administrator of Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center, specifically allegation #3 on page 3/8 confirmed, "There were four or
five other residents in rooms near the identified resident with methicillin resistant
staphylococcus aureus infections." The findings of the investigation confirmed and
substantiated poor infection control measures by the staff. It is my opinion, to a reasonable
degree of medical probability,' that both Ms. Nield's ultimate need for left below knee
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amputation surgery, especially given her development of left foot talus osteomyelitis
(underlying left dorsal ankle MRSA positive wound), and her need for right hip two-stage
revision surgery for pseudomonas infection should entirely be related to her colonization with
both MRSA and pseudomonas objectively confirmed to have taken place at the Pocatello Care
& Rehabilitation Center during her hospitalization from 08/25/07 through 12/03/07. Again,
both MRSA and pseudomonas were clearly evident on 11/09/07 wound cultures.
Of concern, is the Access Healthcare documented phone message on 04/09/09 confirming Ms.
Nield's hospitalization in Pocatello for left hip incision and drainage. I would welcome the
opportunity to review medical records detailing this April 2009 hospitalization as well as
documentation detailing the results of wound cultures obtained. I am unable, at this juncture,
to render an opinion if her need for this April 2009 left hip procedure should be related to Ms.
Nield's hospitalization and convalescence at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center from
08/25/07 through 12/03/07.
It is my opinion that Ms. Nield more likely than not sustained a left periprosthetic fracture
around her left acetabular component at the time of her 11/02/05 incident. Unfortunately,
chiropractic evaluation which ensued shortly thereafter as coordinated by Dr. Finn, detailed
that on 11/10/05, lumbar spine x-rays were obtained. Despite significant reported left hip
complaints, no left hip x-rays had been obtained nor were they obtained on subsequent
orthopedic spine evaluation by Dr. Benjamin Blair on 11/17/05. I would welcome the
opportunity to review the 11/10/05 and 11/17/05 lumbar spine x-rays, as often times the hip
joints are indeed included on the AP aspect of these examinations. It is my opinion a left hip
peri-implant acetabular fracture was likely sustained as a result of the 11/02/05 incident and
went unrecognized.
Ms. Nield had continued chiropractic care by Dr. Finn from 11/03/05 through 03/31/06 and
then home based chiropractic care from 12/18/06 through 08/21/07. The home based
chiropractic care by Dr. Page confirmed marked decrease in ambulatory abilities with an
04/04/07 letter to Attorney Jessie Robinson, as authored by Dr. Page, confirming that Ms.
Nield "lost ambulatory ability." 07/09/07 documentation per Dr. Page confirmed she was "not
walking anymore." It behooves this orthopedic surgeon, despite ongoing hip complaints and
extensive chiropractic followup and manipulative measures, why no simple AP pelvis x-ray was
obtained, especially given her prior history of hip replacement and prior traumatic history on
11/02/05.
Notwithstanding same, a peri prosthetiC fracture in the region of the left acetabulum would
have more likely than not caused her decreased ambulatory ability and have contributed to the
documented deep vein occlusive thrombus evident per 03/27/06 venous Doppler examination
necessitating anticoagulation.
Ms. Nield had obvious antecedent left lower extremity wound issues with documentation of
same being first in evidence by pain management physician, Dr. Beddel, on 10/26/05 and
referenced by Dr. Baker from Pocatello Wound Care and Hyperbaric Center as being present
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for "two years" per his 11/02/05 documentation (shortly following aforementioned traumatic
incident). A deep vein thrombosis however, would enhance left lower extremity swelling and
contribute, based on venous insufficiency, to delayed healing which was obviously evident in
the provided medical records with regard to Ms. Nield's left lower extremity ulcer/wound
issues. Indeed, Dr. Page, on 07/20/07 confirmed worsening "wounds" and Health West Clinic
followup on 06/26/07 and 08/21/07 also confirmed "clinical worsening, left leg." Her lack of
ambulatory mobility and essential immobility and worsening wound issues ultimately led to her
hospitalization at Portneuf Regional Medical Center on 08/21/07 for treatment of left lower
extremity cellulitis.
At the time of this hospitalization, workup ensued and diabetes was newly diagnosed.
Additionally, a severe issue was recognized with regard to Ms. Nield's left hip, given the first
radiographic evaluation of same since the 11/02/05 incident. An x-ray of the pelvis and left hip
at this juncture confirmed not only chronic left total hip prosthetic dislocation but also failure
of the acetabular component because of "pelvic discontinuity" or a periimplant fracture. More
likely than not, given the traumatic event on 11/02/05, it is my opinion she did sustain a
periimplant acetabular fracture which led to failure of the acetabular component given loss of
fixation which ultimately led to her prosthetiC left hip dislocation. More likely than not, this
would account for her progressive decrease in ambulatory ability in evidence per provided
medical records from the spring of 2006 through her emergent hospitalization on 08/21/07. It
would also explain her development of a left lower extremity deep venous thrombosis, i.e. her
immobility as caused by the fracture. It is highly' unlikely, in my opinion, the MRI evident
lumbar spinal stenosis at L4-5 (11/22/05 evaluation) would have caused this loss of
ambulatory ability.

It should be noted that Ms. Nield had multiple pre-existent co-morbidities which would delay
and potentially severely compromise her ability to 'heal left lower extremity ulcers/ wounds.
Ms. Nield, prior to 08/21/07, had electrophysiologicall~onfirmed partial sciatic nerve palsy
with resultant "numbness" in her left lower extremity, i.e. a neuropathy, which can predispose
a patient to wound issues. Wound issues were in evidence well prior to her hospitalization at
Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. This was in evidence both through Dr. Beddel's
10/26/05 documentation and Dr. Baker's 11/02/05 documentation at the hyperbaric clinic. Dr.
Baker himself referenced "two year history of recurrent ulcers," left lower extremity. Incidental
note was made of wound cultures performed on 12/16/05 with regard to the left lower
extremity which confirmed the presence of heavy coagulase negative staph, not MRSA.
Recurrent wound issues were in evidence with ongoing wound care from 05/19/06 through
08/21/07 being provided by Health West Clinic following Ms. Nield's discharge from the wound
care and hyperbaric clinic on 05/08/06. Dr. Baker ordered a venous duplex which confirmed
occlusive thrombus, left lower extremity, per 03/27/06 venous Doppler evaluation. Like the
neuropathy, this left lower extremity venous insufficiency more likely than not also contributed
to poor wound healing ability.
Additionally, there may have been an arterial component to Ms. Nield's poor healing ability,
given subsequent evidence of proximal arterial disease per 08/21/07 ultrasound examination.
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Following the 08/21/07 examination, additional diagnoses, or co-morbidities, including her
newly diagnosed diabetes, would contribute to poor wound healing potential. Ms. Nield also .
had documented thyroid issues and confirmed non-compliance regarding medication may have
led to a deficiency which also can compromise wound healing ability.
Notwithstanding above, Ms. Nield's left posterior calf wound bears out not to be a venous
insufficiency wound, but pathologic biopsy on 11/21/07 confirmed leukocytoclastic vasculitis.
This would be an autoimmune type phenomena which leads to small' vessel disease and
wound healing issues. Interestingly, back in 1996, I referred Ms. Nield to a rheumatologist to
evaluate her for the possibility of underlying inflammatory/rheumatoid arthritis but because of
insurance issues, Dr. Scoville would not see her. Interestingly, Dr. Momberger, who evaluated
Ms. Nield at the Orthopedic Specialty Clinic on 05/09/08 also referenced the possibility of
\\rheumatoid arthritis." Notwithstanding same,' leukocytoclastic vasculitis could be a
manifestation of underlying inflammatory disease, hitherto undiagnosed.
Not all of Ms. Nield's poorly healing wounds however, were secondary to leukocytoclastic
vasculitis. Specifically, the left ankle dorsal wouno overlying her talus on 02/19/08 biopsy
showed findings consistent with infection and staining confirmed Gram positive bacteria. It
should also be noted that both the calf wound, which was secondary to leukocytoclastic
vasculitis, and the left ankle dorsal wound also did grow out on separate cultures (11/09/07,
03/13/08 respectively) coagulase positive staph, or MRSA. It is my opinion the MRSA was
indeed contracted at the Pocatello Care &. Rehabilitation Center regardless of the
etiology of the left lower extremity poorly healing wounds.
MRSA is not a community acquired staph but rather a bacteria often acquired nosocomially or
as a result of hospitalization. Methicillin resistant staph is a rather virulent microbe resistant to
many antibiotics, including penicillin-related methicillin. The initial staph present, per 08/21/07
wound cultures (coagulase negative) was a much less virulent and. more susceptible
organism.

It is my opinion, more-likely than not, 'the development of talus osteomyelitis was because of
concomitant overlying wound infection from MRSA. I reviewed photographs of same. Prior to
the 03/17/08 left foot/ankle MRI evaluation confirming talus osteomyelitis, Dr .. Baker
maintained Ms. Nield on MRSA suppression with oral Bactrim. Once osteomyelitis however was
diagnosed, IV daptomycin, specific for MRSA, was initiated. Shortly thereafter, the 04/02/08
left below knee amputation was performed.
.
In summary, Ms. Nield did have co-morbidities contributing to documented recurrent wound
issues referable to her left lower extremity. It is my opinion the 11/02/05 incident more likely
than not caused structural or bony peri prosthetic injury to Ms. Nield's left hip which only
contributed to her lack of ambulatory mobility with her essentially being bedridden shortly
before her 08/21/07 hospitalization. It is my opinion that Ms. Nield's continued progressive
loss of ambulation ability contributed to her documented left lower extremity deep vein
thrombosis per 03/27/06 Doppler evaluation. This would only exacerbate her ability to heal, on
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the basis of venous insufficiency, left lower extremity. In addition, she has electrical
documentation of chronic sciatic nerve dysfunction, left lower extremity, and resultant
neuropathy. She developed a cellulitis of the left lower extremity necessitating emergent
hospitalization on 08/21/07. Initial cultures grew coagulase negative staph which responded
well to IV Ancef therapy. At the time of her 08/21/07 hospitalization, a previously undiagnosed
left hip prosthetic issue was found per 08/21/07 x-rayevaluation, i.e. chronic left prosthetic
hip dislocation, failure of left hip acetabular component and non-healed left acetabular
periimplant fracture. Additionally diagnosed at this hospitalization was her adult onset
diabetes. Diabetes can also contribute to poor wound healing and infection potential.
Notwithstanding same, Ms. Nield was transferred to Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center for
IV antibiotic therapy and wound management. Laboratory and culture data objectively
confirmed her contracting methicillin resistant Staph aureus given a positive 11/09/07
coagulase positive staph cutlure, or <MRSA culture from left lower extremity wounds. Per Dr.
Baker's wound clinic documentation from 11/09/07 through 03/20/08, her left lower extremity
wounds were of differing etiology. Her large left calf wound was secondary to leukocytoclastic
vasculitis per 11/21/07 biopsy. Her left ankle dorsal/anterior wound overlying the talus, per
02/19/08 biopsy, was more likely than not of infectious etiology. Notwithstanding same, MRSA
grew from wound cultures obtained on 11/09/07 from the left calf and on 03/13/08 from the
left ankle wounds respectively. MRSA also grew from wound cultures obtained on 01/18/08.

It is my opinion her colonization with MRSA took place at the Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
Center. Her development of MRSA and talar MRI- confirmed osteomyelitis complicated her
situation tremendously and necessitated the 04/02/08 left below knee amputation surgery.
Interestingly, Pseudomonas aeruginosa was also identified on 11/09/07 left lower extremity
wound cultures. This Pseudomonas aeruginosa was ultimately found on a 05/02/07 right hip
aspiration necessitating her two-stage revision right total hip surgery performed on 05/12/08
and <06/23/08 with IV antibiotic therapy directed toward pseudomonas infection of same.

It is highly unlikely, in my opinion, that Ms. Nield contracted pseudomonas from any other
source other than from <her 'Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center hospitalization given
aforementioned positive 11/09/07 culture results. This is a very rare organism to cause total
joint infection in general, and given the positive 11/09/07 wound culture for pseudomonas, it
is more likely than not, colonization occurred while hospitalized at Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation and ultimately led to her right hip demise. It should be noted that right hip
aspiration at the time of her 08/21/07 admission was negative.
Additionally, the provided medical records bear out a recent April 2009 left hip infection
necessitating hospital incision and drainage. I would welcome any medical records detailing
same and specifically would welcome the opportunity to review cultures obtained. I will defer
any opinion on whether or not this left hip procedure was related to the Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center hospitalization depending on the etiologic agent responsible for this
infection.
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It should be noted that on 05/02/08, a left hip aspiration by report was performed, but I was
unable to locate cultures regarding same. Any infection of her left hip would be, in my opinion,
devastating and ultimately, even absent a newly documented infection, a Girdlestone
arthroplasty or excisional arthroplasty will need to be performed. It is my opinion, if surgery is
contemplated in the future, especially given what appears to be a new infection in the left hip,
nothing more than a Girdlestone type procedure should be performed as definitive treatment.

With regard to your queries:

1.

MRSA is a coagulase positive Staphylococcus aureus or methicillin resistant
staphylococcus aureus, a rather virulent Gram positive bacteria with significant
antibiotic resistance.

2.

There is no evidence, in my opinion, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that
Ms. Nield had MRSA infection prior to entering the Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
Center. Objective evidence for same exists, based on her 08/21/07 left lower extremity
wound cultures which confirmed coagulase negative staph, not MRSA, whereas
subsequent cultures following her hospitalization at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
Center did grow out MRSA (11/09/07, 01/18/08, 03/13/08).

3.

The etiology of Ms. Nield's MRSA infection was poor infection control measures by the
staff at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. This was substantiated as an appropriate
allegation per page 3/8 after an investigative report detailing same in a 02/19/08 letter
to the administrator of Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. It is my opinion Ms. Nield
also sustained left lower extremity pseudomonas wound infection while hospitalized at
Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center as is clearly evident per 11/09/07 culture results.

4.

It is my opinion Ms. Nield's ultimate development of left talus osteomyelitis and
progressively recalcitrant left lower extremity wound issues and her ultimate need for
the 04/02/08 left below knee amputation was related to the MRSA sustained at
Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center.-It is my opinion the MRI confirmed development
of talar osteomyelitis was a devastating event in what up to that point, had been soft
tissue wound healing issues alone. It is my opinion the aspiration confirmed
pseudomonas infection of the right hip was indeed· related as well to pseudomonas
colonization during her hospitalization at Pocatellcr-Care & Rehabilitation Center. Again
the 11/09/07 left lower extremity wound cultures did grow out moderate pseudomonas
aeruginosa. It is my opinion her left hip two-stage revision surgery should be attributed
to Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center hospitalization.

5.

See above.

6.

See above.

7.

It is my opinion the development of left foot osteomyelitis in the setting of a previously
rather recalcitrant soft tissue wound issues alone, and her underlying numerous medical
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co-morbidities including recently diagnosed diabetes, venous and arterial insufficiency
issues and documented neuropathy, notwithstanaing her lack of ambulatory mobility,
made the decision to amputate the left leg below the knee reasonable and necessary
and appropriate. Dr. Howe's below knee amputation on 04/02/08 was reasonable and
necessary.
8.

It is my opinion all medical bills in evidence following her admission to Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center on 08/25/07 and onward should be attributed to the subject
accident. This would include all treatment in Salt Lake City, including the 04/02/08 left
below knee amputation and rehabilitation following same as well as her two-stage right
total hip prosthetiC salvage on 05/12/08 and 06/23/08, and her attendant rehabilitation
stays following same. I will defer comment on her recent newly diagnosed left hip
infection requiring referenced April 2009 incision and drainage as to whether it relates
to her hospitalization at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center.

9.

At this juncture, it is unknown if Ms. Nield has achieved Maximum Medical
Improvement. It is my opinion additional treatment will be necessary with regard to her
left hip and I will defer opinion on same pending production of additional medical
records detailing her most recent April 2009 hospitalization.

10.

I am not aware of any concurrent psychologic conditions which affected Ms. Nield's
recovery. I did address her thyroid status and recently diagnosed diabetic status which
may contribute to her overall recovery per the Discussion section of my report. Please
note Ms. Nield also had a rather dense electrophysiologically confirmed neuropathy in
the left lower extremity which can contribute to wound development and poor wound
healing, which was obviously present in antecedent provided medical records.
Additionally, Ms. Nield had documented deep vein thrombosis, left lower extremity,
following her 11/02/05 incident (related to an unrecognized left periprosthetic
acetabular fracture) which also can affect left lower extremity wound healing issues,
given venous insufficiency issues. Additionally, arterial insufficiency issues are also in
evidence per 08/28/07 arterial Doppler examination.

11.

At this juncture, Ms. Nield's left lower extremity below knee amputation stump has
healed well and no medical records were provided detailing any issue with regard to her
extensive right hip prosthetiC surgery. I am suspect however, as Ms. Nield did recently
develop deep infection of her left hip which more likely than not, will require future
treatment. Whether or not I can attribute same to Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
Center will be based on my review of culture results from the April 2009 procedure.

12.

Unable to comment on same pending production of additional medical records.

I would welcome the opportunity to review any medical records forthcoming from her April
2009 Portneuf Regional Medical Center left hip surgical intervention. Additionally, I would
welcome the opportunity to review the 11/10/07 Dr. Finn chiropractic lumbar spine x-rays as
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well as the 11/17/05 lumbar spine orthopedic x-rays, to delineate if left hip abnormalities were
indeed evident.
In closing, I reserve the right to change my opinions pending production of additional medical
records. Questions should be directed to my attention at Consultants Medical Group.
DECLARATION:
I declare under penalty of perjury that the information contained in this report and its attachments, if any, is true
and correct to the best of my knowledge and believe, except as to information I have received from others. As to
that information, I declare that it accurately describes the information provided to me and, except as noted
herein, I believe it to be true. The opinions and conclusions expressed in this report are my own. No one else
participated in the examination or preparation of this report. All conclusions reached and opinions expressed are
based on the premise that the information is properly admissible evidence and has been properly obtained in
accordance with the laws of the State of Idaho and/or the jurisdictionwhere the legal action has been filed.
Executed on September 17, 2009 in the County of Bannock.

RESPECTFULLY,

HUGH S. SELZNICK, M.D., F.A.C.S., A.B.O.S.
Orthopedic Consultant
HSS:dp
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MEDICAL RECORD REVIEW OF JUDY NIELD
The following is a chronological summary of the review of the medical records Judy Nield
Records received for review were dated from 12/28/95 through 04/16/09. The following
summary may contain spelling, typographical and/or grammatical errors.
12/28/95

Bannock Regional Medical Center. Operative Report Signed by Hugh Selznick,
M.D. Pre-op Dx: Osteoarthrosis, left knee, with possible superimposed meniscal
pathology. Procedure: 1) Operative arthroscopy, left knee, with plica
excision, partial synovectomy; 2) Partial lateral meniscectomy; 3)
Shaving arthroplasty, lateral femoral condyle; 4) Shaving chondroplasty,
medial femoral condyle. Post-op Dx: 1) Plica, left knee; 2) Arthrosis, lateral
compartment - severe; 3) Mild arthrosis with chondromalacia, grade 3-4, medial
compartment; 4) Fraying and tearing of lateral meniscus; 5) Diffuse hypertrophic
synovitis extensively involving notch area.

02/05/96

Hugh Selznick, M.D. Clinic notes dated 02/05/96 thru 04/14/99.

02/08/96

EMG/NCV of Lower Extremities requested by Dr. Selznick. Impression: Presence of
old inactive, primarily axonal, lesion either the proximal left posterior tibial nerve
or partial lesion of left sciatic nerve. Because of symptoms and findings on exam,
this is most likely due to an old inactive axonal partial lesion of left sciatic nerve.
No elect:rodiagnostic evidence of present activity; 2) Otherwise normal study.

10/21/02

Intermountain Surgery & Pain Center. Raymond Beddel. M.D. History of hip
replacements 1993. Clinic notes dated 10/21/02 thru 10/26/05. Noted: 10/26/05
"Ulcers on left lower extremity". 09/24/07 "ulcer on inside left ankle, secondary to
insect bite".

12/06/02

Grant Finn, D.C. Chiropractic Treatment Notes dated 12/06/02 thru 10/25/05 for
treatment of fall. Initial Diagnosis: 1) Traumatic cervical sprain with facet
syndrome with paravertebral myospasms; 2) Vertebrogenic cephalalgia; 3)
Lumbosacral sprain with facet syndrome with paravertebral myospasm; 4} Strain
to right knee/contusion; 5) Abrasion to right cheek; 6) Abrasion to right upper lip;
7) Contusion to right hand. Final Impression: 1) Lumbar facet syndrome; 2)
Sciatica.

01/03/05

Grant Finn, D.C. Chiropractic Treatment Notes di;lted 01/03/05 thru 03/31/06 for
treatment of fall. Initial Diagnosis: 1) Acute cervical sprain with facet syndrome
with paravertebral myospasms; 2) Thoracic sprain with facet syndrome with
paravertebral myospasms; 3) Lumbosacral sprain with facet syndrome with
paravertebral myospasms. States 03/31/06 "Blood clot in leg"

10/31/05

Highland Physical Therapy. Treatment Notes dated 1{)/31/05 thru 08/15/07.
Noted: 06/02/07 "Open wound to left posterier leg"
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11/02/05

Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbolic Clinic. Michael Baker, M.D. Complains of
recurrent ulcerations of left leg for past 2 years. States never had active cellulitis
of left leg. Current Meds: Hydrocodone, Diclofenac, Zanaflex. Refer to report for
examination & lab details. Impression: 1) Chronic wounds left leg; 2) Suspect leg
wounds are due to chronic venous insufficiency. Plan: 1) Culture taken; 2) Silver
applied; 3) Both legs treated with compression; 4) Return 5 days. Laboratory
Results .11/02/05 & 12/16/05.

11/07/05

Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbolic Clinic. Treatment Notes dated 11/07/05 thru
05/08/06 Noted: 12/20/05Portneuf Wound-Care & Hyperbolic Clinic. Cultures
reported heavy gram-positive cocci to include coag neg Staff.

11/17/05

Benjamin Blair, M.D. Complains of cervical and lumbar spine pain. Neck pain
radiates into left upper extremity. Low back pain radiates into left lower
extremity. Hit on 11/02/05 by door. Ambulates with cane secondary to bilateral
total hp replacements. Some paresthesias that has worsened. X-rays of ce/Vical
spine reveal moderate degenerative changes. No obvious instability. X-rays of
lumbar spine reveal degenerative scoliosis and spondylolisthesis at L4-5.
Significant spondylolisthesis of L4 on L5 on flexion that corrects fairly well upon
extension. Impression: 1) Cervical spondylosis and probable associated stenosis
with equivocal myelopathic findings; 2) Degenerative spondylosis with associated
degenerative scoliosis with spondylolisthesis of L4-5 with probable associated
stenosis. Plan: 1) MRI of cervical spine; 2) MRI of lumbar spine.

11/22/05

MRI of Cervical Spine requested by Dr. Blair. Impression: 1) Moderate spinal
stenosis at C5-6 from disc bulge and superimposed broad based left paracentral
disc protrusion with some degree of left neural foraminal narrowing; 2) Mild spinal
stenosis at C3-4, C4-C5 and C6-C7 from disc bulges.

11/22/05

MRI of Lumbar Spine requested by Dr. Blair. Impression: Multilevel discogenic
disease. Moderate canal narrowing at L4-L5 from a combination of a disc bulge,
facet degenerative changes and ligamentum f1avum thickening. There is minimal
to mild canal narrowing seen at L1-L2, L2-L3, L3-L4.

U3/27/06

Venous Doppler Ultrasound of Left Lower Extremity requested by Dr. Baker.
Impression: Extensive occlusive thrombus throughout the entire left leg deep
veins.

05/19/06

Health West - Pocatello Clinic. Clinic Notes dated 05/19/06 thru 03/22/07. Noted:
09/05/06 "Stopped Coumadin against medical advice"

12/18/06

Page Family Clinic.
08/23/07.

04/04/07

Page Family Clinic. Letter to Attorney. Refer to letter. "Lost ability to ambulate"

06/26/07

Health West - Pocatello Clinic. Complains of chronic pain. Worse clinically. Ulcer,
Assessment: 1) Deconditioning; 2) Spinal stenosis.
left lateral leg, 2 cm.
Progressive - "Absolutely refuses". Notes difficult to read.

In Home Chiropractic Treatment Notes dated 12/18/06 thru
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08/14/07

Home Health visits dated 08/14/07 thru 08/21/07.

08/21/07

Health West - Pocatello Clinic. Note stating not getting out of bed. Bed soaked
with urine. Temperature 99.4. Taking to ER.

08/21/07

Portneuf Medical Center. Emergency Department. Complains of left leg swelling,
drainage and pain. Pain: 10/10. Onset 3 months ago. Chronic sores worse,
chronic numbness since hip surgery. History of deep vein thrombosis. Sensation
chronically absent left foot. Left foot color OK. Cannot detect DP puls~. Opens
sores left lower leg with purulent material and surrounding worsening redness.
Diagnosis: 1) Cellulitis left leg; 2) Elevated glucose. Plan: Admit.

08/21/07

Ultrasound of Left Lower Extremity Arteries. Impression: 1) Abnormal wave
patterns seen throughout the left lower extremity arterial supply suggesting more
proximal disease, probably in the level of the iliacs or distal abdominal aorta; 2)
No significant flow accelerating lesions identified.

08/21/07

Ultrasound of Left Lower Extremity. Impression: 1) Partial compressibility of the
common femoral and femoral vein segments; 2) Inguinal adenopathy.

08/21/07 .

Portneuf Medical Center. History & Physical Jonathan Cree, M.D. Complains of
worsening oozing and redness in left lower--€xtremity. States had clear blister 3
months ago. Popped and proceeded to get worse. Moved around toward front.
Denies pain. No feeling in area. Increased pain in right hip. States on left over
antibiotics from dental procedure. Smokes 15 pack/year history in distant
past. Current meds: Hydrocodone, Diclofenac, Levothyroxine. Wheel chair for
past 3 months due to swelling and pain. Difficulty walking due to left leg
weakness and right leg pain. Trace pitting edema in left lower extremity.
Insensate from approximately knee down. Mid shin down had erythema, but no
warmth. Superficial ulcerations around much of distal lower leg. Largest
posteriorly approximately 6-7cm. Granulation tissue and vascular tissue on all.
Some oozing, clear yellowish serous discharge. Pulses present bilaterally.
Sensation intact everywhere other than left lower extremity. Left leg 2" shorter
than right. Fair amount of cellulitis and open blistering. Essentially no sensation in
left foot and calf. Refer to report for results of X-Ray of pelvis. Refer to report for
labs. Assessment & Plan: Refer to report for details.

08/22/07

Portneuf Medical Center. Physician Progress Notes dated 08/22/07 thru 08/25/07.
Refer to notes.

08/22/07

Weekly Skin Assessments dated 08/22/07 thru 12/03/07.

08/23/07

Portneuf Medical Center. Consultation Report signed by Kenneth Newhouse, M.D.
Consultation for right hip pain. Has not ambulated for last 3 months. Left leg 2"
shorter than right. General ROM causes very little discomfort. Fair amount of
cellulitis and open blistering on left lower extremity. No sensation in left foot and
calf area. Right leg grossly neurovascular intact. Much less cellulitis and open
areas of right leg. Fair amount of pain both laterally and anteriorly with ROM of
hip. Assessment: Charcot left leg and at least chronic dislocation and injury. Not
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septic at this point. Plan: 1) Antibiotics; 2) Aspiration of hip - if infected 2 stage
exchange.
08/25/07

Portneuf Medical Center. Discharge Summary. Placed on contact isolation in case
of MRSA. IV antibiotics. Improved. considerably. Wound culture grew out
klebsiella sensitive to Ancef. Aspiration of right hip showed only white blood celis,
did not grow any bacteria. Blood cultures negative for any organisms times two.
Hemoglobin Alc elevated to 6.6%. Placed on Lantus and mild sliding scale of
NovoLog. Needs left and right hip arthroplasties revised. Discharge Diagnosis: 1)
Left lower extremity cellulitis; 2) Right hip pain; 3) Left hip dislocation; 4) Newly
diagnosed diabetes; 5) Hypothyroidism;' 6) Hypertension.

08/25/07

Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation. Nursing Assessment. Refer to report.

08/25/07

Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation. Progress Notes dated 08/25/07 thru 12/03/07.

08/27/07

Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation. Physical & Occupational Therapy Notes 08/27/07
thru 09/27/07.

08/27/07

Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation. RAD Summary - ADL Function.

08/27/07

Pocatello care & Rehabilitation.
12/03/07. Refer to notes

08/28/07

Laboratory Results dated 08/28/07 thru 12/03/07.

09/20/07

Dr. Newhouse. Note regarding conversation with attorney about hips and options.

11/09/07

Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbolic Clinic. Treatment Notes dated 11/09/07 thru
03/20/08.

11/09/07

Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbolic Clinic. T-Com Report. Refer to report.

11/09/07

Pathology Report. Refer to report.

11/21/07

Pathology Report. Skin, left leg, punch biopsy. Diagnosis: Leukocytoclastic
vasculitis.

11/21/07

Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation.
8/10.

11/29/07

Venus Doppler Ultrasound of Bilateral Lower Extremity. History: Impression: 1)
No evidence of acute deep venous thrombosis. Incomplete compressibility of left
common femoral and femoral veins, but flow is detected internally - most likely
scarring from prior DVT versus chronic DVT; 2) Greater saphenous veins appear to
occlude in the thigh but reconstitute distally.

11/30/07

Dr. Newhouse. Sounds like nonhealing ulcer on leg is an autoimmune type
process. They will treat topically. Wants to have total joint revision.

12/03/07

Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbolic Clinic. Significant venous disease involving
superficial and deep veins without .evidence of acute venous thrombosis.
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Occlusion of great saphenous with reconstitution distally and incomplete
compressibility of common femoral veins consistent with prior deep venous
disease. Culture shows MRSA, light growth that is negative for anaerobes. Plan:
1) Will be discharged home; 2) Refer to report for detailed plan.
12/03/07

Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation. Discharge Summary. Desired to be discharge
home. Complications: MRSA Leg Wound .

12/03/07

Creekside Home Health. Home Health Certification & Plan of Care for 12/03/07
thru 01/31/08. Refer to report.

12/04/07

Creekside Home health. Care Notes dated 12/04/07 thru 01/31/08.

12/04/07

Photos of Wounds dated 12/04/07 thru 03/07/08.

01/08/08

Pocatello Family Medicine. Ryan Zimmerman, M.D. Home visits. Complains of
constant pain in both hips and multiple healing skin problems. Unable to
ambulate, transfer from bed to chair or perform ADLs including changing herself.
Plan to heal from cellulitis and have both hips done. Newly diagnosed diabetes.
Impression & Recommendations: 1) Diabetes mellitus, type II with complications.
Refuses to use any Ace inhibitor. Going to tailor sliding scale to be more
aggressive; 2) Hip pain, chronic. Use MC Contin and Fentanyl patch; 3) GERD.
Omeprazole; 4) Cellulitis/Abscess, leg. Dr. Baker to follow.

01/15/08

Creekside Home Health. Occupational Therapy Discharge Summary. Stabilized.
Declines transfer training.
. Notes difficult to read

01/18/08

Pathology Results. Refer to report.

01/29/08

Creekside Home Health. Recertification Follow up & typed notes. Complains of
hip pain: 4/10. DM Management. Twice daily wound care left lower extremity,
heel, top of foot, medial and lateral calf. Refuses to allow caregiver to provide
incontinence/pericare. Patient and caregiver refuses to give self injections.
Multiple times have noted patient has eaten before SN arrives. Asked why not
check fasting sugar "I need my sugars high so you guys can keep coming,
otherwise 1 won't get changed" Refer to report for skin care. Incontinent. No
sensation in left lower extremity. Competent with oral medication.

02/01/08

Creekside Home Health. Care Notes dated 02/01/08 thru 03/20/08. Noted
02/29/08 "Caregiver applying \Holy Water' to wounds" - informed not to touch
wounds.

02/19/08

Idaho Department of Health & Welfare. Complaint investigation conducted at.
Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center. Refer to report.
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02/19/08

Portneuf Wound Care & Hyperbolic Clinic. Comorbidities: 1) DM; 2) Diabetic
neuropathy; 3) Left leg motor and sensory neuropathy; 4) Leukocytoclastic
vasculitis; 5) Neuropathic pressure ulcer; 6) MRSA. Ulcers: Calf - 4 - Protopic
/steroids BID. Heel - 5- Off load, debride(mechanical & chemical)
.
Dorsum foot - MRSA/4 - biopsy. MRSA - Bactrim and Bactroban topical. Graft
jacket in 2 weeks.

02/19/08

Pathology Report for skin, left lower leg. Diagnosis: 1) Ulceration with underlying
fibrosis, granulation tissue, acute and chronic inflammation and focal abscess
formation. 2) Gram positive bacteria identified. 3) Negative for fungus.

03/13/08

Pathology Results. 1) Moderate gram positive cocci; 2) Moderate COAG-positive
staphyloncus; 3) Moderate staphylococcus aureus; 4) Moderate Group D
Enterococcus; 5) Moderate enterococcus faecalis.

03/17/08

X-Ray of Left Foot requested by Dr. Baker. Impression: Arthropathy changes. No
signs of any acute bone destruction.

03/17/08

MRI of Left Foot requested by Dr. Baker. Impression: Osteomyelitis of the talus
with some destruction loss of the cortex noted. Some mild enhancement of the
marrow within the lateral aspect of the navicular, probably related to some early
osteomyelitis verus reactive marrow edema.

03/20/08

Creekside Home Health. Admission Summary. Admitted for wound care and QID
blood sugar and insulin injections. History of MRSA in wounds, cellulitis. Bed
bound. Dislocated hips/pelvic fracture, waiting surgery for healed wounds.

03/24/08

Promise Hospital of Salt Lake. History & Physical. Complains of chronic left lower
extremity wounds. Began 2 years prior with ground level fall resulted in
unrecognizable pelvic fracture and subsequent left lower extremity paresthesia
and DVT. Wounds to left side were reported from elastic force TED hose. Pitted
wound approximately 4x4x3cni was result of "tight" bandage and not aware of
extent of heel breakdown. Complication of paresthesia and neuropathy host left
pelvic fracture from initial fall. Recent cultures significant for multi microbial
organisms of moderate GRAM positive cocci, moderate coagulation, positive
Staphylococcus, moderate MRSA, moderate group-D Streptococcus and
Enterococcus, moderate Enterococcus faecalis.· 3x3cm eschar covered wound.
L:eft heel ulceration with eschar. Left lateral aspect of lower extremity healing
wound in half of left foot. 4x4cm with 3cm depth wound with slough superiorly
mild drainage. Right lower extremity venous stasis discoloration. Pulses +2
throughout. Paresthesia with limited mobility of lower extremity. Assessment:
Chronic diabetes with ulcerations not responding to medical management. Stage
4 methicillin-restraint Staphylococcus aureus osteomyelitis of talus and cortical
destruction with extensive tenosynovitis/tendon exposure is Wagner III lesion.
Plan: 1) Anemia of chronic disease. Monitor hematocrit; 2) Antibiotic is mixed with
daptomycin. Hold antibiotics prior to surgical debridement; 3) Cellulitis. Evaluate
vascularization of lower extremities. Consider AVI; 4) Diabetes. Monitor glucose;
5) Electrolytes. Monitor; 6) 200 calorie diet; 7) Pain. Continue topical fentanyl
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patch; 8) Physical/Occupational therapy; 9) Wound specialty; 10) Consultations Plastic surgery, Infectious disease, OrthopediC surgeon.
03/25/08

Promise Hospital of Salt Lake. Wound care 03/25/08 thru 04/07/08.

03/28/08

X-Ray of Knee. Impression: Very advanced degenerative joint disease bilaterally,
left slightly greater than right. Also appears to be anterior sUbluxation of the left
tibia relative to the left femur.

03/28/08

Promise Hospital of Salt Lake. Consultation signed by David Howe, M.D. Possible
below knee amputation. States ulcers developed from left leg being wrapped too
tight(does not have very good feeling in leg, chronic) Led to ulcer on top of foot
and back of heel, ulcer ·on distal left thigh from where TED hose was too tight.
Developed MRSA in ankle wound and wounds not healing. Hasn't walked for
seven months. History includes rheumatoid arthritis. Refer to report for objective
exam details. Assessment: Complicated history currently with ulcers, non-healing
in left leg and methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus infection.
Nonambulatory. Plan: Below knee amputation on left.

04/02/08

$alt Lake Regional Medical Center. Operative Report signed by Dr. Howe. Preop Ox: Osteomyelitis of left foot and ankle with ulcers on lower leg. Procedure:
Below knee amputation of left leg. Post-op Ox: Same.

04/07/08

X-Ray of Pelvis. Impression: 1) Dislocated left hip prosthesis as well as affiliated
fracture through the central acetabulum; 2) Some lucency adjacent to the right
acetabular component as well as vertically oriented position, question loosening.

04/11/08

Promise Hospital of Salt Lake. Discharge Summary. Refer to report for detailed
hospital course. Discharge Diagnosis: 1) Left below knee amputation; 2) Anemia
of chronic disease. Plan: Discharge to Draper Rehabilitation Services.

05/09/08

The Orthopedic Specialty Clinic. Nathan Momberger, M.D. Arrived by ambulance.
Currently at Draper Rehabilitation and Care Center. Quite unhappy with care. Not
been placed on antibiotics despite positive cultures from right hip. In reclined
wheel chair. Upper extremities essentially within normal limits. Morbidly obese.
Has essentially quad function from intact femoral nerve, unable to extend or flex
knee. Right knee very painful to move and flexion contracture. of approximately
10-15°. Internal and external rotation of hip is painful. Unable to transfer herself.
Mechanical lift is being used to transfer. Completely dependent on nursing care.
Difficult transfer requiring lifts to get on exam table. Assessment: Failed bilateral
total hip arthroplasty with fresh lower extremity amputation and bilateral knee
DJD/contracture. Think extraordinary that left lower extremity will be put back
into situation where she could weight bear on meaningful basis. Plan: 1) Admit on
Monday; 2) Placement of antibiotic spacer on right hip; 3) Further evaluation on
other hip and knee; 4) May need aspiration of knees to rule out infection; 5) Has
been diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis, although extent not clear.
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05/12/08

Intermountain Hospital. Operative Report signed by Nathan Momberger, M.D.
Pre-op Ox: Failed right total hip arthroplasty. Procedure: Right total hip
explant with I & D and placement of antibiotic spacer, right hip. Post-op
Ox: Same.

05/12/08

Intermountain Hospital. Consultation Signed by Marquam Oliver, M.D. States had
aspiration of right hip on May 2, 2008. Culture grew out rare Pseudomonas
aeruginosa species. Sensitive only to imipenem, meropenem, ceftazidime, and
aztreonam. Gave IV imipenem for 4 days. Assessment & Plan: 1) Chronic
prosthetic hip infection with pseudomonas. Plan: 1) IV Primaxin at current does
for 6-8 weeks.

05/19/08

Intermountain Hospital.
Discharge Summary.
Post operatively pain was
Significantly difficult to control. Acute pain service consulted. Not able to receive
spinal anesthesia. Ultimately deemed candidate for discharge to extended care
facility. Plan: 1) Transfer to Aspen Ridge East; 2) Fo"ow up Dr. Momberger 2-3
weeks; 3) Infectious disease consulted, placed on IV of Primaxin. Responded
we".

OS/22/08

Intermountain Hospital. Emergency Department. Complains of abdominal pain.
Abdominal films yesterday show possible obstruction. Abdominal distention and
generalized weakness. Assessment: 1) Chronic left hip dislocation; 2) Abdominal
distention without obstruction. Plan: Discharged to care facility to continue bowel
management.

OS/23/08

Dr. Momberger. Post-op visit. Plan: Talk to infectious disease and anticipate·
second stage revision and total knee on right when cleared from infection
standpoint; 2) Left hip, anticipate in future distantly a Girdlestone procedure.

06/01/08

Aspen Ridge East. Nursing Home Assessment & Care Screening. Refer to report.

06/03/08

Aspen Ridge East. Nursing Home Assessment & Care Screening. Refer to report

06/18/08

Aspen Ridge East. Nursing Home Assessment & Care Screening. Refer to report

06/23/08

Intermountain Hospital. Operative Report Signed by Dr. Momberger. Pre-op
Dx: 1) Right failed total hip arthroplasty; 2) Right hip sepsis; 3) Degenerative joint
disease, right knee. Procedure: 1) Right total knee arthroplasty; 2)

revision right total hip arthroplasty, both components; 3) Extended
trochanteric osteotomy with femoral lengthening.

06/24/08

Intermountain Hospital.' Consultation Report Signed by Joel Trachtenberg, M.D.
Consult regarding antibiotics. Impression: 1) Right total hip arthroplasty infection;
2) Chronic disability; 3) Diabetes mellitus. Plan: 1) Continue imipenem for another
4-6 weeks; 2) If cultures positive, go longer period; 3) If cultures negative and
experiences side effects, stop and watch and wait.
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06/27/08

Intermountain Hospital. Discharge Summary. Admission Diagnosis: 1) Failed right
total hip arthroplasty secondary to infection, status post antibiotic spacer
placement; 2) Severe contracted degenerative jOint disease, right knee; 3) Chronic
left hip dislocation, failed total hip; 4) Left pelvic fracture, discontinuity; 5) Status
post left below knee amputation; 6) Severe degenerative joint disease, left knee.
Recovered postoperatively with significant pain. Significant narcotic pain tolerance,
acute pain service was consulted. Ultimately managed with 12mg - 20mg Dilaudid
every 3 hours p.o. with 50 mcg Duragesic patch. Coumadin and Lovenox started.
Missing rest of report.

06/27/08

HealthSouth Rehabilitation of Utah. History & Physical. Refer to report for
detailed history of labs. Problem List: 1) Status post right total hip arthroplasty
revision on 06/23/08 for failed hardware with Pseudomonas right hip sepsis; 2)
Osteoarthritis, status post right total knee arthroplasty on 06/23/08 for treatment
of severe deforming ankylosis with contractu res; 3) Status post extended
trochanteric osteotomy with femoral lengthening on 06/23/08; 4) Status post left
below knee amputation on 055/02/08 for MRSA osteomyelitis on left foot; 5)
Status post left total hip arthroplasty 15 years ago, complicated by complete
sciatic nerve palsy with chronic left hip dislocation/pelvic discontinuity; 6) Acute
chronic pain related to multiple orthopedic problems listed above; 7) diabetes
mellitus; 8) Hypothyroidism; 9) Postoperative anemia, status post multiple
transfusions; 10) Prophylactic postoperative anticoagulation; 11) ObeSity.
Rehabilitation problem list: 1) Loss of independence in mobility; 2) Need for
adaptive equipment evaluation and training; 3) Need for left leg amputation
prosthesis fitting and training; 4) Loss of independence in self-care activities; 5)
Loss of community reentry and driving skills; 6) Need for patient/family education
and training; 7) Postoperative constipation; 8) Foley catheter in place with history
of incontinence; 9) Need for discharge planning and identification of community
resource. Plan: Refer to report for detail plan.

07/02/08

X-Ray of Right Hip. Impression: Status post right bipolar total hip replacement.
Cerclage wires. Femoral stem crossing a transverse of an oblique fracture through
the proximal diaphysis of femur. Near anatomic alignment.

07/09/08

Dr. Momberger. Complains "torturing" her. at HealthSouth. Being pushed way to
hard. Wants to return home. Cold ROM of knee 10° to 50-55°. Weakness
prevents weightbearing on tilt table. HealthSouth frustrated as well. Basically
given up. Plan: Return home and see how she does over next weeks.

07/11/08

Creekside Home Health. Care Notes dated 07/11/08 thru 01/22/09

07/11/08

Photographs of wounds 07/11/08 thru 01/09/09.

07/11/08

Creekside Home Health. Nursing Assessment, Home Health Certificate and Plan of
Care for period 07/11/08 thru 09/11/08.

07/16/08

Creekside Home Health. Occupational Therapy Treatment Notes dated 07/16/08
thru 09/05/08.
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08/26/08

Creekside Home Health. Care Notes dated 08/26/08 thru 09/22/08.

09/05/08

Occupational Therapy Discharge Summary.
Has
Creekside Home Health.
demonstrated current maximum functional potential. Independent with home _
program. Notes difficult to read.

09/05/08

Creekside Home Health. Nursing Re-Assessment.

09/09/08

Creekside Home Health.
report.

09/15/08

Dr. Zimmerman. Home visit. Diabetes follow up. DOing physical therapy twice
weekly. Only been up to chair using Hoyer lift. Status post amputation left leg, no
edema or calf tenderness in right leg. Sensory diminished in right foot.
Impressions & Recommendations: 1) Diabetes Mellitus, Type II. Taken self off
Iisinopril Continues SS insulin and Lantus; 2) Hypothyroidism; 3) Hip pain,
bilateral. Wants to be weaned off fentanyl. Plan: 1) Comprehensive Metabolic
Panel; 2) Refill Lantus, NovoLog; 3) Refill Synthroid; 4) Refill Norco; 5) Decrease
Fentanyl - replace every 72 hours.

09/23/08

Creekside Home Health. Care Notes dated 09/23/08 thru 11/07/08.

09/25/08

Creekside Home Health. Social Worker notes dated 09/25/08 thru 01/26/09.

10/01/08

Creekside Home Health. Physical Therapy Discharge. Non-complaint.

10/31/08

Aaron Altenburg, M.D. Reviewed AP of Pelvis shows right hip prosthesis. Has an
obvious periprosthetic fracture that has been bypassed by long stem.
Intermediate phases of healing. Left side has completely dislocated total hip
prosthesis with significant superior migration of femoral shaft.
Acetabular
cornponent appears loose. Would not recommend anything heroic as far as
revision arthroplasty. Expressed if a lot of pain, girdle stone procedure may help
pain relief and allow to sit more comfortable in wheel chair. Encourage to see Dr.
Mumberger.

11/06/08

Creekside Home Health. Nursing Re-Assessment.

11/07/08

Creekside Home Health. MSW Discharge. Achieved goals.

11/08/08

Creekside Home Health. Home Health Certification & Plan of Care 11/08/08 thru
01/06/09.

12/13/08

Creekside Home Health. Care Notes dated 12/13/08 thru 01/22/09.

01/06/09

Creekside Home Health. Nursing Re-Assessment.

01/06/09

Creekside Home Health. Physical Therapy Assessment. Complains of pain in left
hip any time left leg is moved. Occasional phantom limb pain on left. Refer to
report for objective exam details.

Home Health Certification & Plan of Care. Refer to
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01/06/09

Creekside Home Health. Physical Therapy Treatment Notes dated 01/06/09 thru

01/15/09.
Home Health Certification & Plan of Care for 01/07/09

01/07/09

Creekside Home Health.
thru 03/07/09.

01/19/09

Rapid Creek Physical Therapy. Working well and have started to do transfer
training. Will continue with POC

01/22/09

Creekside Home Health. Discharge Summary & Assessment.
Refer to report for Goals outcome.

01/23/09

Access Home Care. Assessment. Refer to report. Refuses to do DM care, check
BG. Will not use insulin, thinks it is a poison. She's not diabetic, something doctor
made up to account for her LLE wound. Has been off insulin for 2 weeks.

01/23/09

Access Home Care. Care Notes dated 01/23/09 thru 03/24/09.

01/24/09

Access Home Care. Message to Dr. Zimmerman about noncompliance with DM.
Also 04/11/09

01/27/09

Assess Home Care. Physical Therapy Notes dated 01/29/09 thru 02/06/09.

03/24/09

Access Home Care.

Refused service.

Home Health Certification for period of 03/24/09 thru

OS/22/09.
04/09/09

Access Home Care. Phone message. Admitted through Dr. Coker. Drew cultures,
IV antibiotics. Reopened left hip incision, debrided and flushed tunneled through
incision. Packed wound. Will get insulin and stay for a few days.

04/15/09

Access Home Care. Nurses Notes dated 04/15/09 & 04/16/09.

HUGH SELZNICK, M.D.
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ADDITIONAL MEDICAL RECORDS #1
The following is a chronological summary of the revit:!w of the medical records Judy Nield. The
following summary may contain spelling, typographical and/or grammatical errors.
11/25/05

Billing for Idaho Hyperbarics dated 11/25/05 thru 08/04/09.

01/30/08

Drug List dated 01/30/08 thru 03/30/09

HUGH SELZNICK, M.D.
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November 25, 2009

James D. Ruchti
Cooper & Larsen
151 North 3rd Avenue, Second Floor
P. O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT
RE:
CMG #:

Judy NIELD
1388

Dear Mr. Ruchti:
I have previously provided your office a Record Review Report dated 09/17/09.
I am now in receipt of an additional 16 pounds of medical records encompassing a time period
from 08/22/07 through 08/05/09. These records have been collated and placed in
chronological order by technical staff. Though all entries are read, non-pertinent entries (e.g.
common cold, etc.) may not receive comment. Illegible and/or nondated material may not be
commented upon. These records have been reviewed in detail and are attached as an
addendum to the report labeled Additional Medical Records #2 and Additional Medical Records

#3.
I appreciate these additionally provided medical records which detail a right hip periprosthetic
wound infection which developed on 04/09/09.
As discussed previously, Ms. Nield had second stage surgery for re-implantation of her right
total hip six weeks following removal at Intermountain Hospital per Dr. Momberger on
06/23/08. After this re-implantation procedure for Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection of the
right hip (diagnosed per 05/02/08 aspiration), she was initially discharged to Health South
Rehabilitation of Utah on 06/27/08 and then transferred back to Pocatello, Idaho on 07/11/08
with assumption of care by Creekside Home Health from 07/11/08 through 09/11/08 and then
from 09/23/08 through 11/07/08.
As discussed previously, interval postoperative followup took place in Pocatello, Idaho by Dr.
Aaron Altenburg on 10/31/08. He confirmed, "Appropriate alignment and position of revised
hip prosthesis" with "intermediate phases of healing." He again recommended a "Girdlestone
procedure" or excisional arthroplasty of her failed contralateral left total hip arthroplasty.
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TO: James D. Ruchti

Additional Creekside Home Healthcare notes were in evidence from 11/0S/0S through
01/22/09. Access Home Healthcare assumed treatment after 01/23/09.
I had previously referenced a phone message to Access Home Healthcare dated 04/09/09
which indicated the "left hip incision lf was "re-opened lf for infection. That phone message also
confirmed she had been admitted to Portneuf Medical Center. I requested documentation
detailing same, which has now been provided.
The additionally provided medical records confirmed that on 04/09/09, Ms. Nield was admitted
through the Portneuf Medical Center Emergency Department with right hip pain for "two
weeks." Additionally, "intermittent fevers" were reported. Her temperature was 9S.So. She was
not tachycardic. Significant erythema and swelling along the right hip incision was noted. The
patient was admitted to the service of Dr. Sandra Hoffmann. Orthopedic surgeon Dr. Coker
was consulted.
Dr. Hoffmann's History and Physical on 04/09/09 confirmed she had been doing "reasonably
lf
well, living at home following her re-implantation of her right total hip. Dr. Hoffmann
confirmed she had "not required any antibiotics. II Dr. Hoffmann confirmed she now presented
to the emergency department with an "obvious infection" of the right hip. Dr. Hoffmann
confirmed no contralateral left leg issues. She confirmed prior left below knee amputation, as
we have previously discussed. Dr. Hoffmann confirmed redness and induration about her
previous right hip surgical scar. Dr. Hoffmann also confirmed a stage I positive decubitus
ulcer in the sacral and gluteal area adjacent to the right hip. Dr. Hoffmann bore out her past
history of MRSA on the contralateral left hip and she bore out a history of Pseudomonas
infection in the right hip for which the two-stage exchange arthroplasty had been performed.
Dr. Hoffmann confirmed that Dr. Coker's Gram stain in the emergency room grew out 4+
Gram positive cocci and as such, she decided to cover the patient with triple antibiotics, IV
daptomycin, IV imipenem and p.o. ciprof\oxacin. Admission C-Reactive Protein was 9.2.
Dr. Coker's concurrent evaluation on 04/09/09 confirmed "infection around the right total hip
arthroplasty after failure of an exchange." Emergency room irrigation and debridement was
performed. A 2 cm incision over the two draining wounds was performed and local irrigation
was done with 500 cc of sterile saline.
My review of Portneuf Medical Center Wound Culture Report confirmed Gram stain had 4+
WBC and 4+ Gram positive cocci. Final culture results confirmed the presence of heavy
Enterococcus faecalis. This organism was sensitive to ampicillin, daptomycin, imipenem,
rifampin and ciprofloxacin. The Discharge Summary connrmed antibiotic change to Unasyn 3
gm IV q.6 hours following cultures and sensitivity report as outlined above. IV Unasyn was
continued during the hospitalization.
A 04/14/09 Wound Care Report confirmed that Ms. Nield was undergoing wound packing with
Mepilex AG and that she would be a good candidate for wound VAC therapy which could be
done through home health following discharge.
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MEDICAL RECORD REVIEW OF JUDY NIELD
ADDITIONAL MEDICAL RECORDS #2
The following is a chronological summary of the review of the medical records Judy Nield.
Records received for review were dated from 03/20/08 through 05/04/09. The following
summary may contain spelling, typographical and/or grammatical errors.
03/20/08

Portneuf Medical Center. History & Physical. Complains of MRSA that is not
resolving. 3 open wounds on left foot. Two connected to wound vac. Other lateral
aspect of leg approximately 7x5cm. Yellowish discharge. On right leg, skin
changes secondary to venous stasis. Assessment: 1) MRSA infection and
osteomyelitis on left foot. Plan: 1) Admit.

03/21/08

Portneuf Medical Center. Discharge Summary. Remained stable during hospital
course. Wounds did not change. Placed PICC line, started receiving daptomycin
IV. Given Questran, poor improvement on diarrhea. Discharge Diagnosis:
Osteomyelitis of left foot secondary to MRSA infection. Plan: Transfer to longterm acute care.

03/21/08

Portneuf Medical Center. Physical Therapy Wound Evaluation. Refer to report.

02/23/09

Dr. Selznick. Complains of severe left hip pain with motion. Not looking to
ambulate again. Wants to be out of pain and have ability to transfer. Left leg is
notable for left BK stump. No motion of left knee. Right leg notable for
integumentary problems of right hip. Knee very stiff and motion 0-20°. ROM of
left hip exceedingly painful. Impression: 1) Left hip pain; 2) Chronically dislocated
superior left hip prosthesis; 3) Left ipsilateral below knee amputation for remote
methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus infection; 4) Pelvic discontinuity with
acetabular fracture; 5) Status post revision right total hip and ipsilateral right total
knee; 6) No motion of left knee on below-knee side and no motion of right total
knee. Plan: 1) Increase physical therapy; 2) Consider Girdlestone.

02/23/09

X-Ray of Pelvis requested by Dr. Selznick. Findings: Refer to report

02/23/09

X-Ray of Left Knee requested by Dr. Selznick. Impression: Moderate osteoarthritis
of knee. Transverse distal femoral fracture with partial but incomplete healing.
Amputation 15cm beyond knee.

04/09/09

Portneuf Medical Center. Emergency Department. Complains of right hip pain for
2 weeks. Intermittent fever. Denies other complaints. Current Meds: L-thyroxine,
Vicodin, Duragesic. Right hip notable for significant erythema and swelling along
right hip incision where hip replacement was done. Area where some pus present
under thin piece of skin. Lifted and large amount of pus was obtained. Quite
tender in that location. Diagnosis: Wound infection right hip. Plan: 1) Admit.
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RE: JUDY NIELD
04/09/09

Portneuf Medical Center. History & Physical. Complains of right hip infection.
States after exchange arthroplasty about right hip, was not required any
antibiotics and been doing reasonable well. Left leg little motion, left below-knee
amputation and some tenderness and irritability around left hip. Right leg has
redness and induration around previous surgical scar and in two areas has pinhole
drained. Very little motion about right knee about 10-15° flexion. Skin quite
shiny, thing and atrophic about knee distally with no palpable pulses at foot. Cap
soft. X-rays ofpelvis showed exchanged arthroplasty right hip. Some air in fascial
layers are consistent with physical findings. Left chronically dislocated total hp
arthroplasty is noted. Assessment: 1) Chronic left total hip arthroplasty; 2)
Infection around right total hip arthroplasty after failure of exchange. Plan: Refer
to report.

04/09/09

Portneuf Medical Center. Consultation signed by Uda Ogden, M.D. Complains of
right hip pain. Refer to report. Assessment: 1) Right hip abscess status post total
hip replacement; 2) Diabetes Type 2; 3) Hypothyroidism; 4) Chronic pain; 5) GI
and DVT prophylaxis. Plan: Refer to report.--

04/09/09

X-ray of Pelvis. Impression: 1) Fracture of left acetabulum and dislocation of the
prosthesis.

04/14/09

Portneuf Medical Center. Physical Therapy Wound Evaluation. Refer to report.

04/15/09

Portneuf Medical Center. Discharge Summary. Refer to report for hospital course.
Discharge Diagnosis: 1) Periprosthetic abscess of right hip status post total hip
replacement; 2) Diabetes type 2; 3) Hypothyroidism; 4) History of chronic pain.

05/04/09

Dr. Selznick. Infection in right hip. ER incision and drainage. Will be having VAC
treatment. Exam today confirms two punctate wounds referable to right hip.
Packing in each wound. Left lower extremity exam unchanged. BK very stiff.
Impression: On going infection, right hip, receiving wound care and eventual
conversion to VAC treatment. Plan: 1) Continue anti-biotics; 2) Heal infections
before undergoing any surgical intervention.

HUGH SElZNICK, M.D.
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MEDICAL RECORD REVIEW OF JUDY NIELD
ADDITONAL MEDICAL RECORDS #3
The following is a chronological summary of the review of the medical records Judy Nield.
Records received for review were dated from 08/22/07 through 08/05/09. The following
summary may contain spelling, typographical and/or grammatical errors.
08/22/07

X-Ray of Pelvis and Lateral Right Hip. Impression: 1) Two views were obtained of
right hip, which demonstrates shallow acetabular configuration with uncovering of
the lateral stem component of the arthroplasty. There is, however, no acute
fracture or dislocation involving the right hip; 2) The AP film on pelvis reveals a
fracture/dislocation involving the left hip post total hip arthroplasty with superior
dislocation of the femoral component and displacement of the acetabular
component at the level of the acetabular fracture.

04/18/08 .

ADL Function/Rehabilitation.

05/02/08

Nursing Assessment Form.

05/05/08

Nursing Assessment Form.

05/12/08

Discharge Tracking Form for Nursing Home.

OS/20/09

SN Follow-up Re-certification.

. OS/22/08

Nursing Assessment Form .

OS/23/09

Home Health Certification for OS/23/09 thru 07/21/09.

06/10/09

Access Home Health Progress Report. Showing excellent progress. Labs show
decrease infection. Wound healing well with WV. BG levels have continued in
140s - 200s. Making good progress toward physical therapy goals.

06/24/09

V.A.c. Therapy - Monthly Wound Progress Form.

07/20/09

States in MVA past weekend. Lower Extremity ROM lost. Still needs upper
extremity strength for transfers.

07/22/09

Home Health Certification for 07/22/09 thru 09/19/09.

08/05/09

V.A.C. Therapy - Monthly Wound Progress Form.

HUGH SELZNICK, M.D.
Orthopedic Consultant
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CURRICULUM VITAE
HUGH SCOTT SELZNICK, M.D.
Consultants Medical Group
3006 S. Maryland Parkway #590 .
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Phone: 702.777.2663
Fax: 702.777.0030

BIOGRAPHICAL

Date of Birth:
Spouse:
Children:

Mary Kathryn
Four

EDUCATION:
1983

B.A., Biological Sciences
Cornell University, College of Arts & Sciences
Ithaca, New York

19B7

M.D.
Columbia University, Co/lege of Physicians & Surgeons
New York, New York

July 19B7-June 1988

Internship (General Surgery)
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center
Denver, Colorado

July 1988-June 1992

Residency (Orthopaedic Surgery)
Hospital for Joint Diseases, Orthop~edic Institute
New York, New York

August 1992-]uly 1993

Fellowship (Orthopaedic Traumatology)
Harborview Medical Center
Seattle, Washington

LICENSURE:
National Board of MedIcal Examiners
• Nevada

• California
•
•
•
•

Idaho
New York
Utah
Washington
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CERTIFICATION:
American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery, July 1995
American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery, Recertification, 2005
American Col/ege of Surgeons, November 1999
F.A.C.S.

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES/MEMBERSHIPS:
Ameri can Medical Association
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons

ACADEMIC APPOINTM ENTS:
November 2008-Present
) July 2006-Present

Orthopaedic Surgeon, Rural Need
Idaho PhysicIans Clinic, Blackfoot, Idaho
Medical Director/Chief of Trauma Services
Orthop~edic Trauma Services
Sunrise Hospital & Medical Center
Las Vegas, Nevada

August 1993-Present

AO North American Musculoskeletal Trauma Faculty
USA

August 1992-Present

Associate Instructor
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
University of Washington
Seattle, Washl ngton

HONORS & AWARDS:
Magna Cum Laude - Cornell University, 1983
Alpha Omega Alpha - Columbia University, 1987
Michael H. Aranow Award - Columbia University, 1987, for medical student who best
exemplifies the humanistic qualities of the practicing clinician
Resident Teaching Conference Award - Hospital for Joint Diseases, 1990- For best resident
teaching conference: Fractures of the Pelvis and Acetabulum
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Appointed Chief Resident - Hospital for Joint Diseases: July 1991-June 1992
first Recipient of American-Israeli Orthopaedic Fellowship, American rsraeli Orthopaedic
Association/American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery Meeting, Washington, D.C., 1992
Physician of the Year Award - Bannock Regional Medical Center, Pocatello, Idaho, 1993

PUBLICATIONS:
Schildhauer, T.A., Bellabarba, C., Se/znlck, H.S., McRoberts, D., Vedder, N.B., Chapman, J.R.:
Unstable PedIatrIc Sacr;il Fracture with Bone Loss Due to HIgh-Energy Gunshot Injury,

J Trauma, October 2007; 63(4): E95-9.
Harvey, E,J., Agel, J., Se/znlck, H.S., Chapman, J.R., Henley, M.B.: Deleterious Effect of
Smoking
Healing of Open 77bJal-Shaft Fractures. Presented at the Orthopaedic
Trauma Association annual meeting, New Orleans, September 1992. Published In The
American Journal of Orthopedics, September 2002, 31(9): 518-21.

on

Simonian, P., Chapman, J., Selnlck, H.S., Swlontkowski, M.F. end Claudi, S.: Femoral Neck
Fractures After Qosed remoral NailIng With the AO UnIversal Nail. BrItish JBJS 1994;
76-8:293..6.
Selznick, H.S., Stuchln, S.A., Kenney P.: Reflex Dystrophy Following Total Knee Arthroplasty.
J. Orthop Rheumatol 7:206-9, 1994.
Selznick, H.S. Rosenblum, S., Koval, K., Zuckerman, J.D., Kummer, F.: Evaluat/on of New
Screw Designs for Hlp Fracture Fixation. Accepted as Poster Exhibit, American
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgery annual meeting' San Francisco, February 1993.

PRESENTATIONS:
Selznlck, H.S., Wasserman, F. The Half-Life of Calcium Binding Protein in the Embryonic Chick
Gut Model in Response to Vitamin D3. Honors Thesis Presentation, Cornell University,
School of Veterinary Medicine Scientific Meeting, May 1983.
Selznick, H.S., Stuchln, S.A. Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy Following Total Knee Replacement.
Presented at the American Academy of OrthopaediC Surgery annual meeting; Specialty
Day: The Knee SOciety, Washington, D.C., February 1992.
CURRENT STATUS:
Medical DIrector, Orthopedics Trauma Service, Sunrise Hospital, 06/2006 - Present
Medical DIrector, Consultants Medical Group, 09/2006 - Present
(rev 04/09)
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RE: Judy NIELD
TO: James D. Ruchti

A Discharge Summary dated 04/15/09 confirmed aforementioned hospital course. It confirmed
Ms. Nield was sent home on IV ampicillin with appropriate wound care management and
antibiotic administration through Access Home Health.
The aforementioned Discharge Summary confirmed IV ampicillin would be administered
through OS/22/09. A 06/10/09 Access Home Health progress report confirmed wound VAC
treatment was progressing well.
A VAC therapy monthly progress report was also evident from 08/05/09 confirming ongoing
wound management of a right hip superior wound and a right hip distal wound.
I was not provided any medical records following this 08/05/09 wound progress form.
Additionally provided medical records confirmed the earlier 03/20/08 admission to Portneuf
Medical Center for \\MRSA infection and osteomyelitis of left foot." This was shortly before her
admission on 03/24/08 to Promise Hospital in Salt Lake City (as discussed previously). Left
below knee amputation for recalcitrant infection and talus osteomyelitis was performed
uneventfully at Salt Lake Regional Medical Center as discussed previously on 04/02/08.
The additionally provided medical records also confirmed my personal consultation with Ms.
Nield on 02/23/09 at the Idaho Physicians Clinic. This was prior to her development of the
04/09/09 right hip periprosthetic infection. On 02/23/09, or approximately six weeks prior to
developing the right hip periprosthetic infection, she complained predominantly of left hip pain
and she "wanted to be out of pain and have ability to transfer." I documented chronic
dislocation issues with regard to her left hip as previously noted in my Record Review Report. I
documented her left below knee amputation for recalcitrant methicillin resistant
Staphylococcus aureus infection. I documented pelvic discontinuity with failure of her left total
hip components. I documented her postoperative status following two-stage revision exchange
of her right total hip. I documented her ipsilateral right total knee being performed at the time
of right hip re-implantation. My recommendation on 02/23/09 was for increased physical
therapy and that nothing more than a Girdlestone arthroplasty should be performed with
regard to the left hip.
An x-ray of the left knee and pelvis were obtained on that date and confirmed moderate
osteoarthritis of the left knee in the setting of her left below knee amputation but no
treatment was recommended for same. Obtained 02/23/09 x-rays also confirmed
aforementioned findings with regard to the chronically dislocated left total hip in the setting of
a failed left hip acetabular shell.

DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES:
I was provided the following diagnostic studies to review:

11/17/05

Four views, lumbar spine. Flexion extension laterals as well as neutral lateral and
AP views were reviewed. The AP view confirms facet arthropathy, especially in
lower portion of lumbar spine. The sacroiliac joints are benign as visualized. I am
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unable to see the full extent of the right or left hip prostheses on this AP view.
The lateral views confirm some flexion instability with spondylolisthesis at L4-5 of
approximately 3 mm which corrects on extension. There is no disk space
narrowing in the caudad aspects of the lumbar spine. There are advanced
degenerative changes however, in the cephalad aspect of the lumbar spine with
disk space narrowing and endplate osteophyte formation at T12-Ll and Ll-2.
The lateral views confirm prior bilateral hip arthroplasties, but again, the
prostheses are poorly visualized so I am unable to comment on same.

DISCUSSION:
My diagnoses as outlined in my 09/17/09 report remain unchanged following my review of
additionally provided medical records, albeit for diagnosis #45. The additionally provided
medical records confirmed Ms. Nield developed an Enterococcus faecalis infection of her
revised right total hip performed in Salt Lake City originally for Pseudomonas deep infection.
The additionally provided medical records confirmed an entirely different bacteria causing this
new right hip peri prosthetic infection. My other opinions are unchanged following my review of
additionally provided medical records.
Enterococcus faecalis was not an organism of concern as far as colonization of left lower
extremity wounds when she was hospitalized at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center.
Enterococcus faecalis is usually found in stool. Interestingly, Dr. Hoffmann had identified a
stage I sacral and gluteal decubitus adjacent to the right hip surgical wound. More likely than
not, the wound was seeded by aforementioned decubiti which are in close proximity to the
anal region. Her decubiti are more likely than not related to her non-ambulatory status and
wheelchair dependence.

It is my opinion her left below knee amputation (04/02/08) and her two-stage right hip
excision/re-implantation procedure (05/12/08 and 06/23/08), as well as her right total knee
procedure (06/23/08) contributed to less mobility and during this convalescence, excessive
recumbency would have predisposed her to aforementioned sacral/gluteal decubiti.
Her· home nursing, not inconsistent with her homebound status, was in evidence through
these additionally provided medical records, essentially from 07/11/08 following
aforementioned surgical procedures, through 09/19/09. It is more likely than not, this
extended period of convalescence and associated recumbency predisposed her to the
development of the gluteal and sacral decubiti. As such, her right hip surgical treatment,
prolonged antibiotic requirements and associated wound care, as well as home health services
should be attributed to her hospitalization at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation where Ms. Nield
originally contracted MRSA in her left lower extremity and the Pseudomonas aeruginosa in her
right prosthetiC hip which necessitated her additional surgeries and required convalescence
from same.
The provided 11/17/05 lumbar spine x-ray evaluation did not visualize the right or left hip
prostheses at that point in time. My opinions are not changed after review of these x-rays.
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TO: James D. Ruchti

I reserve the right to change my opinions pending production of additional medical records.
Questions should be directed to my attention at Consultants Medical Group.
DECLARATION:

.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the information contained in this report and its attachments, if any, is true
and correct to the best of my knowledge and believe, except as to information I have received from others. As to
that information, I declare that it accurately describes the information provided to me and, except as noted
herein, I believe it to be true. The opinions and conclusions expressed in this report are my own. No one else
participated in the examination or preparation of this report. All conclusions reached and opinions expressed are
based on the premise that the information is properly admissible evidence and has been properly obtained in
accordance with the laws of the State of Idaho and/or the jurisdiction where the legal action has been filed.
Executed on November 25,2009 in the County of Bannock.

RESPECTFULLY,

HUGH S. SElZNICK, M.D., F.A.C.S., A.B.O.S.
Orthopedic Consultant
HSS:dp
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CONSULTANTS MEDICAL GROUP
FEE SCHEDULE - ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON
Effective June 1, 2009

Expedited NarrativlI
Report. Comprehen. 'vi

Evaluation
Expodltad Narratlv.
Report· R.cord Revl.w

Depo. 'tlon Prep Time

Deposition Ttltlmony
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T rill/Arbitration Prep
Time
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Satellite Office F....

No ShowlLate Cancel

Deposition
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va days
notice (exclulivc of weekends and holiday, ). This create, significant
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COMPENSATION SC·HEDULE
EffectIve June 1, 2009
Basic Evaluation: This includes the Interview, examination, up to
one hou r of rseord review and dictation of the narrative r.port. If
you &pend more than one hour reviewing record. in Ih& preparation
of the narrative report, please record that on the consultsnt log.

Medical Evaluation

$950

MedIcal Evaluation wIth
Interpreter

Basic Evaluation with Interpreter: This evaluation Is the same 8S the
besic evaluation, however It normally takes longer and thorofare it ill
compensated at a higher rate.

51,050

Rsvlew of Records

Reviewing records.

il1l!O~or houl'

Rovlew of Deposition

Reviewing depositlon(s).

$450 per hour

Lftoratu re R.esearch

Literature searches on the Internet. Journels or reference
textbooks,

$450 per hour

RevIew of X-rays, MRI/CT Reviewing diagnostiC studies.

$460 per hour

Record Review Report

Dictating a record review report.

$450 per hour

Supplemental Report

DictatIng

at supplemental report.

$450 per hour
0.2 days
3-5 days
6-10 days
11-20 days

Normal t9xpected 1umsround from the dule of the Interview. and
examination to the mailing of the final report is 30 days. On
occasion, we are requested to expedIte reprots. This might require
that you set aside other work to meet this request.

$850
$700
,$650

Late Cancellatlonl No
Show

iRecelved if the plaIntiff does not "ppear or cancels within five
workIng days of the scheduled evaluation. (subject to waiver)

1$660

Attornqy_ Conference

MeetIng with attorney.

$450 per hour

Tqlephone Conrereence

Discussing a case in telephone conference.

$450 p_sr hour

DepOSition, Trial or
Arbitration Prep Time

ReviewIng I'Gcords in preparation for depo/trial/erbltration.

$460 per hour

Pre-De po, Pre-Arb. PreTrial Conference

Conference with attorney prior to deposllion, trial or arbilreUon.

$450 per hour

Do position Testimony

Providing expert testimony at depostion.

$800 per hour (2 hour
minimum)

Trial or Arbitration
T9Stlmony

Providing expert testimony at trial or arbitration. You do not receivE!
any compensation If a courtroom Is not obtained or if we are notified
with more than 5 working days notice of the scheduled trial/arbitration.
You receive 60% if we are nOlified within 4 working days of the
scheduled trial/arbItration. You receive 100% if we are notified
3 days of les6 of the scheduled trial/arbitration.
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Fees
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Reed W. Larson.ISB # 3427
Javier L, Gabiola. ISB # 5448
COOPE.R'& LARSEN. CHARTERED
lSI North 3~ Avezwe, Zljj( Floor

26/DN6V3D

\~\)

P. O. Box. 4229
Pocatello,

m 83205-4229

1'eleJ)hone: (20.8) 235-1145
l1acsitl:J.W:: (208) 235.. 1 t82

Al10meys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRlcr COURT OF TUE SIXTII JUDl.CIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR. mE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)

JUDY NIELD,
Plaintiff,

)

POCATELLO HEALTH SERVIC.ES.INC••
a Nevada corporation, d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABn.rrAnON CENTER., and
JOHN DOES I-X. acting as
agcnfs and employees .of POCATHL.LO
HE.ALTH SERVICES, TNC.~ d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION ~.
Defendants.

Case Nt), Cv-09-3869-Pl

)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT O.F StONEY K. CERBER

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

STATEOFTEXAS )

Omntyof
1~

1.

: ss
)

SID GERBER, being rust duly sworn on oath. depose and state as follows:
Tha.[ r am over thG age of 18 Uld am .competent to testity iLS to the

below.
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~

set forth

NOV-23-2010

20a 236 1162

OS:43

2.

That 1 have been as Licensed Nursing Facility Admmi$ttat~t from 1992 (0 the

Att.a.ch~ hereto i~ a

present.

3.

P.004

co.-PY 6f m.y CV.

AttBchedheretoisacopyofmy August 2S,2009, rcport. Said report is incorporated

by n:fcrcncc.· Attaclu:d ~ is a lise of aU the docUllltD(.S 1 reviewed in preparing my opinions in

this matter.

4.

~tandard

It is my ~llion that Pocatello Care and RehabiUtation Center, its own~> ope11lfOttl,

of cam that they were re&pon&ible and obligated to provide Mr. Nield and the State o.f

Idaho, resulting in Ms. Nietd"s injuries andca~ing her deteriotation al\d 1.\CCdldt SUifcring. Having

wmpletc kno.wledge oftbc signifioant nc.gativc consequences and cutt;omes to Ms. Nield that thei,.
.actions or inactions would have on her. the owners, operators. administration and management .of

Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center demonstrated grOtS lleglist'Dce.

S.

Furtbermor~, thOte

Bued upon my knowledge, training. experience, an4 u}X)D my review ofMs. Nield' &

medical ~ords and other relevant ~eD~ it is my opinion withmOfe than a reasonable degree

·of cetWl1ty, that

thct'~
-

iA a t¢8Sonablc and ~t()ri()US basis for ruing a cause of action against
-

-

-

Pocatello Care and RehabIlitation Center.
FURTHBRSAITH AFFIANT NAUGHT.
DATED this ZgY&(day of November, 2009,

AW,ft)AVJT OF SIDNEY I(. GEA,81R • 2
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWOR.N TO before me

P. 006

thiS~ day ofNovc'-L...."....,I7tT'I'Ir---.....

~
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9301 Southwest Freeway, Suite 250
Houston , TX 77074
713-778-1966; 713-778-0727 Fax
E-mail: thegerbers@msn.com
www.mylongtermcareservices.com

James Ruchti
Attorney at Law
Cooper & Larsen
151 North 3rd Ave
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ill 83205-4229
Re: Judy Nield
Dear Mr. Ruchti:
You have requested that I review infOImation and records and render an opinion on
the care and treatment of Judy Nield at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center. Please
accept this letter as a summary of my qualifications and opinions.

I. QUALIFICATIONS
I have been a licensed nursing facility administrator (Texas license number 6853)
from February 1992 to present. I am qualified to provide expert testimony in this particular
case based on my education, training and experience. I have practiced within the last 5 years
in the same area of health care that is at issue in this case. I have instructed prospective
nursing home administrator candidates within the last 5 years in the same area of health care
that is at issue in this case as well. I had an eight-year career as an active nursing home
administrator and worked closely with nursing home staff and nursing home companies to
provide quality care. I am well versed with the standards of care for residents such as Judy
Nield and the state of Idaho and the federal regulations governing nursing facilities and
nursing home companies in Idaho. I am especially familiar with those laws and regulations
pertaining to the owners, operators, management staff and the administrator's responsibilities
to the health and well being of the facility residents, and the facility's responsibilities to
provide at least minimal care and services to prevent injuries from wounds, infections and
resulting pain associated from them. I also have a similar understanding and appreciation on
the significance and necessity of nursing home owners, operators, management staff and the
administrator to provide a safe and dignified environment for residents, as well as sufficient,
competent direct care giving staff to act responsibly and professionally by properly assessing,
treating, and monitoring resident care.
.
Currently I am a long-term care consultant in the field of nursing home care where I
provide quality assurance monitoring and inspection of nursing homes or communities on
behalf of family members with elderly parents or spouses. I also provide long-term care
planning and management support for nursing home residents and their families, care
management and monitoring, including nursing home staffmg assessments, and care
*Member of the SOCiety of Certified Senior Advisors
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management, organization, supervision and administration. This includes verification of care
compliance and review of care with physicians and long-term care facilities. My attached
curriculum vitae provide more details regarding my long term care and gerontology education
and training.
The opinions that follow are based on both my experience and standards of practice as
a nursing home administrator, as well as familiarity with federal and Idaho laws and
regulations and standards governing licensed nursing facilities, nursing home administrators
and nursing home companies. I have also become familiar with the same Idaho laws,
regulations, and standards during my review of, and expert opinion rendered in several other
cases in Idaho in the last two years.

n. DOCUMENfS REVIEWED
As of the date of this report, I have reviewed the following documents pertaining to
Judy Nield and provided me by yourself and Cooper & Larsen on behalf of your client Judy
Nield, to assist me in forming my expert opinion:
1. Idaho Department of Health & Welfare survey fmdings regarding complaints and
deficiencies cited against Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center and contained in
the surveyors January 24, 2008 Statement of Deficiencies and Plan of Corrections
(State Form & CMS form # 2567), and associated correspondence between the
Idaho Department of Health and Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center.
2. Medical records from Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center
3. Medical records from PortneufMedical Center
4. Medical records from Wound Care & Hyperbaric Center
5. Medical records from Promise Hospital
I have also reviewed the Idaho Nursing Home Regulations and Standards as
contained in the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare Rules, IDAPA 16, Title 03, Chapter
2, "Rules and Minimum Standards for Skilled Nursing and Intermediate Care Facilities", and
available to the public via the internet, as well as the federal standards and regulations (Title
42, Chapter IV-Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services,TIepartment of Health and Human
Services, Part 483, "Requirements for States and Long Term Care Facilities) applicable to all
Medicare and Medicaid licensed nursing facilities, nursing home companies, and nursing
home administrators in such facilities as Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center in Idaho,
other similar facilities in Idaho, and other similar facilities in the country.
This expert has also referred to an article titled, "Guidelines for Control of MethicillinResistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) In Long Term Care Facilities" published by the
Community Health Administration of the Maryland Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene, 2002.
Finally, this expert also reviewed pertinent sections found in the "Interpretive
guidelines for surveyors" contained in appendix p of the R005 edition of the Long Term Care
Survey published by the American Health Care Association
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m. STANDARD OF CARE
Long-tenn care facilities are operated by a management team that usually consists of a
governing board that includes an appointed licensed facility administrator by the facility
owner or operator, director of nursing, assistant director of nursing in some larger facilities,
and an executive of the facility's parent company and owners. Long-tenn care facilities are
required to adhere and comply with the state and federal regulations governing them as well as
the rights afforded their residents under these same regulations and the Omnibus
Reconciliation Act (OBRA) enacted in 1987. The primary purpose of these laws and rules is
to ensure that institutions deliver the highest possible quality of care and to protect residents
from abuse and neglect. Thus, management, administration, and owners of nursing facilities
must be familiar with the requirements, and have systems in place to maintain compliance,
monitor services and outcomes, identifY, and correct problems. The key components of
quality of care requirements addressed by these rules and standards include: quality of life;
access to quality care; continuity of quality care; comprehensiveness of quality care;
coordination of services; humaneness of treatment; appropriate and timely intervention; safety
of the environment and professionalism of caregivers. Idaho requires that long term care
facilities be operated in a manner that protects the residents by providing the highest possible
quality of care; and strictly monitors all factors relating to the health, safety, welfare, and
dignity of each resident. Unfortunately to the detriment of its residents and especially to Judy
Nield, this facility and its' owners, management, and administrator deviated from these
requirements.
During the time Judy Nield was a resident at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center
from August 25, 2007 to December 3, 2007, the standard of care required that the owners,
operators, and/or managers of the nursing home must:
1. Establish and maintain an infection control program designed to provide a system
that monitors, investigates, controls, and prevents the development and spread of
disease and infection in the facility, and for a resident to live in a safe, sanitary, and
comfortable environment. In order to comply with this standard, the facility must
develop a policy and procedure that identifies residents who are susceptible to
infection; specifically outlines the manner in which infections are prevented from
occurring "ljthin these higher risk residents with appropriate hygienic technique
and protocol. If a resident does become infected, the facility must investigate how
the resident became infected and must minimize the harm to the infected residents'
health and must carefully monitor and employ appropriate hygienic technique and
protocol to other at risk residents to prevent the spread of the infection. Refer to the
Federal Code of regulations §483.65(a & b) as well as the Idaho Department of
Health and Welfare Rules, IDAPA 16, Title 03, 02150, "Infection Control", Also
refer to pages 4 and 5 of the Guidelines for Control of Methicillin-Resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) In Long Tenn Care Facilities that outlines the
standard precautions "that must be usedfor ALL residents, regardless of diagnosis
or presumed infection status, when contact is anticipated with blood; all body
fluids, secretions, excretions, includingfeces and urine.. ; non-intact skin;, etc. "
2. Be administered in a manner that enables it to use its resources effectively and
efficiently to attain or maintain the highest practicable physical, mental, and
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psychosocial well-being of each resident. (Refer to the Federal Code of
Regulations § 483.75 "Administration',) The purpose of this standard is to ensure
that sufficient and competent resources are present to provide adequate care and
necessary treatments to facility residents as determined by care outcomes, the
resident's acuity, and the residents' health risk.
3. Establish and assure the implementation of written policies and procedures for each
service offered by the facility. Both the administrator and director of nursing are
responsible for monitoring the adherence to such policies and procedures as
infection control, for correcting any deficiencies or system failures. (Refer to
IDAPA 16.03100(b) and 16.03200.01), ensure the facility has adequate policies
and procedures, has implemented them in order to operate the facility within these
policies and procedures and that all facility staff comply with federal and state laws
and regulations.
4. Have systems in place to become itlformed about the quality of care provided at the
facility, compliance with residents rights, needs of the residents, staffmg levels and
effectiveness of policies and procedures;
5. Have completely, accurately, and timely assessed and documented a resident's
most current health condition in the residenfs clinical record. This standard is
addressed in the Idaho Rules and Minimum Standards (IDAPA 16.0302.203
"Patient Records"; "Progress notes by physicians, nurses, .... shall be recorded
indicating observations to provide a full descriptive, chronological picture of the
patient/resident during his stay in the facility" "date and time ofall treatments and
dressings, and change in the patient 's/resident 's physical or mental status" and
IDAPA 16.03.200.03(c) " PatientlResident Care"; "Nursing staff shall document
on the patient/resident medical record, any assessments ofthe patient/resident, any
interventions taken, effict of interventions, significant changes and observations
and the administration of medications, treatments and any other services
provided"
The federal standards also addresses this topic in 42 CFR 483.75(1) Clinical
Records; "The facility must maintain clinical records on each resident in
accordance with accepted professional standards and practices that are complete,
accurately documented, ..... ". According to the Interpretive guidelines for
surveyors found in appendix p of the 2005 edition of the Long Term Care Survey
published by the American Health Care Association, "a complete clinical record
contains an accurate and functional representation of the actual experience of the
individual in the facility. It must contain enough information to show that the
facility knows the status ofthe individual, has adequate plans ofcare, and provides
sufficient evidence of the efficts of the care provided Documentation should
provide a picture of the resident's progress, including response to treatment,
change in condition, and changes in treatment. "
6. Have a comprehensive care plan that describes all necessary care and treatment to
be carried out by all nursing staff based on each individual resident's needs and that
each resident receives and the facility provides the highest practicable physical,
mental, and psychosocial well-being in accordance with the comprehensive
assessment and plan of care. In instances where a resident has had a significant
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7;
8.

9.

10.

change of condition, a new resident assessment must be completed indicating the
residents' decline or progress as well as a revised care plan that outlines new
interventions and goals for the resident according to the resident's limitations
and/or capabilities. The Idaho standards address this standard in IDAPA
16.03.02.03 Patient Care, "iii. A patient/resident plan of care shall be developed
and written to include care to be given, goals to be accomplished, actions
necessary to attain the goals", "iv. Reviewed and revised as needed to reflect the
current needs ofpatients/residents and current goals to be accomplished". This
standard is also addressed in the federal standard, 42CFR 483.25 Quality of Care,
"Each resident must receive and the facility must provide the necessary care and
services to attain or maintain the highest practicable phySical, mental and
psychosocial well-being, in accordance with the comprehensive assessment and
plan ofcare. "
Appoint a competent administrator and management personnel to manage the
institution, as required by law;
Supervise the work of the administrator and ensure the administrator and the
facility staff comply with basic standards of care, resident rights, laws and
regulations;
Terminate the administrator and management personnel as necessary, if resident
rights are not protected, residents are not provided minimum care and/or federal
and state laws and regulations are not met;
Intervene on behalf of residents when a crisis arises and residents are placed in
danger of not receiving minimum carelbasic rights and take corrective action.

IV. FACTS PERTINENT TO EXPERT'S OPINION

1. According to Ms. Nield's discharge summary, Ms. Nield was hospitalized at
Portneuf Medical Center from 8/21107 to 8/25/07 with swelling and redness of
her left leg, as well as her complaints of no feeling in her left lower leg due to
previous hip replacement and then a dislocation of the left hip. She also
complained of some pain and was provided morphine and Naprosyn. She was
placed on contact isolation in case she had MRSA, along with N antibiotics. A
wound culture of her left leg grew klebsiella sensitive to Ancef, but was negative
for MRSA. The Ancef IV medication was to be continued long-term and in fact
Ms. Nield was receiving this anti-biotic until it was discontinued on 10/30107. (See
item # 7 below) Other cultures also were negative for any organisms. Ms. Nield
was to have surgery again on both hips once her condition improved after
receiving care at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation
2. Ms. Nield was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center from Portneuf
Medical Center on 8/25/07 with a diagnosis 0[-cellulites, left hip dislocation, right
hip pain and an insulin type IT diabetic. She was also admitted with 4 wounds to
her left leg and left foot according to the ''Non Pressure Ulcer Site Sheets".
3. While a resident at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center, Ms. Nield was
assessed by the wound nurse according to the ''Non Pressure Ulcer Site Sheets",
with three of the four wounds closing with eschar tissue or scabs with the last
documentation of the wound nurse assessing these wounds dated 9118/07, along
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4.

5.

6.

7.

with a notation that the application of protective covering would be monitored.
The wound on the back of the left calf, however, was documented as still being
open and approximately 6.5 x 4 cm. in size as of the last recorded assessment of
10/22/07.
On November 9th , 2007, Ms. Nield began re~i\ling wound care assessments and
routine wound care at the Wound Care & Hyperbaric Center. The physicians
there explained to Ms. Nield that she couldn't have her hip surgery until the
wounds on her legs had healed, and that according to their assessment, her wounds
had the potential to heal in time, albeit not in time before her Medicare days ran
out. According to Dr. Baker's progress note from the Wound Care Center dated
November 20,2007, a wound culture taken on November l3 th indicated that Ms.
Nield had grown MRSA, as well as Klebsiella and pseudomonas. Also at this
time, Ms. Nield's calfwound had grown from 6 x 4 cm (per the last recorded size
on the facility's non-pressure ulcer site sheet) to 6 x 8 cm (per Dr. Baker's
progress note), and the other two wounds had also grown to 3 x 3 cm and 1.5 cm
in diameter. According to the facility's ''Non Pressure Ulcer Site Sheets", the
sizes of the later twO'wounds last described on 9118/07 were 0.5 x 0.5 cm. and 1 x
1 cm respectively.
Physician's orders for Ms. Nield at the time of her admission to Pocatello Care
and Rehabilitation Center included orders for weekly skin assessments by the
facility's wound nurse, which were in fact completed weekly.
MDS (Minimum Data Set) dated 11118/07 indicates that Ms. Nield has contracted
MRSA. No Resident Assessment Protocol (RAP) indicating the treatment
protocol was located by this expert.
IV Antibiotics were administered to Ms. Nield beginning 8/30107 for her cellulites
and open sores and discontinued on 10/30107.
V. BREACH OF STANDARD AND CAUSATION

Judy Nield experienced many serious problems leading to significant negative
outcomes while at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center, and as a result of the actions and
omissions of Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center. These problems would have been
prevented had they adhered to the standards above and monitored staff performance and
compliance. Examples of breaches include, but are not necessarily limited to:
1. Failure to comply with state and federal regulations and standard of care to prevent
the development and transmission of disease and infection. According to the
survey conducted on January 24,2008, Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center
failed to implement its own policies and procedures regarding proper wound care
technique according to accepted standards of practice to prevent the spread of
infection. Repeatedly, surveyors observed nurses failing to use proper wound
care, i.e. using basic universal precautions of washing or sanitizing their hands
while providing treatment to two facility residents, one of which was admitted to
the facility with MRSA (Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus). (Refer to
pages 82-86 of the statement of deficiencies) Although Ms. Nield was not one of
the residents surveyed, she was discharged home on 12/3/07 with MRSA that
she'd acquired while at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center. And although
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the surveyors were not certain as to where Ms. Nield acquired MRSA, it is very
clear to this expert that Ms. Nield did not contract MRSA at the hospital, prior to
her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center, according to the
hospital discharge documents indicating she had a negative MRSA screening prior
to her hospital discharge. Therefore there is a very high probability that Ms. Nield
contracted MRSA while a resident at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center,
and thus she should have been included as a sampled resident in the January 2008
survey. This is further evidence of the facility's failure to comply with Idaho and
federal standards regarding infection control.
2. Failure to care plan for Ms. Nield's treatment and resolution of her MRSA once
th
she was cultured ,with it on November 13 ,2007. Although the MDS indicates
that she has the infection, this expert could find no plan of care to address her
significant change of condition from her infected wound, nor any mention of an
infection control protocol that was to be implemented after MRSA was identified.
3. Failure to completely, accurately, and timely describe Ms. Nield's wounds via the
facility's "Weekly Skin Sheets" and/or the ''Non-Pressure Ulcer Site Sheet". The
facility' s "Weekly Skin Sheet" is wholly inadequate and lacks any details
whatsoever as to the number or size of Ms. Nields' wounds, what they look like,
and if they were improving or not. Although the ''Non-Pressure Ulcer Site Sheet"
does describe these wounds, there's no evidence to confirm that they were closely
monitored other than what is indicated on the sheets. All documentation on this
particular log stopped on 9/18/07 on two of the wounds and documentation on the
largest wound on Ms. Nield's calf (6 x 4 cm) stopped on 10/22/07, just 3 weeks
before she was positively cultured with MRSA.
4. Failure by the administrator and director of nursing to provide sufficient, adequate,
and competent nursing staff to provide the necessary care to prevent Ms. Nield's
wounds from becoming infected with MRSA.
5. Failures by the owners, operators, administration and management of Pocatello
Care and Rehabilitation Center to intervene on behalf of Ms. Nield, to correct the
crisis in her care, protect her rights, and prevent her future neglect.
The administrator, director of nursing, owners, operator and management of Pocatello
Care and Rehabilitation Center knew that Judy Nield was at a high risk for contracting MRSA
of her wounds. Based on hospital records, she'd been admitted to the hospital on contact
isolation and with IV antibiotics as a precautionary treatment in case her wounds were
infected with MRSA. In fact, she continued to receive antibiotics even after her admission to
the nursing facility. Ms. Nield's physicians also knew that she could not undergo the
necessary surgery on her hips until her wounds had stabilized and free of any infections. This
was first discussed in the physician progress notes at the hospital as the reason for Ms. Nield
to be first discharged to a nursing facility such as Pocatello Care and Rehab and was later
discussed by the physicians at the Pocatello Wound & Hyperbaric Center once Ms. Nield
began receiving treatment there as well. Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center would have
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had knowledge of this objective or goal at the time of her admission to the facility and her
subsequent treatment at the Wound and Hyperbaric Center.
According to the Guideline for Control of Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA) in Long Tenn Care Facilities published by the Maryland Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene, identified residents such as Judy Nield are at an increased risk for
having MRSA if residents have the following factors: prior prolonged hospitalization,
preceding antimicrobial therapy, close proximity to other residents colonized or infected with
MRSA, and presence of open wounds and/or pressure ulcers. The majority of these factors
were present with Judy Nield.
While it is unknown at the time of this report, the location and proximity of Ms. Nield
in relation to other residents with known MRSA at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center,
it is certain that the nursing staff were not compliant with the ordinary standard of care and
protocols established to prevent the spread of infection and in this expert's opinion, were
reckless in not complying with essential and fundamental precautions established universally
when nursing staff are in physical contact with all patients/residents; i.e. routine hand washing
regardless of pre-disposition or risk factors involving MRSA. Any reasonable and prudent
nursing facility owner, operator, and manager would have understood the significance of this
basic principal in providing care to residents and preventing any of its residents without
compromised medical conditions from acquiring an infection, much less to residentS such as
Ms. Nield, who was at an even higher risk than most residents. This neglect is inexcusable.
Furthermore, had Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center nursing staff completely
and accurately assessed Ms. Nield's wounds during her entire residency at the nursing facility,
they could have responded sooner and appropriately with much greater attention to monitoring
her wounds, especially in light of her risk for infection and with the knowledge that her
wounds would have to be infection free in order to have the necessary surgery to her hips.
Any reasonable and prudent owner, operator, management, and administration of any other
nursing facility under similar circumstances would have continued to monitor each and every
wound that a resident at risk for infections such as Ms. Nield would have, with a detailed
description of the wound site on a weekly basis.
Any reasonable and prudent owner, operator, management, and administration would
have continued to document all wounds with as much descriptive information as possible, and
not relied on general weekly skin sheets that provided no details and certainly an inaccurate
and incomplete picture of Ms. Nield's wounds. Any reasonable and prudent nursing facility
owner, operator, management, and administration, would not have waited as long as Pocatello
Care and Rehabilitation Center did in seeking an outside professional health care provider
such as the Pocatello Wound Care Center to provide more aggressive wound care treatment
and detailed wound assessments and a culture of Ms. Nield's wounds. And once a resident's
positive culture of MRSA had been established, any reasonable and prudent nursing facility
owner, operator, management, and administration would have revised its own treatment
assessment and plans for treatment for its infected resident, as well as immediately corrected
the facility's system for preventing the spread of and monitoring of infections in the facility.
According to Ms. Nield's physicians, Ms. Nield could not have the necessary surgery
on her hips without her wounds sufficiently healing and without infection. Had Pocatello
Care and Rehabilitation Center adequately monitored her wounds by accurately, completely,
and timely documenting her wounds, responded timely to more aggressive wound care and
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treatment by an outside provider such as the Pocatello Wound Care Center, had complied with
Idaho law, Federal law, and the facility's own policies and procedures especially regarding
infection control, and had complied with the standards of care listed above, Ms. Nield would
have had a much higher probability of successfully having the necessary surgery on her hips
and thereby reducing the chances of any further health decline and pain and suffering she
endured as a result.
In my opinion, based on the neglect suffered by Ms. Nield and the systemic
breakdown described above, the owners, operators, administration, and management of
Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center: (a) directly and negligently disregarded the
responsibilities and duties owed to Ms. Nield and the State of Idaho, and acted or failed to act
in a manner consistent with how a reasonable and responsible nursing home management,
owners, and administration would have acted having the knowledge of Ms. Nield's medical
conditions and understanding of the negative outcomes--to her had they neglected her; (b)
created the dangerous conditions described and high probability for Ms. Nield's serious
negative outcomes by interfering with and causing Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center to
violate Idaho statutes, laws and regulations; (c) sacrificed Ms. Nield's statutory rights and
duties owed to nursing home residents; and (d) caused Judy Nield serious and significant
injuries.
V. CONCLUSIONS/SUMMARY
The above listed failures by Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center, its owners,
operators, administration and management, represent gross violations and significant
deviations from the standard of care that they were responsible and obligated to provide Ms.
Nield and the State of Idaho, resulting in Ms. Nield's injuries and causing her deterioration
and needless suffering. Having complete knowledge of the significant negative consequences
and outcomes to Ms. Nield that their actions or inactions would have on her, the owners,
operators, administration and management of Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center
demonstrated gross negligence. Furthennore, under these circumstances, such conduct in my
opinion is unjustifiable.
Based upon my knowledge, training, experience, and upon my review of the above
medical records and other relevant documents, it is my opinion with more than a reasonable
degree of certainty, that there is a reasonable and meritorious basis for filing a cause of action
against Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center.
I reserve the right to expand on my opinions in this matter once additional testimony
and/or other relevant documents become available to me.
Sincerely yours,

~~
Sid Gerber, LNFA, MBA, GeM, CSA
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S. Gerber & Associates, Inc.
SIDNEY K. GERBER, LNFA, MBA, CSA
9301 Southwest Freeway, Suite 250
Houston, TX 77074
Office: (713) 778-1966 Fax: (713) 778-0727
E-Mail: thegerbers@msn.com

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Nursing facility management including quality of care assurance, development and monitoring of policies and
procedures, physical and psychosocial well being of facility residents, and compliance with state and federal regulations.

SERVICES
• Quality assurance monitoring and inspection of facilities or communities on behalf of family members with elderly
parents or spouses. Long-tenn health care planning and management • Expert witness involving nursing home cases
for both Plaintiffs and Defendants: services include document review, factual review, consultation, and deposition and
trial testimony

LONG-TERM HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY QUALIFICATIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

10 years as a licensed nursing facility administrator, with financial, managerial, operational and leadership
responsibilities for 3 free standing skilled Medicare and Medicaid nursing facilities with 120, 180, and 200 beds
respectively. Two of the three facilities operated sub-acute specialty units. One of the facilities specialized in
Alzheimer's and related dementia care.
Delivered the highest expectation of quality care and life for facility residents as evidenced by 3 zero deficiency
annual surveys conducted by the Texas Department of Human Services and HCFA.
Successfully negotiated managed care contracts that were [mancially beneficial at each of the facilities managed.
Recruited highly qualified and respected physicians specializing in geriatrics to attend and monitor patient care,
ultimately resulting in improved quality of care.
Development of business relationships from non-traditional referral sources resulting in additional revenue streams.
Employed innovative and aggressive internal and e)"1:ernaI marketing techniques.
Development of academic relationships with Baylor College of Medicine, The University of Texas Health Science
Center, and Houston Community College through the sponsorship of research fellows, resident rotations, and
nursing clinical practicums.
Consistently received the highest satisfaction results from quarterly national customer surveys.
Effectively diversified service offerings and customized care delivery to accommodate the needs of residents, family
members, physicians, and regulatory agencies.
Created work environments of well-trained and motivated staff resulting in turnover averages that were lower than
either the industry or the company's averages.
Financially and operationally turned around two troubled buildings that were transitioning with new ownership.

WORK EXPERIENCE- Long Term Health Care Industry
April 2000 - Present

S. Gerber & Associates, Inc.
9301 Southwest Freeway, Suite 250
Houston, Texas 77074
• Quality assurance monitoring and inspection offacilities or communities on behalf
of family members with elderly parents or spouses. Long- tenn care planning and
management • Long-tenn care insurance and fmancial specialist • Expert
witness involving nursing home cases for plaintiff and defendant including
document review, factual review, consultation, and deposition
and trial testimony • Consulting with skilled nursing and assisted living
communities. Home care physician practice management
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October 1996 - March 2000

Garden Terrace Alzheimer's Center at Houston
7887 Cambridge, Houston, TX 77054
(Current owner: Life Care Centers of America)

June 1995 - October 1996

Mariner Health of Southwest Houston
8820 Town Park, Houston, TX 77036

December 199 I - June 1995

Briarwood Health Care Center
7611 Bellfort, Houston, TX 77061
EDUCA TION/PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

BBA, Management; University of Texas; Austin, TX: 1972
MBA, University of Houston; Houston, TX: 1991
Long Term Care Administration/Gerontology Program, University of Texas Health Science Center;
Houston, TX., December 1991
Group I Insurance License, June 2000
CSA, Certified Senior Advisor, January 2004
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Hold Texas Nursing Home Administrator's License, February 1992 to present. Passed National Exam, October 1993.
Past member of the American College of Health Care Administrators, 1993-2000.
Member of the National Association·ofProfessional Geriatric Care Managers, August 2001 to present.
Past member of the Texas Medical Group Management Association.
Member of Sigma Phi Omega, the National Gerontology Academic and Professional Society, February 1994 to present.
Member ofthe Houston Gerontological Society, January, 1991 to present. Past Vice-President for 1999-2000 tenn.
Past Member of the Vitas (Hospice) Ethics Committee, Houston, TX., 1993-1996.
Services to the Elderly Subcommittee of the Jewish Federation of Greater Houston, 1995-1996.
Past cOlmnittee member of the Alzheimer's Association, Greater Houston Chapter, 1991.
Past member of the American Society on Aging and participant in spring 1991 conference.
Instructor in Long-tenn care administration courses at San Jacinto College, Pasadena, TX., Sept 1994-1996, Sept. 2006
to present, and the University of Texas Health Science Center in Houston, May 1995 to May 1996.
Founded and developed a collaborative agency (Sheltering Anns, Alzheimer's Assoc. of Greater Houston, Houston
COImnunity College, Baylor College of Medicine's Alzheimer's Research Center, & Garden Terrace of Houston) to
pilot a program for Early Diagnosed Alzheimer's patients, 1998 to present.
Certified Senior Advisor (CSA) designation; January, 2004 from The Society of Certified Senior Advisors
PERSONAL

Born:

arried, two children

References available upon request
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S. Gerber & Associates
Cases Provided Expert Testimony From '05-'09
Defendant or
Plaintiff

Case Parties

Jurisdiction

Date(s) Received

Case Status

58th District Court of
Jefferson County,

Avila vs. Thousand Oaks (Golden
(P)

Triangle Centers)

Active

Texas

District Court of

Upshear County,
Burcalow vs. Upshear Manor

(P)

Cantrell vs. Kindred Health/Laryette
Rehab and Nursing Center

Texas

1/5/05

Active

(P)

5/2/08

N/A

Ching VS. Educare matter

(P)

1/28/2009

Active

Clark vs. Northway H.C.C.

(P)

1/11/06

N/A

5/16/08

Wrongful death/Active

Doris Roper vs. Life Care Center of

Tenn. Valley

(P)

Idaho

Ford v. Wooldridge Place Nursing

(P)

Center

N/A
14th Judicial Di,trict,
idaho, County of

~

Forresterv. The Cottages

(P)

Gant v. Purdue House

Elmore

5/9/08

Active

(P)

1/24/06

N/A

(P)

4/9/09

Active

Cypress wood, et al.

(P)

12/4/05

Active

Hemmingsen v. Kindred, et al
Hendricks vs, Holiday Nursing Center
Matter
Josephine levato v. Manorcare Palos
Heights Matter
Lawson vs Holiday lodge
leona James vs. Army Residence
Retirement Community matter

(D)

2/7/07

N/A

~

(S)

<.D

Gus Marco vs. at Vista Ridge Nursing

& Rehab Center
Guercio vs. Mariner Health of

nla
(P)
(P)

IllinoiS

(P)

N/A

6/4/05

Active
Active

10/2/2007

Active

lisa Gana v. Northgate Health &
Ignacio Hernandez

(P)

3/27/07

Active

lucinda Garrison matter
Markgraf v. THI of Texas

(P)

11/24/05

N/A
N/A

MCCarry vs Gladewater
Monroe VS. Manor Care Palos
Heights West, et al

l1Sth Judicial District
of Upshur County,
Texas

(P)

- - ___ [~L

-

_llIInoi_'__

N/A
L._

----

~~!!y~-~

-

6/25/2009

Bookl

Case Parties

Defendant or
plaintiff

Jurisdiction

{PI

Texas

Active

(P)

Illinois

Active

oate(s) Received

Case Status

Nell Connally vs. Jay Haberman &
christian Care Center

Orville Thomas VS. Manor Care at
Normal

Overson vs. Four Seasons (Manor

Care)

(P)

Palmer VS, Southfield Nursing Center

(P)

5/6/06

Active

Center & Nexlon
Plumlee vs. The Village

(P)
(P)

8/6/06
5/11/06

Polley vs. Briarwood H.C.C.

(P)

Active
Active
Active

7/29/08

Active

6/15/2008

Active

N/A

i

Peters v. Gladewater HealthCare

R. TUrner v. Regent Care Center of

San Antonio

(P)

District Court of
Upshur County. llS
Richardson vs. Gladewater Matter

..If'L .....

~yc.tic:i~l cfi~trlr;t

I-'
I-'
I-'
(S;)

2

8/25/2009

Bookl

S. Gerber & Associates, Inc.
ALong TeJm CareServices Company

9301 Southwest Frwy., Suite 250
Houston, TX 77074
713-778-1966; 713-778-0727 Fax
E-mail: thegerbers@msn.com
www.mylongtermcareservices.com

April 7, 2009
James D. Ruchti
151 North 3 rd Ave.- Second Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229

Dear Mr. Ruchti:
I appreciate your interest in my providing expert testimony and consultation on behalf of your
client. I have provided defense testimony through deposition and trial testimony while I was
employed as an administrator for two companies who employed me, and in the last eight years
have been providing expert testi.n1ony for several plaintiff and defense attorneys involved with
litigating nursing home and assisted living cases. I have also provided trial testimony and
testimony during depositions and hearings.
I have provided expert testimony in all administrative, financial, and operational policies and
procedures relevant to federal and state industry standards and regulations. I would be
equally conversant with related administrative issues that may be pertinent to the
circumstances in your particular cases. ill any event, I would be available to consult with you
in determining the merits of the case at the following hourly rates:
1. $165 per hour for time spent reviewing records and other documents, consulting with
attorneys, and possibly clients, preparing for deposition testimony, and preparing for
trial testimony.
2. $190 per hour for deposition testimony.
3. $215 per hour for trial testimony.
I would require a $2,000 retainer before beginning my review of documents or providing any
expert testimony or consultation on behalf of your client. I would then submit detailed
statements to you by the end of each month. Per your request, I've attached a copy of my
curriculum vitae. I look forward to working with you in the near future.
Sincerely yours,

Sid Gerber, LNFA, MBA, CSA

*Member of the Society of Certified Senior Advisors
*Member of the Professional AYf:i~tion of Geriatric Care Managers

-,

Reed W. Larsen, ISB # 3427
Javier L. Gabiola, ISB # 5448
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3 rd Avenue, 2 nd Floor
P. O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Telephone: (208) 235-1145
Facsimile: (208) 235-1182

.'

~

-'.

n
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." \r

--' i -""'-........... -'-----.J~ ___I

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Plaintiff,
vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
a Nevada corporation, d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER, and
JOHN DOES I-X, acting as
agents and employees of POCATELLO
HEALTH SERVICES, INC., d/b/a
POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-3869-PI

AFFIDA VIT OF REED W. LARSEN IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Bannock )
REED W. LARSEN, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am one of the attorneys representing Plaintiff in this matter and make this Affidavit

upon my own personal knowledge and information.

AFFIDAVIT OF REED W. LARSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - PAGE

1

1112

2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of the transcript of the deposition of Derrick

Glum taken November 16th , 2010. In pages 58 through 63 ofMr. Glum's deposition he testified that
"it was not warranted" for PCRC to conduct an investigation as to how Ms. Nield acquired MRS A
and PA while she was at PCRC.
FURTHER SAITH AFFIANT NAUGHT.
DATED this

2-.

day of December, 2010.
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED

/."::::~)6;2
-~-:;? ~

By'

L--/'"

REEWLARSEN

-

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ,.lp.-'day of December, 2010.

ELISABETH KLASSEN
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

NOTARY PuBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at Pocatello
My Commission Expires: i' / :u/ !.5

AFFIDAVIT OF REED W. LARSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'SOPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT- PAGE

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of December, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows:
Keely E. Duke
Chris D. Comstock
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

[--:r-"U-;-S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
[]
Hand Delivery
[]
Overnight Mail
~ :y.-"
n
Facsimile: 208-395-8585
.~'~.~/

cJ€::tJx:

AFFlDA vrr OF REED W. LARSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - PAGE 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

JUDY NIELD,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV 09 3869 PI

-vPOCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES,
INC., a Nevada corporation,
d/b/a POCATELLO CARE AND
REHABILITATION CENTER, and
JOHN DOES I-X, acting as
agents and employees of
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES,
INC., d/b/a POCATELLO CARE
AND REHABILITATION CENTER,

Deposition of:
DERRICK GLUM

Defendants.

Place:

HILTON GARDEN INN
1731 Convention Center Drive
St. George, Utah 84790

Date:

November 16, 2010
8:51 a.m.

Reporter:

Vickie Larsen, CSR/RPR

TODD OLIVAS & ASSOCIATES (888) 566-0253
1115

APPEARANCES

2
3

5
6
7

9
10
11

For the Plaintiff:
Mr. Javier L. Gabiola
COOPER & LARSEN
lSI North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4229
(208) 235-1145
(208) 235-1182 (fax)
javier@cooper-Iarsen.com
For the Defendants:
Ms. Keely E. Duke
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON
Key Financial Center
702 West Idaho Street, #700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 84701
(208) 395-8500
(208) 395-8585 (fax)
ked@hallfarley.com
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-00014
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

INDEX
Witness
Page
DERRICK GLUM
Examination by Mr. Gabiola
Examination by Ms. Duke
Re-examination by Mr. Gabiola
Re-examination by Ms. Duke
Further examination by Mr. Gabiola

1
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

4
114
117
117

118

-000-

23
24
25

November 16, 2010
PROCEEDINGS

DERRICK GLUM,
called as a witness, having been duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
BY MR. GABIOLA:
Q. Would you please state your full name.
A. Derrick Jeffrey Glum.
Q. We met briefly before your deposition,
before the record. I'm Javier Gabiola, one of the
attorneys representing July Nield in a lawsuit she's
filed against Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center,
and I'll probably refer to that as PCRC throughout the
deposition to make it shorter. So when I do refer to
PCRC you'll understand it's Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation?
A. Rigbt.
Q. Have you ever been deposed before?
A. No.
Q. You may have spoken with Keely about the
process, but just briefly, obviously you're here to
answer questions that I'm going to post to you today.

Page 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

EXHIBITS
Page
No.
Description
Exhibit 1 Department of Health and Human
21
Services Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services Form
Exhibit 2 Infection Control Policy and
27
Procedure Manual (Bates No.
PCRC000937 through PCRCOOOI126)
Exhibit 3 CQI Report Pocatello Care and
32
Rehabilitation dated July 2007

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Exhibit 4 CQI Report Pocatello Care and
32
Rehabilitation dated October 2007
Exhibit 5 Infection Control PolicylProcedure 74
(Bates No. PCRCOO0552 through
PCRCOO0557)
Exhibit 6 Infection Control Policy and
90
Procedure Manual (Bates No.
PCRCOO0558 through PCRCOO0557)
-000-

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

8:51 a.m.

Page 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Rigbt.
It's important to let me finish my
question before you begin your answer. I can
appreciate that you'll probably know what the answer
is before I can get the entire question out.
A. Okay.
Q. Vickie's here to your left taking down
everything that's said here today, so that's one of
the rules that helps us have a, what's called a clean
record.
A. Okay.
Q. Keely and I will look at this after we're
done here today to review it. If you don't understand
a question I ask you, please ask me to rephrase it or
let me know that you don't understand.
A. Okay.
Q. I'll assume if you don't let me know,
that you do understand my question and want you to
answer.
A.
Q.

A.

All right.
I don't want you to feel like you're
chained to your chair. If you need to take a break
I'm more than happy to let you do that. If! have a
pending question, however, to you I ask that you
answer that question first before you take a break.

Q.

Page 5

Page 3

2 (Pages 2 to 5)
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1

A.

Sure.

1

2
3

Q. And you also reminded me that you were
just nodding your head, and you're doing a pretty

4
5
6

job of answering audibly, but again for the record,
nods of the head, shoulder shrugs, and also when you
say "uh-huh" or "huh-uh," those things don't come
across very well in the record. So if I -- if you say
"uh-huh" to an answer and I ask you if that's a yes,
don't feel like I'm trying to pick on you, I'm just
trying to make sure we have a clean record.

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14

A.

Understood.

4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

Q. Did you review any documents before your
deposition today?
A.

2
3

No.

12
13

14

Weber State University, and I'm currently in an
program.
Q. What degree did you get from Weber State
University?
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Bachelors of science.

Q.
A.

At Weber State?

Western Governors?

Any particular study?

Health administration.
When did you graduate from Weber State?
December 2003.
You're currently in an MBA program?

Yes.

Western Governors University out of Salt
Lake City.

MS. DUKE: Well and obviously what we
produced to you here he did review, so that may be a
misunderstanding.

15

Q.

16
17

16
17

A.

18
19
20
21
22

MR. GABIOLA: Sure.
MS. DUKE: And then I did show him the
infection control manual that you have there.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: And just before the
start of the deposition, Mr. Glum, you brought with

18

19
20
21
22

A. Yes, excuse me.
Q. Is that an online progran1?
A. Yes.
Q. Any other educational training or
background that you haven't already told me about?

23
24
25

you what's called a CQI Report, Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation, one for July 2007, and then also a CQI
Report Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation for October

23
24
25

A. No.
Q. As far as training, for example, in
health administration aside from Weber State, have you

15

__Q.

Uh-huh.
The answer's yes?

Page 6
1

2007; is that correct?

2

~

3
4
5
6
7

Q.

2

~L

Q.

Keely also said you reviewed the
infection control policy?

8

A.

9
10
11
12

Q.

We did review that policy, yes.

13

A.

Q.

3
4
5
6
7

8

And regarding the policy, I'm going to
mark that as an exhibit later, but at this point the
policy that you reviewed, is that the only policy that
you're aware of?

14
15
16
17
18
19

1

Ya

And you reviewed these documents in
preparation for your deposition today?
~

Page 8

In regards to?

9
10
11
12

13

Infection control.
A. Yes.
Q. Do you reside here in St. George?
A.
Yes.
Q. How long have you been living here in
St. George?

14
15

16
17
18

19

attended any seminars, those sorts of things,
continuing education programs?
A.
Q.

A. There are multiple. Each nursing home
administrator's license is required to have 20
continuing education units a year, essentially 40
every two years. So those all vary as far as topics
and courses and that kind of stuff. So it would be
very difficult to come up with all those.
Q. And your continuing education courses,
are there any instruction -- did you receive any
instruction on infection control?

A.

A.

20

21

How old are you?

21

A.

22

A.

31.

22

Q.

25

Q. Can you give me your educational
background from high school forward?

A.

23
24

Sure. From high school I graduate of
Page 7

25

Not specifically, no.

Q. And I'm going to put your -- this medical
term, so as far as pseudomonas aerugilosa have you
received or recall any continuing education for that?

Since August oflast year.

23
24

I can't recall specifically.

Q. Do you recall receiving any instruction
onMRSA?

A.
Q.

20

Yes.
Can you outline for me what those are?

I don't really even know what that is.

Okay.
MS. DUKE: What was the last phrase, how
did you say it?
MR. GABIOLA: I think I butchered it, I'm

Page 9

3

(Pages 6 to 9)
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1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25

sure. I said aerugilosa but I think it's -- I don't
think there's an L in there, but pseudomonas is what
I'm referring to.
Q. You don't know what pseudomonas is?

A. Not specifically, no. I've heard of the
term, but I don't know specifically what
differentiates it from another infection I'm assuming
you're referring to.
Q. Do you have to receive any certification
to be a health care administrator?
A. Define "certification."
Q. Sure. Are you required to take a test to
be licensed as a health administrator?
A. It depends on the state. But nationally,
yes, there is an exam.
Q. Have you taken that exam?
A. Yes.
Q. When did you take that?
A. 2004.
Q. Okay. And what body issues a license or
certification?
A. The NAB, federally. The National
Association of Nursing Home Examiners, I believe, is
the correct.
Q. I understand too from reviewing this file

1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25

certification after you took that exam?
A. They did not issue a license. They
issued a they didn't, nor did they issue a
certification. The individual states issue the

licenses.
Q. In order to get a license in the state of
Idaho were you required to take the test from the
National Association of Nursing Home Examiners?
A. If it's your first license, yes.
Q. And that raises a good question. Was the
license you received in Idaho your first license?
A. No.
Q. Did you receive a license elsewhere?
A. Yes.
Q. Whereat?
A. Oklahoma and Utah.
Q. Were you required in Oklahoma to take a
test to receive your license?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you pass that?
A. Yes.
Q. How about Utah, did you take a test to
receive your license?
A. No, not a state test.
Q. The national test?

Page 10
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

you were the administrator at peRC in the past,
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Were you required under Idaho statutes or
regulations to be licensed as a health administrator?

A.
Q.

Yes.
Can you tell me what entity or body you
took that test with that required you to take that
test?
A. In Idaho?
Q. Yes.
A. Division -- division of licensure, I'm
not exactly sure the correct title of the department
that required it.
Q. Department of Occupational Licensing?
A. Could be, yes.
Q. And did you obtain a license from the
Department of Occupational Licensing?
A. Yes.
Q. When did you receive that?
A. In Idaho, I think it was 2006.
Q. Let me go back just a minute with respect
to the National Association of Nursing Home Examiners.
A. Okay.
Q. Did they issue you a license or just a

Page 12
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

Yes. Utah doesn't require a state test.
Any other states that you've been
licensed in?
A. No.
Q. Did you take a test in any other state
and fail the test so that you didn't get a license?
A. No.
Q. Are you currently still licensed in
Idaho?
A. Yes.
Q. How about Oklahoma?
A. No.
Q. Utah you're stiIllicensed?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you let the license in Oklahoma
lapse?
A. Yes.
Q. And I suspect that you probably have to
pay a fee to maintain your license?
A. Correct.
Q. That is what you did, you just didn't
renew your license there in Oklahoma?
~-A.
Correct.
Q. Would you provide me with history of your
employment since you graduated from Weber State'

Q.

Page 13
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2003 to today.
A. Sure. I took a facility in Oklahoma and
was transferred then to Idaho, the same company,
Payette. From Payette I went to Pocatello and started
a home health and hospice company with a group of
partners. And then went to Pocatello Care & Rehab
thereafter. From Pocatello Care & Rehab I went back
to the previous company.
Q. I'm sorry, let me intenupt you there?
A.

Sure.
That's the home health hospice company?
A. No, it was the prior nursing home
company, excuse me.
Q. In Payette?
A. Yes, that company, but not in Payette.
Q. And what's the name of the company in
Payette?

Q.

A.

Q.

Sun Health Care.
Sun?

Sun Health Care.
Q. And so that I understand correctly, Sun
Health Care was the facility in Payette and there was
also another place in Idaho that you transferred with
at Sun Health Care?
A.

A.

Yes.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Meeker.

Q. You weren't terminated then when you
transferred from Meeker Nursing Center?
A. No.
Q. From Meeker Nursing Center then you went
to Sun Health Care in Payette; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And was that the name of the facility in
Payette or is there another name?
A. It was called Sun Bridge Care & Rehab for
Payette.
Q. And then from Payette you came to
Pocafello, to PCRC; is that correct?
No.
Okay. Where did you go after Sun Bridge
Care & Rehab?
A.

Q.

A. I did move to Pocatello but started a
home health and hospice called Access Home Health &
Hospice with a group of partners out of Logan, Utah.
Q. Why did you leave Sun Bridge Care & Rehab
in Payette?
A. Just to start a new opportunity. Didn't
leave on any - with any issues whatsoever.
Q. SO Access Home Health & Hospice, you and
others started that company?

Page 14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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10

Q. Okay. And that was where at?
A. It was in Pocatello still. It was a
regional position, I was responsible for the territory
ofIdaho. And then from Sun Health Care I came
Q. And when you say "here," the facility in
St. George, what's the name of that?
A.

St. George Care & Rehabilitation Center.
Q. SO you initially started at a facility in
Oklahoma, correct?
A.

11

Q.

12

A.

13

Q.

14
15
16

A.

l7

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.

Correct.
What was the name of that facility?
Meeker Nursing Center.
M-e-e-k-e-r?
Yes.
Under what circumstances did you leave

Meeker Nursing Center?
A. I was offered a position in Idaho, which
was the same company, and we wanted to get closer to
home, which was Northern Utah. So we accepted a
transfer to Payette, Idaho.
Q. When you say "the same company," what's
the name of the company then that was operating Meeker
Nursing Center?
A. It was Peak Medical Services. However,
they were acquired by Sun Health Care while I was at
Page 15

Page 16

1
2

A.
Q.

In Pocatello, yes.
Are you still involved with that company?

3
4
5

A.

No.

Q.

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

Why not?
A. No reason other than I wanted to get back
into nursing homes. Fantastic group of people.
Q. Let me backtrack just a little bit.
Meeker Nursing Center, had you received
any reprimand or discipline while you were there?
A. No.
Q. How about Sun Bridge Care & Rehab, any
reprimands or discipl inary action taken against you at
that facility?

A. No.
Q. SO you left from Access Home Health &
Hospice and then went to PCRC, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. When did you start with PCRC?
A. October of 2006.
Q. When did you leave PCRC?
A. January of 2008. It might have been
early February.
Q. Correct me if I'm wrong, you said you
started St. George Care & Rehab in August of2009?
A. Correct.
Page 17
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Q.

2

August of 2009 were you employed as an administrator

2

Q.
A.

3

anywhere?

3

Q.

4

A. Yes.
Q. Where at?
A. Sun Bridge Care & Rehab of Twin Falls,
which later changed its name to River Ridge Care &
Rehab.
Q. After PCRC you went to Sun Bridge Care &

1

5

6
7
8

9
10

11

12
13
14

15

16
17
18

4

5
6
7

8
9

Who asked you to resign?

The president.
President of Ensign?

A. No, of Keystone, which was a subsidiary
of Ensign.
Q.

Ensign, okay. Who was -- what's the name

of the president?

A.

Barry Port.

Q.

P-o-r-t?

Rehab in Twin Falls?

10

A.

Yes.

No.

11

Q.

Why did he ask you to resign?

A.

Q. Where did you go?
A. I was in the regional position with Sun
Health Care. They had been trying to recruit me
to Sun Health Care.
Q. When you say "they," who's that?
A. Sun Health Care, the regional vice
president.

19

Q.

20

regional?

21
22

A.

23

24
25

1

Between January or February of2008 and

SO after PCRC you went to Sun Health Care

12
13

Because financially the facility wasn't
doing according to his expectation.
A.

14

Q.

Any other reason that he gave you?

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

Was Barry Port then your superior --

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

-- at PCRC?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

In the documents that have been produced

Yes.

21

in this case there was a survey done by the Department

Q.

How long were you at that position?

22

of Health & Welfare, I believe January 24th of 2008.

A.

Let me see, roughly six months.

23

Were you involved in that survey?

Q.

And thereafter you went to Sun Bridge

24

A.

25

~Q.

Care & Rehab in Twin Falls?

Yes.
Okay.
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16

17
18

19
20
21

A.
Q.

Correct.

1

(Exhibit I was marked for identification.)

After Sun Bridge Care & Rehab in Twin

2

Q.

3

the deposition, and for the record that's an excerpt

4

from the survey of January 24th, 2008 that we were

Have you ever been convicted of a felony?

5

just speaking about.

No.

6
7
8
9

What was your exact position with PCRC?

Administrator.
While you were administrator at PCRC did

you have occasion to meet my client Judy Nield?

A.
Q.

11

When you met with her did you discuss

12
13

I can't recall.
On how many occasions did you meet with

A.

14
15

Okay.
MS. DUKE: I don't think he's seen it in

a while, would you mind ifhe takes some time to read
through it?
MR. GABIOLA: Absolutely.

10

Yes.

anything about her care?

A.
Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: Handing you Exhibit 1

Correct.

Falls then you moved here to St. George?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Page 20

Q.

I was just going to say you haven't

looked at that document in a while?

A.

Correct.

Q.

Okay. And specifically what I want to

ask you about are on Page 81 starting at the bottom

16

left column it says F 441. From that there and then

A.
Q.
A.

I can't recall specifically.

17

that left column and the right column through page --

Was that more than once?

18

or excuse me -- 86, take a minute to review that.

Most likely, yes.

19

Q.

Did she voice any complaints to you when

her and talk with her?

20

MS. DUKE: Go ahead and take a look at
the document just to familiarize yourself with it.

21

you spoke with her?

THE WITNESS: Okay.

22

A.

Not that I can recall specifically, no.

22

23

Q.

What were the circumstances of your

23

towards the bottom where it says F 441, to the right

24

of that it says, "483.65(a) Infection ControL" Do

25

you know what that refers to?

24

25

leaving PCRC?

A.

I was asked to resign.

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: On the first page again

Page 19
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A.

Q.

Yes.
Okay. What, to your knowledge, is that?

A.

The federal regulation.
And what specifically is your knowledge
regarding what that federal regulation pertains to?
A. I don't know specifically.
Q. Okay. With respect to the federal

Q.

regulations, are you required to be familiar with
those as an administrator?
Yes.
And when I say "familiar," you're
required to know what the regulations pertain to and
understand what they are; is that correct?
MS. DUKE: Object to the form,
foundation.
A.

Q.

THE WITNESS: Generally speaking, yes.
BY MR. GABIOLA: And as I understand,
that regulation requires that facility like PCRC
maintain an infection control program to provide safe,

Q.

sanitary, and comfortable environment for patients; is
that correct to your knowledge?
A.

Yes.
Q. Also under the federal regulation you're
required to develop -- prevent the development and
transmission of disease and infection; is that your

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
l7

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. If a patient in a facility acquires MRSA
at the facility, you would agree that you're required
to investigate how that patient got MRSA?
MS. DUKE: And let me go ahead and lodge
an objection. Foundation. Also vague as to time and
overbroad.
Go ahead if you can.
THE WITNESS: Would you mind reading that
one back one more time too, please.
(The pending question was read back.)
THE WITNESS: Yes.
Q. BY MR. GABJOLA: And why would you do
that?
MS. DUKE: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: To ascertain the correct
treatment protocol.

Q. BY MR. GAB lOLA: And you say "treatment
protocol," are you referring to the procedure that the
medical staff are to follow to prevent MRSA from
occurring with some other resident or patient?
A.

Right, yes.
In this case it's Judy's contention, our
contention, that she acquired MRS A from PCRC. Were
you aware ofthat prior to today?

Q.

A.

No.
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18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

1
2
3

understanding of that regulation as well?
A.

In most cases, yes.

Q.

Why do you say "most cases"?

A. There are many cases that are - you
can't control. There are many situations - not being
a clinician, there are many situations that you just
can't prevent or can't control.
Q. Would you agree with me that the federal
regulations also require that a facility have an
infection control program or policy that requires an
investigation to be done if some sort of infection or
disease occurs at the facility?
MS. DUKE: Calls for a legal conclusion,
foundation, overbroad.
Go ahead.
THE WITNESS: Would you restate that,
please.
MR. GABIOLA: Vickie, would you read that
back.
(The pending question was read back.)
THE WITNESS: Most times, yes.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Why do you say most
times?
A.

Page 24

There are some infections that don't

require investigation.

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
l7

18
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24
25

Q.

Were you aware that Judy had obtained or

contracted MRSA and pseudomonas while she was a
resident at PCRC?
MS. DUKE: And I'll object to the extent
it assumes facts not in evidence and foundation.
THE WITNESS: I can't recall.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Larae Dunn was the
Director of Nursing at the time you were at PCRC?
A.

One of them, yes.
Q. And who was the other one?
A. Marji Brimm.
Q. And we'll get into this more in a minute,
but as I understand it anyway with respect to Larae
Dunn, she was a member of the Infection Control
Committee at PCRC?
A. Yes.
Q. Was Ms. Brimm also a member of the
Infection Control Committee at PCRC?
A. Yes.
Q. Were they required then, because I don't
think it's disputed that Judy did have MRSA and
pseudomonas at PCRC, once she acquired that were they
required to come to you and investigate that?
MS. DUKE: And again I'll object to the
extent -- you know, to the extent it assumes facts not
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or were while you were at PCRC of -- you were a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

of the Infection Control Committee?

8

9
10

in evidence and as to foundation.
THE WITNESS: Required to tell me about
that?
MR. GABIOLA: Yes.
THE WITNESS: No.

Q.

BY MR. GAB lOLA: You're also a member --

Yes.
There's a sentence right after that it

states:
"The administrator is ultimately
responsible for the infection control
program."
Do you see that?

Q.

Would you repeat that again?

A.

The Director of Nursing, the Staff

l7

at the facility acquires MRSA or pseudomonas nobody's

Development Coordinator, or SDC, and the medical

18
19
20

required to tell you about that?

No.

Q.

You were not?

11

A.

No.

12
13
14
15
16

Q.

To your knowledge who then made up the

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.
Q.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A.

l7

Infection Control Activities." Do you see that?

Infection Control Committee?
A.

The Director of Nursing, the Staff

Development Coordinator, the medical director.

director.

Q.

SO Ms. Dunn and Ms. Brimm were the

A.

Yes.

Q.

When I read that, to me that means that

ultimately you're on the hook to make sure that the
infection control program is being followed at the
facility; is that a fair statement?
A.

Yes.

Q.

But you're saying that although you're

ultimately responsible for the program, if a resident

A.

No.

Q.

Okay.

directors of nursing, and I guess I should lay more

21

foundation with that. They were the Directors of

22

everything in the facility; however, given the mass

Nursing and members of the Infection Control Committee

23
24
25

facility, those responsibilities are delegated to

at least from August of 2007 to December of 2007?
A.

Yeah,yes.

~A~

The administrator is responsible for

amount of things that go on on a daily basis in a
specific people or to specific subcommittees. In this

Page 26
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Q.

And that's the period that Judy was a

resident at PCRC?
A.

Okay.

Q.

SO your recollection is that they were on

that committee during that time frame?
A.

Q.

Yes.
The Staff Development Coordinator, who

was that during that time frame?

Page 28
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case these responsibilities were delegated directly to
the Infection Control Committee.

Q.

Joyce Maxfield.

Q.

And then also during that time frame,

10

rv, the heading there states "Reporting

Mechanism For Infection Control." And then
Subparagraph A states:
"Patient Infection Cases are
monitored by the rcp."

9

A.

Turn to Page 946. Under Paragraph Roman

Numeral

And first off, as I understand it, that's
the Infection Control Practitioner; is that correct?

11

August through December of 2007, who was the

11

A.

Yes.

12
13
14
15
16

director?

Q.

And who was the Infection Control

Exhibit 2. As I understand it earlier on you

l7

testified that you had reviewed the infection control

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

policy and procedure manual for PCRC prior to today;

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

Lavonne Mills.

(Exhibit 2 was marked for identification.)

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: I'm handing you

is that correct?
A.

Yes.

Q.

At the bottom of Exhibit 2 you can see

what we call Bates Numbers PCRC, you see those
A.

Q.

Yes.
If you tum to Page Number 945, under

Paragraph Roman Numeral III, "Responsibilities For

Practitioner while you were at PCRC?
A.

Would have been Joyce.

Q.

Joyce Maxfield?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Paragraph Roman Numeral

rv, Subparagraph

A goes on to state that:
"The ICP completes the line listing
of infections and the monthly report
form and reports."
And then Subparagraph I:
"Monthly to the
AdministratorlDirector of Nursing. "
You see that?
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~

Ya

1

2

Q.

SO you're saying that even though

2

3

Ms. Maxfield -- Nurse Maxfield was required to

Q.

So was it your understanding then that on

the monthly reports of infections there were verbal

3

meetings or meetings between you and Ms. Maxfield or

4

complete a line listing of infections and provide a

4

others on the Infection Control Committee just

5

monthly report, she was not required to tell you in

5

verbally telling you we've got X number of residents

6

those monthly reports that a patient or resident had

6

with an infectious disease?

7

MRSA or pseudomonas?

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

At these meetings was there somebody

MS. DUKE: Objection. I think that

8
9

10

misstates the testimony, and I think you two are
talking over one another a bit, but objection.

9

10

11

THE WITNESS: As outlined by the -- by

11

12

the policy it was provided in a monthly report, yes.

12

13

Q.

BY MR. GABlOLA: Soundertheinfection

13

14

control policy you were to be informed about

14

15

infections, including MRSA, pseudomonas or others, by

15

16

Ms. Maxfield that residents have had at PCRC?

17

A.

Right.
MS. DUKE: Your prior questions had been

18

16

required to take down what was discussed and put that
in a document?
A.
Q.

Yes.
Who would that have been?

A.

It varied. It was put into these in this

format.
MS. DUKE: And the witness is pointing to
the CQI Reports that we produced.

17

THE WITNESS: All the committees would

18

provide their reports and there would be data entered
into this format.

19

related to Judy specifically, I think that's where

19

20

the...

20

MR. GABIOLA: Let's mark these.

21

(Exhibits 3 and 4 were marked for identification.)

21
22
23

Q.
A.

Correct.
MS. DUKE: You were saying specifically

24
25

BY MR. GAB lOLA: That's why you were

saying nobody was required to report that to you?

related to her.

22

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: I'm handing you Exhibits

23

3 and 4, and before the start of your deposition we

24

were discussing these documents. Exhibit 3 is the CQI
Report. "CQI" stands for Continuous Quality

25

Page 32

Page 30
1

THE WITNESS: They wouldn't come to me

1

Improvement; is that correct?

2

and say Judy has MRSA. They wouldn't say such and

2

A.

Yes.

3

such had pseudomonas. That wouldn't be a direct

3

Q.

And Exhibit 3 was the CQI Report for PCRC

4
5

reporting structure that we would have had.

4

6
7
8

BY MR. GAB lOLA: So generally your

July of2oo7, correct?

5

A.

Yes.

understanding is that you were to be told about a

6

Q.

And Exhibit 4 was the CQI Report for PCRC

resident that had MRSA or pseudomonas, you just

7

know the name of the residents?

8

Q.

9

A.

All residents of any infection.

10

Q.

SO on the monthly reports then of

9

in October of 20017
A.

Yes, however they were not the final

versions of the reports.

10

Q.
drafts?

SO you're saying Exhibits 3 and 4 are

11

residents that had MRSA or pseudomonas, when it says

11

12

"report," I take that to mean that there has to be

12

A.

Yes.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

something in writing; is that the case?

Q.

Do you know who has the final versions?

A.

I don't. They were on the company issued

A.

For what specifically?

13
14

Q.

That when Ms. Maxfield made the monthly

15

laptop that I had, and the reason I had these, these

report regarding a listing of infections, she had to

16

were just for my reference for the future -- for

provide that in writing to you and others on the

17

future systems or programs that I could utilize

18

potentially in another facility.

Infection Control Committee?
A.
Q.

No.

19

Q.

As a template for you to--

She didn't have to document that at all?

20

A.

Template, exactly.

A.

I can't recall.

21

Q.

SO is it your recollection then that the

22

Q.

-- use?
Did you create Documents 3 and 4?

23

reports that you had to receive monthly regarding the

23

A.

No.

24

listing of infections, that was verbal?

24

Q.

Who did?

25

A.

I can't recall. Somebody from Ensign.

25

A.

Yes.
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From Ensign?
Ensign, uh-huh.
MS. DUKE: Just so I'm clear, do you mean
the actual exhibits themselves or the template?
THE WITNESS: The template was created
from someone at Ensign.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: I wasn't asking about
the template. I was asking as far as the actual
drafts that we have here as Exhibits 3 and 4 who
created those?
A. I created those.
Q. You did?
A. Yes.
Q. And were these created from the monthly
reports that were given to you from Ms. Maxfield?
A. Portions, yes.
Q. On Page 2 of Exhibit 3 it states "CQI
Sub-Committee," and there are several subcommittees
here; skin management, falls and restraints, weight,
etc. And then towards the middle it talks about
"Infection Control."
When I was talking earlier about Exhibit
1, the Infection Control Policy Manual, we talked
about the Infection Control Committee. Is that the
same as infection control?
Q.
A.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
l3
l4

15
16
17
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25

there were four residents with MRSA, and you put that
In--

A. Correct.
Q. -- this document?
A. Correct.
Q. Then the following page, Page 4 of
Exhibit I, at the top you put "Infection Control Acquisition," correct?
A. Yeah, yes.
Q. What does that mean, "acquisition"?
A. That essentially means, if I can recall
correctly, where it came from.
Q. And when you say "where it came from,"
did the resident have it prior to being admitted to
PCRC or acquired it at the facility?
MS. DUKE: Again, foundation.
THE WITNESS: Either one.
MR. GAB lOLA: And I know you don't have
the benefit of color copy in front of you.
MS. DUKE: I can try to pull one up.
MR. GABIOLA: If you look at -- is this
an iPod?
MS. DUKE: iPad.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: You've got two
categories, from what I can see. "Nosocomial" and

Page 34
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A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Page 3 of Exhibit 1, towards the
center it states, "Contact Isolation this month - 1
c.diff," d-i-f-f, "4 MRSA." What is that refening
to?
A. That's referring specifically to those
that required contact isolation.
Q. What does "c.diff' mean?
A. I'm not sure the exact clinical
definition, but along the lines of clostridium
difficile.
MS. DUKE: Difficile.
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: So in July of 2007 there
were four residence that had MRSA?
MS. DUKE: Well, and I'll object to the
form from the standpoint of foundation and assuming
facts not in evidence.
Go ahead.
MR. GABIOLA: You can answer.
THE WITNESS: In July?
MR. GABIOLA: Yes.
THE WITNESS: Yes, looks like it.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: And when you created
this document then somebody had reported to you that

Page 36
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"Community," you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. What's your understanding of what
nosocomial means?
A. Could mean primarily that -MS. DUKE: And I'll object to foundation.
Go ahead.
THE WITNESS: Nosocomial is diagnosed
the facility.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: And as I understand
it means somebody was hospitalized in a facility and
acquired an infection?
MS. DUKE: Objection, foundation. That
misstates his testimony.
THE WITNESS: No, that means it was
diagnosed while in the facility.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: And then next to that
you have "Community," what does that refer to?
A. That means when admitted we knew that
they had that infection.
Q. Okay. And then looking at the iPad,
community's in red and there's a red box that has a
Number 3 in it, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. SO in July of 2007 then you had three
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1
2

residents that acquired infectious disease or had an
infection prior to being admitted to the facility?

1
2

3

A. Correct, which meant we knew that they
had whatever infection upon admission.

3

4

5
6

Then nosocomial is grey or black and
there's a box that has Number 7 in it, correct?

5
6

7

8
9
10
11

Q.

A.

Yes.

4

7

SO you're saying that that doesn't mean
that the resident got an infection while at your
facility, they were just diagnosed with it while at
the facility?
Q.

8
9
10
11

A.
Q.

Correct.

15

A.

Correct.

15

16

Q.

And that would include MRS A?

16

12
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14
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In July of2007 there were ten residents
then that had some sort of infectious disease?

A. Yes, that would include all infections.
MRSA generally wasn't ever the most infections that
were in a facility.
Q. I'm trying to reconcile that, so help me
out. On the acquisition portion of Exhibit 3, July
2007 report, you have ten residents with infection -infectious disease, and then the prior page entitled
Infection Control you have infection nine UTIs, four
respiratory, two wound, three eye, one stool, one

12
13
14

17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. That means there were at least four
diagnoses of MRSA. So they could have been rp.:nl,,'p,1I
prior to the report or they could still be active.
Q. Why wouldn't you note whether they -- the
MRSA infection had resolved or not in the report?

A.
Q.

No particular reason.

A.

No.

SO you're really guessing as to whether
the residents at least had MRSA or have MRSA at that
time whether it resolved or not?
MS. DUKE: Foundation.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: You're not speculating?

A. No, because the meat of the meeting, if
you will, would have discussed resolution of any
infection or if it was still active. However, that
didn't necessarily get captured in the minutes or in
this format of the meeting.
Q. Would you agree that's something that's
pretty important to document to make sure whether it
had resolved or not?

MS. DUKE: Assumes facts not in evidence.
THE WITNESS: Just because it wasn't in
here doesn't mean it wasn't documented.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: How would it have been
documented otherwise?

Page 38
1

worm, correct?

2

A. Vh-huh.
Q. Your answer's yes?
A. Yes, excuse me. Again, these aren't the
final draft of the -- of all the accurate
documentation for the month, so I can't speak to
inaccuracy potentially in the slides as they be.

3

4
5
6
7

8

Q.

Page 40
1

Fair to say, though, at least of the ten

A.

In the resident specific chart.

2

~~~Q.

3

have been done for a resident?

4
5

MS. DUKE: Objection, foundation.
THE WITNESS: I can't recall if there
were weekly assessments, I don't know.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Are you familiar with
the process or procedure that a nurse or other medical

6
7

8

Under the weekly assessments that would

9
10

that we identified that had an infection, four of that
ten had MRSA?

9
10

staff has to do as far as assessments of a resident?

11
12
13
14
15

A. Not necessarily fair. That's inaccurate
to tell that specifically.

Q. You leave that up to the specific nurse
or the--

Q. Under the infection control page, though,
on Exhibit 3 you note that there's contact isolation
in four MRSA. That refers to the four residents that

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

have MRSA at that time?
MS. DUKE: And objection, foundation.
It's the "have MRSA" portion.
THE WITNESS: Correct.

16
17
18
19

20
21
22

Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Well, and ifI said have
I mean have. I'm trying to understand when you write
down in the report that four MRSA, that means four

20
21
22

23

residents at that time of the report have MRSA?

23

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

What's that mean then?

24

25

A.

Not specifically.

A.

Clinicians.

Q.

Okay.

A. Because each patient varies so
differently. So one process for one patient would
vary completely from another.
Q. On the next page of Exhibit 3, "Infection
Control-Type." Why are all these different colors?
Because they're different infections?

A.

Correct.

Q.

So MRSA, as I look at it, there are two

different categories. There's a blue MRSA sputum and
a green MRSA; is that correct?

A.

Looks like it, yes.
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Q. I can't really tell, there's one
that's -- well, light blue, so that would refer to
~~

A. Correct.
Q. SO there's no MRSA sputum then but there
are three residents at this time that have MRSA?

1
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3
4
5
6

MS. DUKE: Objection, foundation,
misstates the evidence.
THE WITNESS: Have or had MRSA. And
again, that's not the final version of the monthly
reporting, so ...
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Then the next page,
"Infection Control-Sites," what's that referring to?

10
11
12
13

A. If I recall correctly it's referring to
where the infection was on the body of the patient.

15

Q. And again you've got different colors for
different categories. Red refers to urinary tract
without Foley; is that correct?

A. Correct.
Q. And either black or grey urinary tract
with Foley?
A. Right.

Q.

Then the next page of the Exhibit 3

there's a schematic of what?
A. Ofthe layout of the facility.
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exhibit, another schematic, is that also not accurate?
A. Right.

Q. And the following page there's another
schematic?
A.

That one is the accurate one.
And in looking at this too there are
different colors?

Q.

A. And that is not specific to any infection
control whatsoever. Color wise it just delineates
hallways and units.
Q. Incidentally, we deposed some of the
housekeeping staff while Judy was a resident at PCRC.
A. Okay.
Q. Do you recall how many staff were
responsible for the cleaning of the facility?
A. I can't recall specific numbers, no.
Q. Do you recall what the square footage of
the facility was?
A. No, I can't, because a lot of the square
footage was also shared with the hospital, so it's
difficult to know how to allocate specific
measurements.
Q. Can you tell me then from the schematic
that you're saying is the correct one of the facility
which rooms are part of the schematic that belong to
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Q. And why is this in the report?
A. That would be able to color code where
those infections occurred and be able to essentially
or potentially track trends. And again, that would
have been completed after and so that data isn't
specifically all accurate in tbere. That's not the
final version.
Q. And that's what I was going to ask you.
Do you have the different categories and color to the
left, but none of the -- I guess these are rooms then
in the schematic?
A. Right.
Q. None of the rooms have any corresponding
color to that?
A.

And if I remember correctly that wasn't

-- never mind.
Q. Go ahead, this wasn't -- you're saying
this part of the report wasn't what?
A. I was going to say I didn't tbink that
that was the correct version of the facility format.
Q. SO this schematic on the Exhibit 3
doesn't correctly show what the actual --

A.

Layout of tbe center was.
Q. Right.
And how about the next page on the
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PCRC and which ones belong to the hospital?
A. It will take me a second, if you don't
mind.
Q. Sure.
A. Okay. This portion (indicating.)
Q. And for the record -A. Assisted dining.
Q. For the record you're pointing to the
left part of that page of the exhibit?
A. Rigbt. Essentially all this that is in
black here up to this section here is all the bospital
area, tbis whole area here. And then these are
resident rooms and offices of the facility proper
(indicating.)
-Q. Okay. And I think just so we have a
dear record, you're pointing to assistive dining?
A. Yes.
Q. Physical therapy, human resources, the
courtyard?
A. Yes.
Q. And then the rooms that are in green that
start with -A.
Q.

A.

B something.
B21?
Yes.
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And then other rooms start with, in blue,

1

Al9 -- or excuse me -- AI?
A. And then in black with a D something,

2

orange and yellow -- or red, those were facility -- or
PCRC proper.
Q. And these are residential or residents
rooms?

4

Q.

A. Primarily. There were offices mingled in
some of these hallways. This was the kitchen
activities and day area up in the upper right-hand
section along the storage and laundry facilities
(indicating.) Yeah.
Q. Then the next page of Exhibit 3 is titled
"Medical Director"?
A.
Q.

Vh-huh.
Your answer's yes?

A. Yes, it is. Thank you for reminding me.
Q. Why did you generate this portion of the
exhibit?
A.

One of the -- the medical director

attends the CQI meetings, and this was her section.
So she gives a report or has suggestion or suggests
things that we'd like her to do. This is her section
to address that.
Q. And you'll have to help me out, the CQI
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A. I would have finalized that, yes.
Q. If I understand your testimony earlier,
you said that you took these with you to use as a
template in a different job, correct?
A. Right
Q. SO were these the only two reports, July
of '07 and October of '07, that you took with you?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you generate any other reports
between August and December of 2007?
A. In regards to what?
Q. The CQI meetings?
A. No.

15
16

Q. Did somebody else prepare reports or
minutes of the CQI meetings between that time frame?
A. I think I may have misunderstood. Would

17
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you mind the question before about generating
Q. Sure. I was asking earlier who was
responsible for preparing these reports with minutes
ofthe CQI meetings, and you said you were at times
and then the Director of Nursing, which would be
either Larae Dunn or Ms. Brimm?
A. Right.
Q. Are there any other CQI Reports or
minutes of these meetings between August and December
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meetings, they were monthly meetings?
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A. Mostly.
Q. There were times that it was every two
months, every four months?
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A.
Q.

It was at least quarterly as -Every three months?

1
2

of 20077

3

Q.

4

S

6

A.
Q.

-- as required by federal regulation.
And the meetings, you told me earlier
I've forgotten, but there was somebody at the meeting
responsible for taking notes or minutes of the
meetings?
A.
Q.
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Yes.
And who was that?

A. Primarily it was myself, the Director of
Nursing, or somebody else that was able or willing to
take the notes. We kind of rotated - rotated that
Q. Okay. So you've brought, I take it then,
Exhibit 3, the CQI Report. So this is the report that
you created for the July 2007 CQI meeting?
MS. DUKE: A draft of it.
THE WITNESS: A draft of it, yes. Again,
not the final version.
Q. BY MR. GAB lOLA: And related to that too,
the final version, would that have been something then
that you created or someone else?
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A.

There would be, yes.
Where would those be?

A. Those would been on the facility issued
laptop that I didn't take, obviously, after I left
Q. Your laptop at the facility?
A. The one that I was assigned from the
company, yes.
Q. SO when you say it was your laptop then,
were you then responsible or you were preparing the
CQI Reports between August and December of 2007?
A. Yes. Well, meaning the final versions.
So during the meeting the laptop would come in a room
similar to this, we'd project it up with a PowerPoint
up on the wall, and whoever was data entering would
data enter, and then I would take the laptop.
And then the next week or so there could
have been data that wasn't completely provided at the
meeting, and so I was waiting for an additional
followup report or a more accurate number, and then
tbat would - I would then data enter that into the into the laptop in the computer.
Q. SO again during August and December 2007
then Larae Dunn or Ms. Brimm weren't preparing these
CQI meeting reports?
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A. Verbally they were bringing information
and then they were data entered, so ...
Q. But you were the one entering the data,

3

creating reports, correct?
A. In some cases, yes. As before.

4

A.

5

Q.

Sometimes Marji or Larae would data enter. Sometimes
somebody else would data enter. But it would all be
based off of the verbal and/or written reports, if we
had them, of the other subcommittees or the other
people attending.
MS. DUKE: We've been going for a little
over an hour, when you're ready just in the next 15 or
so minutes if we could have a break.
Are you doing okay?
THE WITNESS: I'm fine.
MS. DUKE: Okay.
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Q. In Exhibit 4 we've got the CQI Report for
October 2007.
A.
Q.
A.

1

2

Right.
You created that, correct?
Yes.
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A. I think so, yes.
Q. And then "Psychotropic (4th Wednesday
Monthly),,?
Correct.
"Infection Control" doesn't have any sort

of day of the week or month when they were supposed to
meet?
A. Right
Q. SO that was -- when was infection control
to meet then?
A. The committee spoke multiple times daily
because of the nature of an infection control nr.,or',nI1Li
So there wasn't a specific meeting that was
at Thursday at 2:30 or whatever. They met routinely
throughout the day because of the intricacies of and
the specifics of each patient and everything that was
required of that.
Q. And you say the committee itself, the
Infection Control Committee met daily at times?
A. Yes. Routinely different times even
throughout the day, depending on the need.
Q. And so the Infection Control Committee,

Q. And I understand that you received input
of the data to create that report, but ultimately you

22

23

as I understand it from what you testified earlier,

prepared that draft?
A. Correct.

24

that was Larae Dunn, Ms. Brimm, and Joyce Maxfield,
and Lavonne Mills?

25
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Q. The CQI Report for October 2007?
A. Correct.
Q. And then I didn't ask you this with
respect to the July 2000 report, you've been saying
that these are drafts. Did you finalize these
reports?

S

A.
Q.

9

A.

7
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They would have been finalized, yes.
And you finalized them?

Yes.
Q. And when you finalize them, is it a
matter of going through and correcting any typos or
that sort of thing?
A.
Q.

Correct.
Page 2 of Exhibit 4, I think it's the
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same as Exhibit 3, but we talked -- or looks like

15

16

you've got a CQI subcommittee or subcommittees?
A. Right.
Q. And then you got a list of these
subcommittees, and then it looks like times, you know,

16

19

11 :00, 3:00, and the days. Is that when these
meetings -- committees were supposed to meet?

21
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A. Generally speaking, yes.
Q. SO for example when it "Skin Management
(Thursday II :00)," was that every Thursday at 11:00

25

they were supposed to meet?

25
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A. Right. Dr. Mills wasn't always in
attendance, she - as far as the daily communication,
unless there were orders that she needed to write as a
physician or something.
Q. When they -- go ahead.
A. I was going to say that would be the case
with any physician.
Q. When the Infection Control Committee met
daily, were they required to prepare a report or
minutes of the daily meeting?
A. No. Essentially those meetings were just
a verbal report of any new admission for the day
might have been admitted with an infection or newly
diagnosed infection. They would collaborate on
treatment protocol and the like.
That's the end of it, of the July one
looks like. Are you wanting to go through October?
MS. DUKE: Let me get you to October.
MR. GABIOLA: Yeah, please.
Q. And this is Exhibit 4. Turning the page
to the "Infection Control-Acquisition" page. Again,
the community column you've got 18 residents that have
or were diagnosed prior to admission to PCRC with
sort of infection?
A. No,II.
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Q. Excuse me, 11. So why is it we've got
three boxes, one with a Number 3, one with a Number 4,
and one with a Number II in red?
A. Tbat's just the color tbat was chosen,
and tbose are different montbs, so •..
Q. Okay. I see at the bottom here we've got
July, in September there were four residents that had
been diagnosed with some sort of infection prior to
admission to PCRC?
A. Correct.
Q. In October there are II?
A. Correct. Admitted residents with a prior
existing infection.
Q. And then in September there were four
residents with a nosocomial infection?
A. Right.
Q. And I guess I'm stilI trying to figure
this out. You say that they -- the nosocomial
infections in September, there are four residents.
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You're saying that they didn't acquire it at the
facility, they were just diagnosed with it?
A. Correct. Meaning there's no way to
ascertain bow somebody acquires tbat infection.
There's infinite possibilities in a way a person can
acquirc an infection.
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whether the resident acquired it from PCRC or
somewhere else?
A.

All that -MS. DUKE: Misstates the evidence and
foundation.
Go ahead.
THE WITNESS: All that, as we've
discussed earlier, is looked at in terms of correct
treatment protocol, so ...
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Explain that more to me.
A. Meaning if she, for whatever reason, had
MRSA and/or pseudomonas, the ascertation of tbat
infection is secondary to the treatment of the
infection. Because once they have it, they bave it.
So you got to treat it.
Q. Are you saying it's not important to find
out how she got it?
A. No.
MS. DUKE: Objection.
MR. GAB lOLA: And that wasn't a good
question.
Q. We know that Judy got MRSA or pseudomonas
November 2007. Is it your testimony that the facility
was aware she had the disease or the infection and it
wasn't the responsibility of the facility to determine
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And so the only way we can have any kind
of measuring schematic around that is just when it's
diagnosed and where. So nosocomial does not mean that
they acquired it in the facility, it just means it was
diagnosed when they were in the facility.
Q. That doesn't necessarily exclude a
resident acquired the infection at the facility
though?
A. Correct. But there's no way to tell if
that happened or not.
Q. You could tell that, couldn't you, if you
investigated and found out -- for example, if we got a
patient like Judy, my client, who acquired MRSA while
she was a resident at the facility and acquired
pseudomonas?
A. You're still assuming she acquired those.
MS. DUKE: Right. Misstates the
testimony, foundation.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Well, we know that she
was diagnosed with MRSA and pseudomonas in November
2007. She was a resident at PCRC at that time.
That's fairto say, isn't it?
A. Right.
Q. When that happens, don't you think it's
proper and required by the facility to investigate
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whether she got it at the facility or somewhere else?
MS. DUKE: Misstates the evidence and
foundation.
THE WITNESS: I can't recall specifically
if Judy acquired it in the facility or I can't recall
the details of her specific case clinically, because
as administrator I wasn't as involved clinically,
that's not my role. And so I can't speak specifically
to that to be able to -- because you can't prove if it
was -- if she got it in the facility, I can't speak
to, you know, if she had or hadn't, you know, I can't
speak to that specifically.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Well, I can tell you -you probably know why we're here - Judy Nield's
claiming that she got MRSA and pseudomonas from
because your facility was not following applicable
regulations and its own policy, and that's why she got
those infections.
So when you found out or somebody else
found out, obviously, that Judy had MRSA and
pseudomonas November 2007, was it not your policy or
the facility's policy to find out whether she got it
PCRC?
MS. DUKE: Object to the form,
foundation.

from
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THE WITNESS: I'd need to -- I'd need to
refer back to the policy more specifically. I can't
recall that detail.
Q. BY MR. GABlOLA: When I say "investigate
to," for example, use this as a hypothetical. If
Larae Dunn had come to you and said, "we've got a
patient here that was tested and was negative for MRSA
or pseudomonas before admission, and then acquired it
while the resident was at our facility, what should we
do?" Would you say we need to talk to the nursing
staff that were treating the resident?
MS. DUKE: Improper and incomplete
hypothetical. Assume facts not in evidence.
Go ahead.
THE WITNESS: I can't speak to her case
specifically as I don't recall, again, all the
specific clinical details of Ms. Nield. And I
can't -- I just can't speak to that.
Q. BY MR. GABlOLA: And I wasn't talking
specific about Judy Nield. I was just saying
hypothetically if Ms. Dunn had come to you and said,
"Hey, we've been looking at this patient's chart, we
know prior to admission she was tested and negative
for any MRSA or pseudomonas, and she was just tested
yesterday, she's been here a month and she's got MRSA
Page 58
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or pseudomonas," what would you do?
MS. DUKE: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: Well a lot of times, like I
said before, we -- somebody would come in the
facility, especially with a case like MRSA, it can be
dormant in a person's system for a long time, and for
whatever reason, whatever other co-morbidity she may
have, it could have activated in her system at that
time.
So -- and actually is the case primarily
with MRSA. You know, there's really no way to tell
that somebody had it on whatever part of their body
and gave it to her. There's no way you can track that
down. At least our policy didn't go into that kind of
detail. So, no, I would not have asked Ms. Dunn
did she get it? We would have simply treated it.
Q. And you wouldn't have asked Ms. Dunn to
say, I want to look at -- "I want to talk with the
nurses that were providing care to this resident and
find out what knowledge, if any, they have regarding
the infection?"
MS. DUKE: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: Wouldn't have been
warranted.
MR. GABIOLA: Let's take our break.

1
2

MS. DUKE: Okay.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
(There was a break taken.)
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: In followup to my last
question to you, we were talking about whether you
thought that Ms. Dunn, the Director of Nursing, or
Ms. Brimm, after finding out, in OUf case with Judy,
that she had MRSA and pseudomonas while at the
facility, I understood your testimony was that you
wouldn't have -- it wasn't warranted by Ms. Dunn or
Ms. Brimm to speak with any of the nurses that were
taking care of Judy?
MS. DUKE: Same objection.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Is that fair to say?
A. Right.
Q. Would you have wanted to know whether the
nurses that were providing care to Judy were properly
following infection -- the infection control policy in
providing care to Judy?
MS. DUKE: Can I have that question back
real quick?
(The pending question was read back.)
THE WITNESS: The only reason I would
have needed to even question that is if I had seen a
sudden surge in infections that was -- that was hard
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to detennine.
For example, if all of a sudden I had
seen, you know, ten MRSA cases aU of a sudden appear
then, yeah, I would have needed to definitely insure
that our clinical staff had been spoken to and we'd
been ascertaining, you know, where that was coming
from.
But that obviously wasn't the case with
Ms. Nield at that time. We didn't have any at all
surges, according to reviewing the CQI stuff. There
wasn't any sudden surges in any particular infection
that would have warranted additional scrutiny of the
clinical staff.
Q. When you say "surge," an increase in the
number of residents that were complaining or
documented with the MRSA or pseudomonas?
A.

Right, in a specific area. I can't

recall where Judy resided in the facility, but if
there were, you know, the next five rooms down that
all had also had been recently diagnosed with MRSA or

UTI or whatever, other infection, then absolutely that
would have been something we would have wanted to
out. But that wasn't the case here.
Q. SO is it fair to say then that you, if
you heard that Judy got MRSA and pseudomonas a few
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months after she had been admitted to PCRC, and that
you wouldn't have asked or gone to the nurses that
were caring for her to see or monitor their medical
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records reflecting any assessments or examination,
that sort of thing, that they would have been giving
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for -- providing to Ms. Nield?
MS. DUKE: Assumes facts not in evidence,
improper hypothetical.
Go ahead.
THE WITNESS: Not specifically, no.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: You wouldn't have done
that?
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A. No. Her case was not out of the
ordinary. It was very routine.
Q. Is it also fair to say then too that you
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would not have talked to the actual nurses or the
nurses providing care to Ms. Nield, or had the
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Director of Nursing or their immediate supervisors
talk to the nurses providing care to see whether they
properly knew the infection control protocol?
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A. Again, that wouldn't have necessarily
been warranted because it was a pretty standard
routine circumstance with Judy.
Q. When you say it wasn't warranted because
Ms. Nield's case wasn't out of the ordinary. I take

7
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regulations.
Can you describe for me what state

3

regulations, the identity of -- the name of the
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regulations or the entity providing the regulations
that you're required to follow while you were at PCRC?
MS. DUKE: Overbroad, foundation, vague.
THE WITNESS: All nursing homes are
regulated by CMS, which is a Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services out of -- out of the federal
government. Those are all federal regulations that
the local state health departments per state then
enforce them and review.
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Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: So is it your
understanding then that the Centers for Medicare
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Medicaid Services, which I think is a subdivision of
the Department of Health and Human Services?
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Right.
We talked a little bit about those, the
part 483 regulations, that those are then adopted by
the state ofIdaho. Is that what you're saying?
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A.
those.
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A.

Q.

Yes, all states are required to adopt

Q. And which -- what entity in Idaho adopted
those regulations, to your knowledge?
A.

I'm assuming the health department. I
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it none of that was done, you didn't ask the Director
of Nursing to speak with the nurses providing care to
Ms. Nield, one, to make sure they were properly
documenting their care of her? That wasn't done?
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3

don't know how the state government is delineated or
what department specifically oversees what enforcement
agency it is. I'm not sure specifically.

4

A. Again, I'll refer you back to my previous
answers. There wasn't a reason to do that.
Q. And then the same thing too, it wasn't
done, meaning that the Director of Nursing or
supervisors of the nurses providing care to Ms. Nield,
they weren't interviewed or observed to make sure they
were properly following infection control protocol
when they were providing care to Ms. Nield?

5

I know we dealt with the agency or a
facility standards, which is a subdivision of a

6
7

subdivision of a - so I'm not exactly sure how the
hierarchy of that played itself out.
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10

Q. Okay. Are you familiar with the Idaho
Nursing Home Regulations and Standards?
A. Familiar, yes.
Q. Okay. Do you have an understanding as to

A.

I don't know that.
MS. DUKE: Foundation.
THE WITNESS: I wouldn't have asked

because it wasn't, like I said, an extraordinary
circumstance. I personally wouldn't have. But I
wasn't -- I wasn't the ICP or part of the Infection
Control Committee hands-on doing the actual work.
So if Ms. Dunn asked or reviewed the
chart, she may have, I don't know. I can't speak to
what she did every minute of her day, so ...
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: Let me backtrack for
just a moment. I want to ask you as far as what your
knowledge is of applicable state and federal

11
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what those standards or rules require with respect to
infection control?
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For the most part, yes.
Can you tell me what your knowledge is
regarding that?

17

A. Based on the statues that the federal
gOl1ernment delineates that Idaho would have adopted,
you know, I can't speak to the specific verbiage or
their -- how they define it, but maintaining a - an
appropriate and effective Infection Control Committee
policy and procedure.
Q. Are you familiar with the guidelines for
control of methicillin resistant staphylococcus, or

18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

A.
Q.

MRSA?
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7

A.
Q.

No.
Never reviewed that or read that?
MS. DUKE: Do you want to show it to him?
THE WITNESS: I haven't read it or

reviewed it, no.
Q.

BY MR. GAB lOLA: Okay. Would you agree

with me that as administrator while you were at PCRC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

infection control protocol was? Would that be one of

8
9
10

11

your job duties?

11

12
13
14
15
16

you were required to make sure that your staff
Director of Nursing, everybody at PCRC knew what

A.

No.

Q.

It wasn't?

A.

Not specifically. Again, that would have

been delegated.
Q.

Okay. Are you saying then too that you

17

would not have been responsible for collecting any

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

deficiencies that may have occurred while you were
administrator at PCRC with respect to an employee that
didn't follow the Infection Control Policy?

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

MS. DUKE: Vague and overbroad.

21

THE WITNESS: No, I would have been

22
23
24
25

required to develop a plan of action as required by
federal regulation. Every administrator of every
facility is required to, after something is cited,

Q.

-- improvement. Would you be reporting
to Mr. Port how you were running the facility?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And how often did that occur?
A. Routinely. He - there were many things
I had to have him authorize or we had to - we had to
work on together. There wasn't an official reporting
of certain systems or of the status of certain systems
really to him. He didn't generally -- wasn't
generally involved in those - in those details.
Q. I want to go back to Exhibit I.
A. Okay.
Q. Department of Health & Welfare Survey
report January 24th of2008. Did you have discussion
with Mr. Port about that survey?
A.

I think so. I can't recall the specifics

of - he would know any time we had a survey. That
was - that was definitely something he always would
know about, all of his facility. So any time any of
his facilities had a survey we would let him know
about that.
Q.

That was my next question. When the

survey came out did you provide a copy of that to

Mr. Port?
A.

Yes.

Page 66
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Page 68

Q.

A.

In terms of?

Q.

Infection control?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A.

He did not analyze those, no.

11

of the survey or when you got it, at least, sometime

Q.

SO there's nobody above you that

12
13
14
15
16

at the end of January prior to your termination in

that they would develop the plan of correction and
sign to do that. So that's not -- that's not unique
to the situation.

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: I think you testified

that Barry Port was your supervisor?
A.

Right.

Q.

Did he supervise you then as to whether

you were properly running the facility of PCRC?

monitored you to make sure that you were following
state or federal regulations or PCRC's Infection
Control Policy Manual?
A.

Well, that's vague in that, yes, he was

Did you provide that to him face-te-face

or did you fax it to him or email it to him?
A.

Q.

I think we emailed it to him.
I know you said, if I understood

correctly, you were asked to resign at the end of
January or first part of February of2008?
A.

Right, uh-huh.

Q.

Did you speak with Mr. Port -- obviously

the report's dated January 24th of 2008 -- so you
speak with Mr. Port about this survey between the date

February of2008?
A.
Q.

Correct.
Was there somebody else in this meeting

between you and Mr. Port?

my direct supervisor to insure that I - that the

17

A.

building was functioning, but didn't - wouldn't do

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.

No.
Just you and he?

A.

Yes.

any type of analysis of the functioning of those
programs or policies or anything like that.

Q.

Better question would be did you then --

you've testified that you were involved in these
monthly reports, or at least quarterly reports
regarding continuous quality -A.

Improvement.

Q.

What did he say to you about the report?

A.

I can't recall specifically.
Did you keep notes or he didn't keep

Q.
notes?
A.

No. At the meeting -- there wasn't a

meeting about tbis specifically.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

MS. DUKE: "This" being the survey?
THE WITNESS: "This" being the survey.
There wasn't a standalone specific meeting about the
survey.

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: Maybe "meeting's" too

formal a word. Did you have a discussion with
Mr. Port about the survey?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And you don't recall what the discussion

8

was about?
A.

Not details, just that we'd had survey --

12
13
14
15

of deficiencies were. And so we talked about it at

16

that point.

this obviously came about two weeks after the survey
had completed. So we knew when survey left around the
24th or 25th of January what the potential allegations

And so this was just the formalization

17

18
19
20
21

from a health department about what those were and all

22
23

deposition, as I understand the survey there were
deviations noted by the surveyor of nursing staff at

24
25

providing care to MRSA infected residents?

the findings and then how we would develop the plan of
correction.

Q.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

When you reviewed that early on in your

PCRC tIlat were not washing their hands prior to

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

with her, for example, on Page 83 that second big
paragraph, it states "LN (A)," do you see that?

A.

Yes.

Q.

"LN(A) was observed touching
several large binders on top of the
treatment cart and paging through
them as she explained some of the
paperwork to LN(B.) After several
minutes, without sanitizing her
hands, LN(A) opened the cart,
obtained a clean plastic cup, one
package of2X2 gauze pads," etc.
And then further down it states:
" ... with her bare hands, [she]
placed that into the cup and poured
the solution into the cup."
Further down:
"When she entered the resident's
room, she put on a paper protective
gown and pair of clean gloves without
ftrst washing her hands."
Did you speak speciftcally about that
with Ms. Brimm?
MS. DUKE: Let me just have a standing
objection related to the difference between what

Page 70
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

Okay.

Q.

Aside from discussions with Mr. Port when

this survey came out, did you have discussions with
Larae Brimm -- or excuse me -- Larae Dunn or MaIji
Brimm about fue allegations from the report?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And what did you -- what did they say?

A.

I can't recall specifically. We talked

broadly about the entire survey, so •..
MS. DUKE: And just for clarification of
the record, I think Larae left fue facility in August
of2007, so MaJji would have been her person that took
over.
MR. GABIOLA: Okay.
THE WITNESS: Correct.

Q. BY MR. GAB lOLA: So MaJji Brimm was the
Director of Nursing at that time?

Page 72
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

At least the time the report came out?

A.
Q.

Right.

19
20
21
22

Q.

MaJji, okay. When you had the discussion

with MaJji Brimm about this report, did you discuss

BY MR. GAB lOLA: You would agree, fuough,

or care staff to wash their hands before they put on
gloves when fuey're going to be treating or providing
care to a resident that has MRSA or some ofuer
infectious disease?
A.

Right.

Q.

SO in fuis case fuen fuis nurse care

provider didn't wash her haIlds before gloving deviated

that happened or not.

Q.

She goes by Marji.

Q.

that PCRC's infection control manual requires a nurse

17

18

A.

few sentences here, I can't recall that specifically.

from PCRC's own policy?

Yes.

is it MaJjorie or MaJji?

THE WITNESS: I can't recall if!
specifically spoke to MaJji about this, about these

15
16

A.

When you had this discussion then with,

actually occurred and what this person allegedly
observed.

23
24
25

A.
Q.

I wasn't there, I can't speak to whether
Would you agree if we accept this as

true, the nurse didn't wash her hands before putting
on gloves, that's a violation ofPCRC's policy, isn't
it?
A.

Well, we can't accept it as true.

Neither one of us were there to know that.

Q.

Let's talk hypofuetically then. Your

policy requires a medical provider or nurse to wash

Page 73
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1

his or her hands before they put on gloves if they're

1

too, I haven't looked. But if it's not I would assume

2

going to provide treatment to a resident that has

2

then that it's certainly part of the policies and

3

or some other infectious disease?

3

procedures that applied, so I would agree with you.
BY MR. GABIOLA: And I'1I ask you too,

4

A.

Most of the time, yes.

4

5

Q.

SO most of the time?

5

Mr. Glum, Exhibit 5, you reviewed that. Can you telI

6

me that those were part ofPCRC's Infection Control

7

Policy and procedure at the time Judy Nield was there
in August and September 200n

MS. DUKE: ActualIy, can we go to the

6
7

specific policy provision so he can take a look at it?
MR. GABIOLA: Sure.

8

MS. DUKE: Just -- it's obviously a huge

9

10

document, so ...

11

(Exhibit 5 was marked for identification.)
MS. DUKE: So go ahead and read through

12

13

it.

15

A.

Yes.

Q.

I think my last question I asked you

11

about MRSA or other infectious disease, so I just want

12

to -- your response was most the time.

18

Was your response because there was a

THE WITNESS: Okay. Okay.

14

distinction there between MRSA or other infectious

MR. GAB lOLA: Bear with me here for a

15

disease?

THE WITNESS: Sure.

16
17

say "always" or "never," it really varies per case.

minute.

17

19

9
10

13

14
16

8

Q.

MR. GABIOLA: Would you hand that exhibit
back to me.

18
19

A.

Q.

Rigbt, and cases vary so widely you can't
Isn't it the policy ofPCRC if a resident

20

has MRSA that they're always to wash their hands
before they put on gloves?

21

again, there's Bates numbers there that say

21

MS. DUKE: Objection, vague. Also calls

22

PCRC000552, there should be consecutive from that

22

23

number to the last page PCRC000557.

23

20

Q.

I've marked as Exhibit 5, at the bottom

24

A.

Vb-hub.

24

25

Q.

Okay.

25

for speculation knowing who has MRSA and who
THE WITNESS: Yes.

Q.

BY MR. GAB lOLA: I lost my question. So

you're saying yes if a resident at PCRC has MRSA the

Page 74

Page 76

1

MS. DUKE: So I guess I should note

1

nurse or care provider is to wash their hands before

2

clearly if these were in place in 2007, which it

2

they do anything with that patient?

3

appears they were, you'd asked him a question earlier

3

4

as to whether exhibit -- what number is this? The

4

5

infection control manual.

5

A. They should, yes. And tbat's standard.
Q. Okay. Then again if we go back to
Exhibit I where the surveyor observed a nurse at PCRC
not washing her hands, that's a violation ofPCRC
Infection Control Policy?

6

THE WITNESS: Exhibit 2.

6

7

MS. DUKE: Whether Exhibit 2 were all of

7

8

the policies and procedures with respect to infection

8

A.

If this observation was indeed accurate.

9

control, and it looks like Exhibit 5 would be included

9

Q.

And assume for the purpose of my question

lOin that as well, so ...
11

12
13
14
15
16

THE WITNESS: So Exhibit 5 is a
subsection of Exhibit 2, essentially.

10

that it is, the nurse isn't washing her hands, she's

11

violating PCRC's policy?

12

MS. DUKE: I think it may be a puII-out
from there, but the Bates code is different.
MR. GAB lOLA: And actually the
discovery -- your client's responses to the request

A.

13
14

In tbis instance -MS. DUKE: Improper hypothetical.
THE WITNESS: In this instance, most

15

likely. But that doesn't mean that the nurse gave

16

this person MRSA. That's not what this report is
alleging. Nowhere in those findings did it state that

17

production, the documents comprising Exhibit 5 were

17

18

intermingled with Judy's medical records.

18

the nurse gave the patient MRSA. As a matter of fact

MS. DUKE: Okay.

19

it states specifically that the patient was admitted

MR. GAB lOLA: And that's what I wanted to

20

with MRSA.

19
20
21

ask him too, because I didn't necessarily see the

21

22

documents comprising Exhibit 5 in the Infection

22

23

Control Policy Manual we marked as Exhibit 2.

23

states that you can't know where MRSA comes from or

24

how somebody could get it. Would that be your

25

understanding?

24
25

MS. DUKE: I'll kind of flip through
while we're sitting here and just double check that

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: I read somewhere in the

policy, I can't remember now, but in the policy it

Page 75
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1

A.

2

Q.

1

Right
But would you also agree with me that

2

A.
Q.

Vh-huh.
The paragraph carries over, and again 11

3

understanding that, the reason why you have policies

3

4

in place to prevent the transmission of MRSA is for

4

"Without removing the contaminated

5

that very reason, because you could get it anywhere?

5

gloves ... "

6

A.

That would be the case with not only MRSA

6

7

but any type of potential infectious disease or

7

8

infection, if you will. That's why most facilities

8

9

have standard precautions any time whether they have

lines down from the top starts:

Do you see that?

A.
Q.

9

Yes.
"Without removing the contaminated
gloves, she reached behind her neck

10

infection or not So it's standard precautions that

10

to untie and remove the gown, then

11

would warrant that

11

she removed the gloves and placed

12

12

them in the clear trash bag."

13

prohibit the spread of MRSA or some other infectious

13

That passage I just quoted, that would

14

disease?

Q.

And those precautions are in place to

14

also be a violation of or deviation of PCRC's

15

A.

One of the reasons, yes.

15

Infection Control Policy?

16

Q.

Again if you go back to Page 83 of

16

17

Exhibit 1.

17

18

A.

Okay.

18

Q.

Toward the middle to the bottom of the

19

20

paragraph, about 19 lines down from the top there's a

20

A. Are you referring to this policy here,
Exhibit 5? Are you referring to Exhibit 2?
Q. Both.
A. Most likely, yes.
Q. And to clarity, I think you testified

21
22

sentence starting:

21
22

policy, correct?

19

23
24
25

"Without removing her contaminated

23
24
25

gloves or washing her hands ... "

A.

Okay.

Q.

Do you see that?

that Exhibit 5 and Exhibit 2 are -- they are PCRC's

A.

Yes.

Q.

And actually I -- as I understand the

survey further down on Page 85, towards the bottom

Page 78

Page 80
Page 85, excuse me, see where it starts "On 1I17/08"?

1

" ... she opened the resident'S

1

2

bedside drawer to look for a plastic

2

A.

3

wound measuring guide. The guide was

3

Q.

4

not in the drawer. She looked and

4

5

saw that the plastic guide had been

5

a copy of the facility's PIP on clean

6

placed on the window sill. She

6

wound dressing changes. "

7

picked up the guide and placed it on

7

8

the resident's sink. Then, instead

8

9

of obtaining a clean guide or at

9

Yes.

"... at

l2:50p.m. the DON"

-- Director of Nursing -- "provided

And then it goes on to provide the policy
and the procedures. And it carnes over to Page 86:
"Protect wound.

10

least sanitizing the one she found,

10

"Prevent irritation.

11

she again picked it up with her

12

contaminated gloves and handed to

11
12

infection. "

13

LN(B) who used it to measure the

13

That's the policy and the procedures.

14

resident's wound."

14

"Place red plastic bag near foot of

15
16

Do you see that?

15
16

bag to receive soiled dressing.

17

"Open dressing pack.

18

"Pour prescribed solution onto gauze
to be used for cleaning.

A.

18

Yes.
MS. DUKE: Keep reading through.

17

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: At least in that passage

"Prevent infection and spread of

"Wash hands and apply gloves.

19

I read that would be a deviation from PCRC's Infection

19

20
21

Control Policy, would it not?

20

"Remove soiled dressing and discard

21

in red plastic bags.

22
23
24
25

in evidence.

MS. DUKE: Foundation, assumes facts not
THE WITNESS: Yes.
Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: And then Page 84, the

next page?

22

"Wash hands and apply clean

23

gloves ... "

24

And that -- is that an accurate statement

25

of what PCRC's policy and procedure would be on

Page 81
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1
2
3

cleaning and dressing?

4

that's what policy she gave them to be able to say yes

5
6
7
8
9
10

A.

them, so I -- I can't speak to that. I don't know if
or no to that.
Q. Still on Exhibit I, go to Page 86.
A.

Okay.

Q.

The entry -- the second full entry on --

starts on 1118/08?

11

Q.

12
13
14
15
16

A.

Yes.

Q.

And read that just for a moment because

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

11

I'm going to ask you some questions about that.
A.

That paragraph?

Q.

Yeah.

A.

"On 1118/08 at 9:15" I mean just to yourself, unless you've

Q.

4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Vh-huh.
Do you see that?

l7

1
2
3

I'm not sure what policy the DON

l7

already read it.
A.

Excuse me.

Q.

You've already read that?

A.

I've read that:, yes.

Q.

Okay. And is that accurate, you were

12
13
14
15
16

contacted and the regional consultant were contacted
and informed about the surveyor's wound care

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

infection control is you at the top, and then the
Director of Nursing, and then folks underneath the
Director of Nursing; is that a fair assessment?

A.
Q.

Yes.
SO you're ultimately responsible to make

sure that the nurses or care providers at the facility
are properly following PCRC's Infection Control
Policy?
A.

And also according to my prior testimony

that was delegated, as is appropriate in this case.

Q.

But it's fair to say that, understanding

you delegated, but you're in charge of making sure the
Director of Nursing, Mruji Brimm, makes sure that
everybody else follows the PCRC policy on infection
control?
A.

Correct.

Q. At this time do you recall whether the LN
was fired?
A.

I don't recall.

Q.

If you found out that an LN was not

properly following the company or the PCRC Infection
Control Policy, would you have fired that employee?
MS. DUKE: Calls for speculation,
improper and incomplete hypothetical.
THE WITNESS: It would have -- I can't

Page 82
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

observations?

Page 84
1

say if it would have called for termination or firing.

A.

I can't recall specifically.

2

It~ld

Q.

Does that refresh your memory at all?

3

least. What the scope of that disciplinary action was

have called for disciplinary action, in the

A.

Not really.

4

I'd need to -- there's a lot of circumstances that

Q.

Who's the regional consultant?

5

play into that.

A.

I can't recall who that regional

6

consultant was.

Q.

I understand a female because the last

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: Do you remember at this

7

time whether you were disciplining any employee for

8

failing to follow infection control manual?

9

A.

I can't recall.

"She also stated the LN was

10

Q.

Would that have been one of your duties

11

terminating her employment in the

11

to discipline an employee that didn't follow the

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

facility."

12

manual?

21

22
23
24
25

LN's employment?

22

sentence indicates:

A.

Okay. I again can't recall who that--

we had a couple different ones at different times, so

14
15

I can't recall exactly who that one was.

Q.

13

LN, I understand that to be an

abbreviation or acronym for licensed nurse?

A.

Depends on what employee it was. I

didn't directly discipline all the employees.
Q.

SO help me out to understand that then.

16

You wouldn't have disciplined a nurse then that you

l7

found had violated the Infection Control Policy?

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

Do you remember discussions then that the

19

have been her direct supervisor, which wonld have

LN was terminating her employment in the facility or

20

either the unit manager or the Director of Nursing, or

whether the regional consultant was terminating that

21

the Staff Development Coordinator.

A.

Q.

I wonldn't have personally, no. It would

Okay. You testified that you spoke with

A.

I don't recall the specifics.

23

Q.

If! understand your prior testimony, the

24

your testimony you say you don't recall specifics of

chain of command, for lack of a better phrase, for

25

the discussion?

Mr. Port about this survey, and I -- if! understand

Page 85
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1
2

A.
Q.

Correct.
But you tell me that this was not

1
2

A.

Could mean a few different things. It

could mean that employee in-service need to be

3

something that was brought up in your request or

3

initiated for new bires. It could be routinely. It

4

Mr. Port's request that you resign from PCRC?

4

could be as needed. It isn't specific to wben tbe

I can't recall.
Were you provided any letter from

5

initiation of employee in-service should begin. From

6

the way it reads it wants to say that probably should

Mr. Port about your resignation or request to resign?

7

be routinely, or at least existing.

5
6

7

A.
Q.

8
9
10

A.

No.

8

Q.

It was all verbal?

9

A.

Yes.

10

with MRSA that PCRC wasn't required to initiate

11

Q.

But you do recall that he mentioned to

11

employee in-service?

Q.

You interpret that to mean that not in

every circumstance where there's a resident admitted

12

you you were asked to resign, because apparently the

12

A.

No.

13

PCRC facility wasn't financially sound?

13

Q.

Okay. And so is it fair to say then that

14

A.

According to him, correct.

14

15

Q.

Was that also a verbal statement he made

15

in-service was done with an employee to follow up on

16

their knowledge or training regarding hand washing
techniques or isolation procedures?

16

to you?

17

A.

Yes.

17

18

Q.

Not in writing?

18

19

A.

Correct.

19

20

Q.

It's Exhibit 5 there?

20

not in every case with a MRSA resident then an

A.

Correct.

Q.

Subparagraph F further down from there,

you see that?

21

A.

Yes.

21

A.

22

Q.

I pulled this out too, specifically there

22

Q.

Yes.
"Flag all medical records of

23

are precautions or guidelines, policy from PCRC

23

residents with MRSA infections or

24

regarding MRSA. Page 554 ofthe exhibit through 556,

24

colonization to communicate MRSA

25

there's a lengthy list of procedures. Can you tell me

25

status to all caregivers. Follow

Page 86

Page 88

1

why there would be this specific policy for MRSA or

1

facility specific system for flagging

2

this specific set of procedures for MRSA in that PCRC

2

medical records."

3

policy?

3

Can you tell me what your understanding

4
5

6

A.
Q.

I can't say why specifically.

4

Did you have any input into the

5

preparation of this policy?

6

7

A.

No.

7

8

Q.

During your tenure at PCRC did you modifY

8

9

10
11

A.

No.

10

If you go to Page 556 of Exhibit 5,

Just as it states, but I don't recall

what or how we flagged the medical record.
MS. DUKE: Did you have a copy of that
one for me? No? If you don't it's okay.

9

this policy at all?

A.
Q.

of what that paragraph requires?

MR. GABIOLA: Actually I didn't make an
extra one, sorry.
MS. DUKE: It's all right. Sure, you

11

12

there's a section titled Paragraph 5 "Facility Control

12

13

Procedures," do you see that?

13

MR. GAB lOLA: Got to make sure you --

Yes.

I4

MS. DUKE: Bulk up.

Subparagraph C states:

15

14

A.

15

Q.

16

"Initiate employee in-service to

17

reinforce knowledge of isolation

17

18

procedures with focus on, but not

18

19

limited to:

19

16

make an extra one of the big one.

MR. GABIOLA: -- go over that plane
weight limit on your bag.
THE WITNESS: Especially the puddle
jumpers here.
Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: I may have asked you

20

I) Specific isolation procedures

20

I've forgotten because my memory's so bad. The

21

2) Hand washing techniques."

21

Exhibits 3 and 4, the CQI Reports, were those only

Do you see that?

22
23

22

stored on your computer or were they in -- were they

A.

Yes.

23

stored elsewhere at PCRC?

24

Q.

When it says in-service -- "initiate

24

A.

employee in-service," what does that mean?

25

elsewhere.

25

I don't recall that they were stored

Page 87
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1
2

Q. Okay. Any other meetings, Infection
Control Committee meetings that is, any documents

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

generated from those meetings, where would those be

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

kept?
A.

Q.

I - I don't know.
You weren't in charge of that?

A.

Of document retention? No.
Or at least knew where the documents
would go or be stored?

Q.

A.

13

No.
Q. Okay. Would you hand me Exhibit 5,
please. Handing Exhibit 5 back to you. The last
of the exhibit, it's entitled a "MRSA

14
15

purpose of that is as part of the policy?

11
12

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

8
9
10
11
12
13

Surveillance/Assessment." Do you know what the

A.

No.
Do you know whether that was supposed to
be done when a resident came in with MRSA?

Q.

A.

Q.

No, I'm not sure.
If a resident then acquired MRSA at

the -- during their stay at the facility, was the MRSA
Surveillance/Assessment form that you've got there,
was that to be filled out at alI?
MS. DUKE: Objection, assumes facts not
in evidence, improper hypothetical.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MS. DUKE: What page?
MR. GABIOLA: I'm sorry, it's Bates
Numbered 992.
~-Q.
Just go ahead and read that.

A.

Q.

Okay.
The policy requires that:
"... employee providing direct
patient care will be given
self-evaluation forms to complete
every six months."
Do you see that?

A.

Yes.
Who would be in charge of administering
or conducting the self-evaluation or monitoring that?

Q.

A.

It could be the Staff Development
Coordinator or the Director of Nursing, or
they would delegate to do it.
Q. Did you sit down with the Director of
Nursing or the Staff Development Coordinator to make
sure that they were having the self-evaluations done
every six months?
A. I can't recall.
Q. You're saying you can't recall because
it's been so long ago?
A. Yeah, I couldn't recall specific sit

90
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

THE WITNESS: I don't know.
(Exhibit 6 was marked for identification.)
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: We marked Exhibit 6,
actually this is two documents Bates Numbered 558 and
559. As you can see -- I guess take a minute to
review that to familiarize yourself with it.
A. Okay.
Q. And as stated on the exhibit, it states
Infection Control Policy and Procedure Manual, and

10
11
12
13
14

under that Staff Self-Evaluation of Infection Control
Practices. It appears to be a questionnaire.
As far as this being filled out by staff,
do you know under the policy when or if this was to be
done by each staff member at PCRC?

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

A. I don't know according to the policy.
The way this appears is just a tool that the committee
could use for training or education or routine
in-servicing, it doesn't appear that it's required.
It appears to be just a tool that could be used. This
could have been accomplished in a variety of forms.
Q. Let's go back to the big policy,
Number 2.

23
24
25

Okay.
Paragraph Roman Numeral I is titled
"Staff Self-Evaluation"?

A.

Q.

Page 92
1
2
3
4

downs really at all.
Q. If I recall correctly, Ms. Schuit, she
was the occupational therapy department manager?
MS. DUKE: Jill Schuit.

5
6

THE WITNESS: Jill.
BY MR. GABIOLA: Jill. She testified in
her deposition that she never had any of her employees

7

Q.

8
9
10
11
12

perform any self-evaluation. Wouldn't that be a
violation of the control policy, Infection Control
Policy Manual?
MS. DUKE: Objection, speculation,
foundation.

13
14
15
16

THE WITNESS: No, because they're a rehab
staff, so they weren't hands-on clinical staff. So
those would vary between departments.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: But if she testified

17
18
19
20

that she actually did go into a patient or a
resident's room that had MRSA to provide her service,
wouldn't she be required to follow Infection Control
Policy Manual?

21
22

A. It would be based on her - whatever
she's doing rehabilitation wise. She would follow

23
24
25

standard contact, normal standard precautions for
as any patient with any kind of infection from a
therapy perspective.

Page 91
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Is it your testimony that not every

1

2

employee is required to follow the Infection Control

2

3

Policy Manual?

1

4
5

Q.

A.
Q.

Q.

And then the last paragraph, Roman

Numeral III:

3

"ICP -- infection control, I don't

That's not what I stated.

4

know what the P stands for --

SO your testimony would be that every

5

practitioner.

6

employee, irrespective whether they're an Oc(;up,atJ,onllll

6

A.

7

therapist or a hands-on wound care nurse, they have

7

Q.

8

follow the Infection Control Policy Manual?

8

one-on-one training with personnel as

9

A. In terms of knowing what their specific
discipline is dealing with. So how therapy would
treat -- or in this case rehab -- in other words, how
they would interact or treat a patient is different
than how a clinician, a nurse, or physician would
treat the patient. So I don't know occupational
therapy guides of practice or anything like that to
know how those would differ.

9

practices are observed and

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Q.

Is each employee provided a copy of the

18

Infection Control Policy?

19
20
21
22

A. No. And by "policy" I assume you mean
this (indicating)?
Q. Yes. Again, as I understand your
testimony, what we've marked as Exhibits 5 and 2 are

23

the PCRC policy, correct?

24
25

A.
Q.

Your answer's --

"Department Managers will conduct

10

corrections or changes in practice

11

are needed."

12
13

A.

Right.

Q.

Okay. So, again, Ms. Schuit, as a

14

department manager, she would have been responsible to

15

conduct one-on-one training with her staff, correct?

16
17

18

Vh-huh.

Yeah, practitioner.

A.

Yes.

Q.

And specifically training with respect to

Infection Control Policy and procedures?

19

20

MS. DUKE: Objection, calls for
speculation.

21
22

THE WITNESS: Well, based on the -- they
received it in new hire orientation and they were --

23

the therapy staff were part of the routine staff

24

meetings where these things would have been reviewed

25

and reeducated.

Page 94
1

6

A. Yes. It's part of infection control for
nurses and CNAs in particular as learned in their
education as well. So the vast majority of how they
should function they've learned in their individual
licensure and certification programs.
Q. Going back to Exhibit 2, go to Page 970.

7

Just read that for a minute.

2

3
4

5

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A.

Okay.

Q.

And I'm looking at paragraphs Roman

Numerals I, II, and III. Roman Numeral I states:

Page 96
1

2
3
4
5
6

Q.

BY MR. GAB lOLA: What about documenting

these meetings, the mandatory annual meeting,
one-on-one training, those sorts of things, was that
done at PCRC?

A.
Q.

I'm pretty sure it was, yeah.
Where would they, if they were

7

documented, where would those documents have been

8

kept?
MS. DUKE: Objection, calls for

9

10

speculation.

"All new personnel will attend an

11

orientation program that addresses

of what position an employee has at PCRC, they're

12
13
14
15

records, but they would have most likely kept them all

required to, at orientation or when they hire on, in

16

in there.

17

the orientation process they're trained or instructed

17

18

on basic principles of infection control?

19
20
21
22
23

24
25

infection control," etc.
So isn't that stating that irrespective

A.
Q.

18

They were.

19

But you're saying that that doesn't

20

include providing them with a copy of the policy?

A.

Correct.

Q. And they're also required to, at least
per year, attend a mandatory infection control update?

A.

Correct.

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure. It was up to
each individual Staff Development Coordinator on how
they kept their records. Each SDC had kind of a
different way of how they personally like to keep the

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: Flip a few pages forward

to Page 1089 of Exhibit 2.
MS. DUKE: 989 or 1089?
MR. GABIOLA: 1089.

Q.

Paragraph Roman Numeral VIII, "Training

21
22

and Education of Employees." Read that, and it also

23

carries over to Page 1090.

24

A.

Okay.

25

Q.

Subparagraph A of Paragraph Roman Numeral

Page 97
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

of bloodborne pathogens, exposure control program, and

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

then over to the next Page 1090.

11

12
13

training that these are things that administration at

l4

PCRC's required to provide to its employees?

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

VIII talks about:
"... responsibility of Administration
to provide all employees covered by
this document with training and
education regarding occupational
exposure."
And it goes on and Subparagraph B talks
about what the training program includes, OSHA
standards, bloodborne diseases, modes of transmission

Is it fair to say when we talk about this

A.

Yes.

Q.

On Page 1090, Paragraph Roman Numeral IX,

12
13
14
15
16

"Record Keeping," Subparagraph A. How long were

l7

training records to be maintained?

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MS. DUKE: Just related to this policy
here?
MR. GABIOLA: Yeah, regarding the policy.
MS. DUKE: I guess I should be specific.
Related to the employee training?
MR. GABIOLA: Yes.
MS. DUKE: Okay.

Q.

Was there provision in that agreement

prohibiting you from disparaging or making bad remarks
aboutPCRC?
A.

I don't recall.

Q.

Did you have any discussions with

Mr. Port or any other person that may have been your
superior regarding any litigation that could have
arisen out of this case, Judy Nield's case?
A.

No.

Q.

Was that not anticipated at the time you

resigned?
A.

No.

Q.

There was no discussion about that, at

least that you were part of, regarding Judy Nield's
case potentially being or going to be a lawsuit?
A.

Correct.

Q.

Were there any procedures in place with

respect to an employee bringing MRSA or some infection
to the facility, to prevent that from being spread to
the residents?
MS. DUKE: Objection, overbroad
THE WITNESS: There's no way we would
have known if any employee had MRSA or didn't.
Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: Do you test your

employees prior to them beginning their employment at

Page 98
1
2
3
4

THE WITNESS: How long were they to be
maintained? Well, according to this it says three
years.

Q.

BY MR. GAB lOLA: And who was

5
6
7
8
9
10

for keeping those?

11

that she was maintaining those records?

12
13

A.

The SDC, Staff Development Coordinator.

Q.

Ms. Maxfield?

A.

Yes, if she was the one at that time,

uh-huh.

Q.
A.

Q.

Did you monitor Ms. Maxfield to make sure

I didn't specifically, no.
When Mr. Port asked you to resign, you

resigned. Were there -- was there some sort of

15
16

severance package given to you?

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

Q.

Yes.
Was there a written agreement pursuant to

the severance package given to you?

Q.

I can't recall.
You don't remember signing an agreement?

A.

Yes, I think there was.

Q.

Okay. You don't have a copy of that, or

A.

do you?
A.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

14

l7

Page 100

I -- I'm not sure if I still have a copy

or not. I don't think I do.

12
13
14
15
16
l7

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

PCRC?
A.

Only for tuberculosis.

Q.

Aside from tuberculosis, you don't do any

screening or culture for MRSA or pseudomonas?
A.

No. No facUity would do that

Q.

What about if a resident does have MRSA

or pseudomonas, is there a procedure in place, as you
understand the policy, that has to be followed?
A.

To test employees? Is that what you're

referring to?
Q.

What the procedure or protocol is when

you find out an employee has MRSA or pseudomonas?
A.

I don't know if there's anything in the

policy about that, but I've never bad anybody - any
employee have MRSA or pseudomonas, tbat I know
Q.

Go back to Exhibit 2 again.

A.

Okay.

Q.

Page 1040. Discusses "Environmental

Sampling." Do you understand what that portion of the
policy requires?
A.

No.

Q.

In reviewing that does that refresh your

recollection as to environmental sampling being a
requirement for the policy or as part of the protocol
atPCRC?
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1
2

3

4

5
6
7

8

1

A.

No.
Q. Turn to Page 1068 in Exhibit 2. The very
last sentence states:
"Document the treatment on the
treatment book on the cart."

2
3

4
5

Okay.
When it says "treatment book," do you
know what that is?
A.

6

Q.

7

8

Q.

Were there sign-in sheets for the

employees to sign to reflect or show that they had
attended the meeting?
A.

Q.

I'm pretty sure there were, yes.
Who was in charge of maintaining those?

A. The SDC, Staff Development Coordinator.
Forget not everybody knows our acronyms.
Q. Performance Improvement Facilitator, is
there somebody with that title or designation at PCRC?
A. Not specifically, no.
Q. I ask you to look at Pages 1107 -- excuse
me~- 1106 of the Exhibit 2. And Page 1106 at the top
it states "Performance Improvement Plan."

10
11
12

Not for sure, because treatments could be
documented in a couple different areas.
MS. DUKE: Can we have a quick restroom
break?

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

MR. GABIOLA: Yeah, that's fine.
(There was a break taken.)
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: When Judy acquired MRSA
and pseudomonas, was it the facility's responsibility
to report that to the appropriate entity, Department
of Health & Welfare, nursing home regulators, anything
like that?

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

MS. DUKE: Objection, assumes facts not
in evidence.
THE WITNESS: If she had acquired it in
the facility, which there's no way to know that, no,

20
21
22
23

A.

24
25

we would not have been mandated to report it to the
health department, according to Idaho statute.

24
25

Q.

Would you point that out one more time.
Page 1108.

A.

08, excuse me.

9

A.

9

A.

Okay.
I 107 then talks about "Methods of
Implementation of Monitoring and Evaluation
Activities." Page 1108, Paragraph Roman Numeral V
talks about "Methods for Reporting Results," and
Subparagraph A states:

Q.

"The facility's PI facilitator will
report results of monitoring and
evaluation."

Page 102
1
2
3

Q. BY MR. GAB lOLA: And the Health &
Survey that we discussed about earlier, I didn't see
that actually Judy Nield was listed in that survey.

4
5
6

Do you think she should have been required to have
been notified or that you should have notified the
Department of Health & Welfare about her status at
alI?

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

A.

Page 104
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8

No.
MS. DUKE: Well, I have an objection,

vague and as to time as well. I don't think she was a
resident then.
Q. BY MR. GABIOLA: You talked about your
continuing education classes, but how about inside
PCRC, did you attend any training meetings while you
were administrator there?
A. Yes.
Q.
And if you did attend meetings did you
sign a sign-in sheet or some sort of document
reflecting that you'd attended the discussion or the
training?

A. We -- as tbe PI or - is another term for
CQI. We as the committee were the facilitator.
Q. Okay.

12

A. I'm assuming this PI stands for
performance improvement, which is also anotber term
for CQI, so on and so forth.
Q. Subparagraph B talks about a written

13
14
15

summary to be completed -- or will be completed on
each study using the PI monitoring form.
Did you review any of those sorts of

16
17
18

studies or documents?
A. I don't recall that we had need for
specific stndies, nor do we have any written
summaries.
Q. Tum to Page 1112 of Exhibit 2, section
titled "Compliance Rounds Forms." Are you familiar
with those?

9
10
11

19

A. I wouldn't have always signed it, but a
lot of times I was facilitating it so I would have I would have been documented as having either
presented or been there, yes, as any staff member
would have been there.

Paragraph Roman Numeral V-A.
Okay.
Q. That's where I got the PI facilitator.
While you were administrator there there wasn't a PI
facili tator?
Q.

A.

20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

No.
Do you know whether compliance rounds
were ever done in the departments while you were
Q.
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1

2

3

administrator?
A.

I don't know.

Q.

1

2

A.

Correct. I haven't made any comments and

nor do I recall ifthat was in there.

While you were administrator had any

3

4

lawsuit been filed against PCRC from the time you were

4

about the fact that at times she had to wait hours to

5

there until you left?

5

receive medication or care while she was at PCRC. W

Q.

Judy Nield testified in her deposition

6

A.

No. Not that I'm aware of.

6

any complaint like that reported to you while you were

7

Q.

And I'll just make it not limited to

7

administrator there?

8

lawsuits, but were there any claims that were filed by

8

A.

Not that I recall.

9

a resident or a resident's family against PCRC that

9

Q.

If a resident complains about that are

10
11

12

10

you -- people you supervise, Director of Nursing and

A.

Not that I'm aware of, no.

11

so on, are they required to talk to you, come talk to

Q.

I forget the lady's name, but I deposed a

12

you about that?

were settled before litigation was started?

13

few month s ago one of the ladies responsible for the

13

14

medical records or maintaining medical records.

14

address it, absolutely. And I don't recall Judy ever
saying anything to anybody in particular.

15

A.

Wendy?

15

16

Q.

I think so. That's probably right. And

16

A.

Q.

They're not required, but we would

She also testified that one of the

17

ifI remember her testimony correctly, she dealt with

17

caregivers she spoke with had stated that -- the

18

the medical records, but as far as any records that

18

caregiver that is -- she complained that there was
insufficient staff at PCRC?

19

would be generated for any oversight or monitoring of

19

20

employees, etc., pursuant to the infection control

20

A.

Okay.

21

policy those were kept in a different area or separate

21

Q.

Do you recollect any conversation with

22

from medical records?

22

staff about understaffing being an issue?

23

A.

Right.

23

A.

No.

24

Q.

Who would be in charge of maintaining

24

Q.

None of that was ever brought to your

25

attention?

25

those records regarding Infection Control Policy?

106
1

A.

When I was there it would have been the

Page 108
1

A.

WeD, occasionally you have situations

2

SDC. Since then the - any other administrator could

2

where somebody didn't show up or was sick or sornethirlg

3

have reallocated that responsibility to anybody else.

3

and we had to accommodate for that. That happens

4

Q.

Joyce Maxfield?

4

pretty routinely in most health care settings. So

5

A.

Right.

5

aside from those situations there wasn't chronic

6

Q.

I didn't see in the policy, and granted

6

understaffing or anything like that.

it's big, I don't recall in my review of it that there

7

8

were any provisions in there as to any disciplinary

8

9

measures tllat would be taken against an employee who

9

7

10

10

didn't comply with the policy. Are there any

Q.

And I don't mean as far as understaffing

in the sense that somebody's iII and can't make it in
to work, but having sufficient staff to meet the needs
of the residents at the facility?

11

documents that talk about the process that you --

11

A.

Right

12

steps, those sorts of things if you found an employee

12

Q.

That was never a complaint that Judy or

13

had violated the policy?

13

14

A.

No. I actually haven't ever seen a

15

policy that addresses disciplinary action

16

specifically.

anybody else while you were at PCRC made?

14

MS. DUKE: Overbroad.

15

THE WITNESS: Could have been a

16

complaint, but there wasn't ever substantiation of

If an employee had been disciplined for

17

that, to my knowledge.

18

failing to follow the policy, would it be put in the

18

19

employee personnel file?

17

20
21

Q.

A.

Yes.

Q.

I asked about this and I thought you

~Q.

BY MR. GAB lOLA: It would be your

19

testimony then that you had sufficient staffing,

20

sufficient nurses, care providers at the facility to

21

meet the needs of all the residents?

22

testified when I asked you if there was provision in

22

A.

Absolutely.

23

your severance contract or agreement precluding you

23

Q.

Were you under pressure to watch the

24

from making any disparaging comments. I think you

24

bottom line, that is the financial health of the

25

said you didn't recall ifthere was?

25

facility?
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1
2

1

A.

All administrators are.

Q.

Did you receive bonuses or any sort of

2

3

perks, for lack of a better word, for keeping costs

4

down?

4

5

A. There were no perks. It was all within
the normal guides of financially running a facility
correctly.

5

6
7

3

6

A. There was a lot of reasons why a
financial may not be financially viable. But he
didn't say specifically based off of this number over
this time frame or anything like that. He didn't
specifics about that, no.
Q.

Did you have a number or percentage of

7

residents that you had to have in the facility at any

8

Q.

You were salaried at PCRC?

8

given time?

9
10

A.
Q.

Yes.

9

A. No.
Q. While you were administrator there doing
your tenure was the facility at full capacity?
A. No.
Q. What was the range of the number of
patients?

11

A.

13

Q.

15
16
17

18

Yes.

12

Okay. Was it a merit bonus?

13

A. Yes, I received an annual increase to my
salary when I'd been there a year. And then there
were certain requirements that if they were met the
administrator could qualify for bonus.

Q.

10

11

PCRC?

12
14

Did you receive a bonus while you were at

Was one of your requirements to keep

14

17

A. I can't recall that specifically.
Depends on the time frame you're speaking.
Q. Okay. Were there ever any financial

18

statements or reports that you had to prepare as far

15
16

19

costs down at the facility?

19

as monthly, quarterly, that sort of thing that you had

20

A. Not in those terms. It was to regulate
cost accordingly.

20

to provide to Mr. Port or whomever?

21

22

Q.

Was there a ceiling as far as costs at

23

the facility that if you went above or didn't comply

24

with you were disciplined for?

25

A.

21

22
23
24

No, there was no ceiling.

25

A.
Q.

The company generated those.

A.
Q.

The company generated those.

Say again?
And by "those" I'm talking about these

reports as to how many patients or residents were at

Page 110
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1

the facility at a given time. Was that done monthly,

2

least asked to resign, because of the financial

2

quarterly?

3

reasons. Did Mr. Port tell you that the financial

3

A.

Monthly.

4

reason was that you were over your costs allocation at

4

Q.

And so monthly then you'd report the

5

the facility?

5

1

6

7
8

Q.

A.
Q.
A.

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

Q.
A.
Q.

You mentioned you were terminated, or at

I can't recall that specifically.

6

A.

Yes.

You don't recall that?

7

Q.

And income the facility or the, I guess,

Huh-uh.
MS. DUKE: No?

8

9

profit that the facility was seeing every month?

A.

Yes. Or not seeing.

Q.

We went through your employment

BY MR. GABIOLA: Answer's no?

10

No. Yes, sorry.

11

Tell me what you do recall then as far as

12

said a moment ago -- I thought you also said you were

13

managing the hospital while you were administrator at

14

PCRC?

15

A. I wasn't hospital staff. We - because
several of our areas and programs were shared I had to
be in very close communication with the hospital
administration.

Mr. Port explaining his request for you to resign?
A. That as best as I can recall that the
facility hadn't performed financially what it could or
what it should, and that it was probably
for me being connected with the hospital and the
dynamics of managing it with the hospital were
probably beyond my abilities at the moment or at that
time. And that it was time that they bring somebody
else in.
Q.

number of residents that were at the facility?

With respect to PCRC not meeting the

16
17
18
19

20

history -- I might have missed this -- I thought you

Q.

SO you weren't assisting -- the hospital

would support the medical center?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

SO when you say that you were managing

with them, you weren't managing PMC patients per se --

23

financial goals, what was that based on? Did he say

23

24

was it based on that you didn't have enough residents

24

A.

No.

25

at the facility?

25

Q.

-- you were just working with their staff
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1
2
3

1
2
3

pages came to be?

Not care. We didn't coordinate on care.

4

We coordinated -- some of their services we still
used. For example, their dietary service we used
early on. We continued to use their maintenance

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1112007." Were you part of any of those revisions?
A. No.
Q. Do you know if this was formally adopted
by Pocatello Care & Rehab as a policy?
A. No.
MR. GAB lOLA: I'll object to this, I
think it misstates his prior testimony.
Go ahead.
Q. BY MS. DUKE: Do you know whether or not
it was?
No, I don't.
And then if you look at Pages I through
4, so the last four pages of Exhibit 5, any idea who

l7

generated this document?

or their administrators, coordinating the care that
you were providing, along with the care they provided
to residents?

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

services, those kind of things.
MR. GABIOLA: Okay. All right. I think
I'm probably done, just go through my notes to make
sure.
MS. DUKE: Okay.
(There was a discussion held off the record.)
MR. GAB lOLA: I think that's all I have.
MS. DUKE: Okay. I just have a couple of
follow-up questions.

A.
Q.

A.

Q.

18
19
20

~~A.

Exhibit Number 1. Mr. Gabiola at the beginning of

21

Q.

your deposition asked you some questions about

22
23
24
25

EXAMINATION
BY MS. DUKE:

Q.

If you take a look at the survey, that

483.65(a)?

A.
Q.

Correct.
And what you knew, what code and section

I don't have any idea.
And on the very bottom it says "Revised

A.

Q.

No.
Any idea when it was created?
No.
Any idea ifit was ever in effect at the

center?
No.
Any idea if it was a policy ofthe center
at any time?
A.

Q.

Page 114
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

that was. Do you? I mean, are you expected to know
each and every code section?
A.
Q.

No.
What are you expected to know with

Page 116
1
2
3

That they exist and what areas they touch

4
5
6

and how to be in -- if you -- if we identify a
variance that we would hopefully be able to correct

8

respect to the codes?
A.

it.
Q.

And if a specific code section is at

issue, do you have a means to look that up?
A.
Q.

Yes.
Okay. Tum to Exhibit 5 here, I've got

it right in front of us. It's a -- let's see, one,
two -- it's a six-page document. Do you have any idea
whether all these documents go together as one

l7

document?

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

I have no idea.

Q.

From what it looks like Exhibit 5 is

comprised of a two-page document and then the
remainder of that document is a four-page specific
document related to methicillin-resistant
staphylococcus, correct?
A.
Q.

Correct.
Any idea, first of all, how the first two

A.

No.
MR. GABIOLA: Object, again it misstates
prior testimony.
MS. DUKE: Those are all the questions I
have.

7

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

RE-EXAMINATION
BY MR. GABIOLA:

Q.

I guess, Mr. Glum, I'm not trying to be

argumentative with you, but I did ask you earlier
about Exhibit 5, specifically whether that was part of
the policy at PCRC, and you testified yes. Were you
testifying truthfully at that time?

A.

I was.
MR. GABIOLA: No more questions.
RE-EXAMINATION

BY MS. DUKE:

Q.

SO with respect to that could you just

have been wrong when you were answering Mr.
questions?
MR. GAB lOLA: Object to form, leading.
THE WITNESS: Absolutely.
Q. BY MS. DUKE: As you sit here today what
do you believe the truth is with respect to Exhibit 5
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1

and whether, first of all, it's all one document, and

1

2

all the questions that I asked you with respect to it?

2
3

BY MR. GABIOLA: This policy's part of
the infection control program, correct?

4

MS. DUKE: Objection to the form,

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

A.

Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you believe that it's one
document? Do you have any understanding that, you
know, these two documents go together?
A. No, I don't have any understanding if
they do or don't. They appear to be separate from
this infection control manual, the very large one, but
I don't know where these would have come from.
MS. DUKE: All right. Thank you.

12
14

5

speculation. Also vague as to time.

6
7

THE WITNESS: I'm not exactly sure if it
was incorporated at the same time as Exhibit 2 or not.

8
9
10
11

12
FURTHER EXAMINATION

13

BY MR. GAB lOLA:

Q.

THE WITNESS: No.

Q.

Q.

BY MR. GABIOLA: Well turn to page --

look at the fIrst page of Exhibit 2.

A.
Q.

Okay.
I don't know that I actually asked you,

what month did you start at PCRC in 2006?

13

A.

14

Q.

You did ask that. In October.

Okay. So you were there, at least if you
look at Page 1 of Exhibit 2, has a list of people that

15

16

IfPCRC produced these documents in
response to request from my client that these were

16

approved the Infection Control Policy and procedure

17

policies and procedures PCRC had in place, would you

17

manual; administrator. Is that -- I'm not sure, it

15

18

have any basis to disagree that they were in fact

18

think it says Daniel, but is that your signature at

19

policy and procedure in addition to the larger

19

the top there?

20

Infection Control Policy Manual?

21

A. The only disagreement I would have is not
knowing specifically what was provided the facility
terms of all or exclusive policies and procedures.
Q. All right. I guess I don't understand.
A. Meaning I don't know if Exhibit 5 in
Page 118

20
21

A. Yes.
Q. And it was dated November 1st of2006?
A. Correct.
Q. SO you testifIed earlier that, you know,
basically the buck stops with you. You're ultimately
responsible for the infection control program,
Page 120

22
23
24

25

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

particular was incorporated at the same time of the
Exhibit 2, or if it was provided at a later date after
my tenure, I can't speak to that. There could have
been additions made after I left that they might have
provided.
Q. Can you hand me the first page of
Exhibit 5.
A. This one (indicating.)
Q. Ms. Duke indicates bottom left part of
the first page of Exhibit 5 says "Revised 11/2007."
You were there at that time. You were there at PCRC
at that time, correct?
A. Yes. That doesn't mean that I revised
this or that it was revised while I was there. I
mean, policies and procedures are revised constantly
and it's just a matter of when they're initiated.
Q. SO do you know who revised this?
A. I do not.
Q. You weren't involved at all about whether
the policy was revised?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any reason to believe that
even if it was revised it still wouldn't be PCRC's
policy to follow regarding infection control?
MS. DUKE: Objection to form.

22
23
24
25

1

correct?

2

A. I testified that that specific was also
delegated, as is well within the realm and
responsibility of any administrator of a facility to
delegate certain responsibilities to other staff
members.
Q. Okay. And again, Page 945 of Exhibit 2
states"?
"The administrator is ultimately
responsibility for the infection
control program."
Correct.
A. Yes.
Q. SO are you saying that somebody without
your knowledge revised the Infection Control Policy in
November of 2007?
A. No, and I don't know.
MR. GABIOLA: All right. That's all I
have.
MS. DUKE: No further questions. Thank
you.
THE REPORTER: Copies?
MR. GABIOLA: Yes.
MS. DUKE: Yes.
MR. GABIOLA: E-tran as well for me.
Page 121
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

MS. DUKE: Yeah,metoo.
MR. GABIOLA: Scan the exhibits to the

1
2

e-tran.
You have the opportunity to read and sign
your deposition.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MR. GABIOLA: So if you'd like you can
coordinate with Keely to do that.
MS. DUKE: Just coordinate through my
office.
(The deposition was concluded at 12:19 p.m.)

*

*

*
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Reporter's Certificate
State of Utah
)
County of Salt Lake)
I, Vickie Larsen, Certified Shorthand
Reporter and Registered Professional Reporter, in the
State of Utah, do hereby certify:
THAT the foregoing proceedings were taken
before me at the time and place set forth herein; that
the witness was duly sworn to tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth; and that the
proceedings were taken down by me in shorthand and
thereafter transcribed into typewriting under my
direction and supervision;
THAT the foregoing pages contain a true
and correct transcription of my said shorthand notes
soJ:aken.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed
name this _ _ day
2010.

20

Vickie Larsen, CSRlRPR

21
22

23
24
25

25
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1

Page 124

Deponent's Certificate

2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

I, DERRICK GLUM, deponent herein, do
hereby certify and declare the within and foregoing
transcription to be my deposition in said action taken
on November 16, 2010; that I have read, corrected, and
do hereby affix my signature to said deposition.
DATED this _ _ day of
,2010.

12
Deponent

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

)
STATE OF UTAH
)

) ss.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me
_ _ day
,2010.

Notary Public residing in
My Commission Expires:

22

23
24
25
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Keely E. Duke
ISB #6044; I<ed@hallfarley.com

Chris D. Comstock
ISB #6581.: cdc@hallfarley.com

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8585
W:\4\4·S68.1\Pleadings\Strike Selznick Fr~dcrick Gerber AFF-HFOB Motion.doc

Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation
Center

TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
mDYNJELD,
Case No. CV 09 3869 PI
Plaintiff,
vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
Nevada corporation, d/b/a POCATELLO
CARE AND REHABILITATION CENTER,
and JOI-IN DOES I-X, acting as agents and
employees of POCATELLO HEALTH
SERVICES, INC., d/b/a POCATELLO CARE
AND REHABILITATION CENTER,

MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF HUGH
SELZNlCK, M.D., SUZANNE
FREDERICK AND SIDNEY GERBER

Defendants.

COMES NOW, defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc., d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehab ("Pocatello Care and Rehab"), by and through its counsel of record, pursuant to Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 56 and Idaho Rule ofEvidenee 703 move this COl.lIt for an order striking

MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF HUGH SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE
FREDERICK AND SIDNEY GERBER· )
1147

portions of the affidavits of Hugh Selznick, M.D., Suzanne Frederick and Sidney Gerber.
This motion is supported by the Memorandtun in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of
the Affidavits of Hugh Selznick, M.D., Suzanne Frederick and Sidney Gerber filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested.

14-

DATED this ~ day of December, 2010.

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLANTON, P.A.

BY~

Keely E. Duke - Of the Firm
Chris D. Comstock - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health
Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation Center

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Co ~day of December, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF
HUGH SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE FREDERICK AND SIDNEY GERBER, by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Reed W. Larsen
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2 nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205A229
Fax: (208) 235-1182

o
o

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
G'felecopy

o

Attorneys/or Plaintiff

Keely E. Duke

MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFID AVlTS OF HUGH SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE
1148

FR~DERICK AND SIDNEY GERBEll - 2

Keely E. Duke
ISB #6044; ked@haUfarJey.com

Chris D. Comstock
ISB #6581; cdc@hallfarley.com

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8585
W:\4\4.S68.l\P\csdinss\Shorlen Timo-HFOF,l Noh.doc

Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation
Center

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Case No. CV 09 3869 PI
Plaintiff,
vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
Nevada corporation, d/b/a POCATELLO
CARE AND REHABILITATION CENTER,
and JOHN DOES I-X, acting as agents and
employees of POCATELLO HEALTH
SERVICES, INC., d/b/a POCATELLO CARE
AND REHABILITATION CENTER,

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME
REGARDING MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS
OF HUGH SELZNICK, M.D.,
SUZANNE FREDERICK AND
SIDNEY GERBER

Defendants.

COMES NOW defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation Center ("PCRC"), by and through its attorneys of record, and pursuant to Rule
7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby moves this Court for its order shortening

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME REGARDING MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF
HUGH SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE FREDERICK AN1149)NEY GERBER - 1

the time for hearing on Defendant's Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Hugh
Selznick, M.D., Suzanne Frederick and Sidney Gerber. Defendant respectfully requests that said
motion be heard at 1:30 p.m. on December 13,2010, so that it may be heard in conjunction with
the Motion for Summary Judgment currently scheduled on that same day, as determination of the
isslles addressed in sllch motion are necessary and pertinent for the Motion for Summary
Judgment.
DATED this

~ day of December, 2010.
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLANTON, P.A.

BY~

Keely E. Duke - Of the Firm
Chris D. Comstock - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health
Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation Center

MOTION TO SHORTEN TiME REGARDTNG MOTiON TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AffIDAVITS OF
HUGH SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE FREDERICK AND1150'l'EY G£.RBER - 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~y

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of December, 2010, I caused to be served a
tlue copy of the foregoing MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME REGARDING MOTION TO
STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF HUGH SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE
FREDERICK AND SIDNEY GERBER, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each
of the following:

o
o

Reed W. Larsen

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
j)vernight Mail
C2r Telecopy

COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello,ID 83205-4229
Fax: (208) 235-1182

o

Atlorneysfor Plaintiff

t

Keely E. Duke

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME REGARDTNG MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFlDAVITS OF
HUGH SELZNTCK, M.D., SUZANNE FREDERICK ANDl151..JEY GERBER" 3
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Keely E. Duke
ISB #6044; ked@hallfarley.com

Chris D. Comstock
ISS #6581; cdc@hallfsrley.com

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8585
W:\4\4·568. J\PleadingS\Strike-liFOB Noh.doc

Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation
Center

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Case No. CV 093869 PI
Plaintiff,
VS.

POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
Nevada corporation, d/b/a POCATELLO
CARE AND REHABILITA nON CENTER,
and JOHN DOES I-X, acting as agents and
employees of POCA TELLO HEALTH
SERVICES, INC., d/b/a POCATELLO CARE
AND REHABILITATION CENTER,

NOTICE OF HEARING
REGARDING MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS
OF HUGH SELZNICK, M.D.,

SUZANNE FREDERICK AND
SIDNEY GERBER

Defendants.

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Defendant by and through its attorneys of
record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, PA., will bring on for hearing Defendant's Motion to
Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Hugh Selznick. M.D., Suzanne Frederick and Sidney Gerber

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS Of HUGH
SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE FREDERICK AND SJDN1152ERBER - 1

--.

~VVv

before the above-entitled Court on December 13, 2010, at 1:30 p.m., at the Bannock County
Courthouse, before the Honorable Robert C. Naftz.

DATED this .J;!3aay of December, 2010.

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLANTON, P.A.

By:OiJ:;d
OftileFirm

Keely E. Duke Chris D. Comstock - Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health
Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation Center

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO STRlKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFlDA VITS OF HUGH
SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE FREDERICK AND SIDl'1153iERBER - 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -1P-~y of December, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF HUGH SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE
FREDERICK AND SIDNEY GERBER, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each
of the following:

Reed W. Larsen
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2 nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Fax: (208) 235-1182
Attorneys/or Plaint[[f

o
o

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
j:htemight Mail
[jTelecopy

o

Keely E. Duke

NonCE OF HEARfNG REGARDfNG MOTION TO STRlKE PORTIONS OF TIlE AFFIDAVITS OF HUGH
SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE FREDERICK AND SIDNE1154~RBER - 3

?,'~ ; r~

Keely E. Duke

~

ISB #6044; ked@hallfarJey.com

Chris D. Comstock
ISB #6581; cdc@hallfarley.com
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HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON,
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8585
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Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehab

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Case No. CV 09 3869 PI
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF DR.
COFFMAN

vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
Nevada corporation, d/b/a POCATELLO
CARE AND REHAB, and JOHN DOES I-X,
acting as agents and employees of
POCA TELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehab,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc., d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehab ("Pocatello Care and Rehab"), by and through its counsel of record, and submits the
following in opposition to plaintiffs Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Dr. Coffman.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff moves the Court to strike or at least disregard nwnerous paragraphs in Dr.
Coffman's Affidavit in Support of Pocatello Care and Rehab's Motion for Swnmary Judgment.
Although each of the objected to paragraphs will be discussed below, the overriding argument
put forth by plaintiff is that Dr. Coffman's opinion that it is not possible to determine, within a
reasonable degree of medical certainty, whether Ms. Nield was colonized with MRSA and/or
pseudomonas at the time she was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab is inadmissible
speculation. In particular, plaintiff argues that because Dr. Coffman is not opining that Ms.
Nield absolutely did not have MRSA and or pseudomonas at the time she was admitted to
Pocatello Care and Rehab, he does not have a valid opinion. As discussed below, plaintiff
misses the entire point of Dr. Coffman's testimony and in doing so ignores her own prima facie
case she must establish on a more probable than not basis. Dr. Coffman's testimony establishes
that based upon the facts and available medical records, it is not possible to determine, one way
or another, whether Ms. Nield had or did not have MRSA or pseUdomonas, and plaintiff is
unable to meet her necessary burden of proof on causation.
II.

STANDARD

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) requires "[s]upporting and opposing affidavits be
made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testifY to the matters stated therein." See
also Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 212, 868 P.2d 1223, 1228 (1994).

Under Idaho law, the appropriate test for measuring the reliability of expert evidence is
Idaho Rule of Evidence 702. See Swallow v. Emergency Med. of Idaho. P.A., 138 Idaho 589,
592, 67 P.3d 68, 71 (2003); State v. Merwin. 131 Idaho 642, 646, 962 P.2d 1026, 1030 (1998);
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Walker v. Am. Cyanamid Co., 130 Idaho 824, 832, 948 P.2d 1123, 1131 (1997); State v.
Gleason, 123 Idaho 62, 65, 844 P.2d 691, 694 (1992). Rule 702 requires this Court to act as a
gatekeeper to keep from the jury expert testimony that is scientifically or medically
untrustworthy or that rests on an unreliable basis or methodology. Gleason, 123 Idaho at 65,844
P.2d at 684; State v. Parkinson, 128 Idaho 29, 34, 909 P.2d 647,652 (Ct. App. 1996). The focus
of the court's inquiry is not the expert's conclusion, but his reasoning and methodology in
reaching his conclusions: the key to admission of the opinion is the validity of the experts
reasoning and methodology. Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 41; 46, 844 P.2d 24, 28 (Ct. App.
1992). Thus, the court's function is to distinguish scientifically sound reasoning from that of the
self-validating expert, who uses scientific terminology to present unsubstantiated personal

beliefs.ld
Specifically, Idaho Rule of Evidence 702 states:
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist
the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in
issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill,
experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form
of an opinion or otherwise.
I.R.E. 702. Therefore, Rule 702 requires: (1) a witness qualified as an expert in the relevant
field, who can (2) offer an opinion for which there is a scientific basis. Swallow, 138 Idaho at
593, 67 P.3d at 72; State v. Faught, 127 Idaho 873, 908 P.2d 566 (1995). "An expert opinion
that is speculative or unsubstantiated by facts in the record is inadmissible because it would not
assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or determine a fact that is at issue." Swallow,
138 Idaho at 592,67 P.3d at 71; see a/so Bromley v. Garey, 132 Idaho 807, 979 P.2d 1165
(1999). The Idaho Supreme Court has held:
When the expert's opinion is based upon scientific knowledge,
there must likewise be a scientific basis for that opinion. If the
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reasoning or methodology underlying that OpIniOn is not
scientifically sound, then the opinion will not assist the trier of fact
to understand the evidence or determine a fact in issue.
Swallow, 138 Idaho at 592, 67 P.3d at 71.
III.

ARGUMENT

Dr. Coffman's opinions in this case are not speculative and will assist the trier of fact in
determining relevant issues in this matter. Specifically, Dr. Coffman's opinions demonstrate
how wide spread MRSA and pseudomonas are, how difficult it is to determine carriers of the
MRS A and pseudomonas, and how easily MRS A and pseUdomonas are transmitted.

Dr.

Coffman's opinions are based upon medical research, studies and his own vast experience in the
infectious disease field. Based upon these facts, Dr. Coffman opines that it is not possible to
determine to a reasonable degree of medical certainty whether or not Ms. Nield was MRSA or
pseudomonas colonized prior to her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab. Dr. Coffman's
ultimate opinion is not based on speculation, but rather sound medical research, studies and
experience.
In Swallow, a medical negligence action, plaintiff retained Dr. Tommaso, a cardiologist,
who testified that in his opinion a high dose of a certain medication (Cipro) had caused a heart
attack. When asked the basis for his opinion, Dr. Tommaso admitted he was not aware of any
research studies indicating high doses of Cipro caused heart attacks. He also conceded that to
cause a heart attack a medication must have a vasoactive or pro-coagulative effect, and that he
was unaware of whether Cipro had either effect.

In ruling Dr. Tommaso's testimony

inadmissible, the trial court held:
There is no scientific evidence before me that has been tested, published,
peer-reviewed or otherwise shown to be reliable which establishes that
Cipro in any amount can cause heart attacks. Thus, the proffered
testimony and evidence, regardless of other possible objections, really
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amounts to nothing more than speculation based on a temporal
concurrence of events. A jury does not need the 'assistance' of this type
of 'expert' testimony to draw the same speCUlative conclusion that Cipro
caused the myocardial infarction in this case.-~
Swallow, 138 Idaho at 593, 67 P.3d at 72.
Dr. Coffman's affidavit testimony is far removed from the speculative testimony the
Swallow court rules inadmissible speCUlation. Dr. Tommaso's ultimate opinion was not based
on sound medical reasoning, rather, it was based solely on the temporal relationship between the
dose of medication and the heart attack that occurred shortly thereafter. Dr. Coffman's ultimate
opinion is based upon studies indicating how prevalent MRSA and pseudomonas are, studies and
research indicating how difficult MRSA and pseudomonas are to detect in asymptomatic people,
and the records available in this case.

Based upon these facts and medically recognized

principals, Dr. Coffman opines that it is not possible to determine to a reasonable degree of
medical certainty whether Ms. Nield was colonized with MRSA or pseudomonas at the time she
was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab.
As for the specific paragraphs:
Paragraph 12

Paragraph 12 states:
Wound and fluid cultures are one way to determine if a person is infected
with MRS A or pseudomonas. A wound or fluid culture involves taking a
sample from an infected area, placing the collected sample in a sterile
container, and then taking the sample to a laboratory to separate the
different micro-organisms found in the sample and grow them out on a
culture plate in an incubator. Based upon my experience, training and
education, a person performing a wound or fluid culture will not identify
every micro-organism isolated, but instead, will identify only the two or
three most dominant micro-organisms found in the sample. The dominant
isolates are then placed on culture plates and grown out over the course of
one or two days to allow for identification. A technician does not culture
every micro-organism from a wound or fluid culture because of the fact
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there could be dozens and dozens of microorganisms from one wound
culture.
Dr. Coffman has specialized in infectious disease for 20 years. His assertion that lab
technicians culture only the two or three most dominant organisms is based upon his training,
education and vast experience. The objected to statement is not speculation, but rather fact as to
what the standard practice is with regard to wound cultures.
Paragraph 12 of Dr. Coffman's affidavit provides the trier of fact with helpful
information regarding the standard of practice for lab technicians when performing wound
cultures, and explains how they are not definitive in establishing whether a person has or does
not have certain micro-organisms.
Paragrapb 14

Paragraph 14 of Dr. Coffman's Affidavit discusses the available medical records, and Dr.
Coffman's opinion that the records do not indicate a MRSA screen was performed at Portneuf
Medical Center prior to her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab. Specifically, the affidavit
describes the records that are available and that based upon the lack of any reports of a MRSA
screen, that it is his opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that no MRS A screen
was performed. Dr. Coffman's testimony is not conclusory, it is based upon an absence of
medical records indicating a MRSA screen was done. As strch, plaintifrs motion to strike
portions of paragraph 14 should be denied. Plaintiff provided Pocatello Care and Rehab with the
Portneuf Medical Center records. Pocatello Care and Rehab then subpoenaed Portneuf Medical
Center's records to ensure it had the entirety of records.

Plaintiff is fully aware of the

importance of establishing she had not already contracted MRSA or pseudomonas at the time she
was admitted, and that a critical piece of evidence is her prior medical records from Portneuf
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Medical Center, including whether a MRSA screen was perfonned.

Despite the critical

importance of this matter, plaintiff has not come forward with any evidence that such a screen
was done. Nor has plaintiff documented any efforts made to speak with the hospital or the lab
regarding such issue. Again, it is plaintiff, not Pocatello Care and Rehab, who carries the burden
of proof in this case. Plaintiff is again attempting to improperly shift her burden of establishing
she had not already contracted MRSA and pseudomonas prior to admission to Pocatello Care and
Rehab.
Paragraph 22

Paragraph 22 states:
Based upon the records available, it is not possible to detennine with a
reasonable degree of medical certainty, whether or not Ms. Nield was
MRSA or pseUdomonas colonized as of the date she was admitted to
Pocatello Care and Rehab.
Paragraph 22 is not conclusory or speculative. Dr. Coffman's opinion that it is not
possible to detennine with a reasonable degree of medical certainty whether Ms. Nield had
MRSA or pseudomonas is based upon sound medical principles and Ms. Nield's medical
records. Dr. Coffman's opinion in paragraph 22 is based upon the fact that it is not possible to
detennine, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that Ms. Nield did not have MRSA or
pseudomonas at the time she was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab, because there was no
screening done prior to her admission to look for colonization, and because the wound culture
(wound cultures look for infection in a specific area, not presence of the bacteria elsewhere) that
was done, only looked at one of her wounds. Again, it is plaintiff, not Pocatello Care and Rehab,
who has the burden of establishing causation in this case.

Based upon the lack of evidence,

plaintiff is unable to meet such burden.
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Paragraphs 23 and 24
The August 21, 2007 wound culture does not rule out the possibility Ms.
Nield was colonized or infected with MRSA or pseudomonas. The
records do not indicate whether a swab was taken from each of Ms.
Nield's four wounds. It is possible Ms. Nield had MRSA andlor
pseudomonas in one or more, but not all of her wounds. As such, it is
possible the swab was taken from one of the wounds in which she did not
have MRS A andlor pseudomonas.
It is possible Ms. Nield had MRSA andlor pseudomonas in her swabbed
leg wound, but that the culture did not grow out and identify these
bacteria, resulting in a false negative. Due to her condition as of August
21, 2007, (chronic open wounds, unsanitary conditions, high susceptibility
to infection and a lack of antibiotic treatment), Ms. Nield would be
expected to have a whole host of bacteria within her wet leg wounds. A
wound culture taken from one of these wounds would include possibly
dozens and dozens of different micro-organisms. Faced with such a
wound culture, only the two or three dominant micro-organisms would be
It is very possible MRSA andlor
grown out for identification.
pseudomonas were present in the wound that w~s cultured on August 21,
2007, but were not the dominant micro-organisms and were not grown out

Paragraphs 23 and 24 explain Dr. Coffman's opinion that the negative wound culture
taken on August 21, 2007 does not rule out that Ms. Nield had MRSA andlor pseudomonas in
one of her other four wounds identified in the medical records, or that she was MRSA or
pseudomonas colonized. Paragraph 23 addresses two separate issues. The first is that a negative
wound culture does not have any bearing on whether a person may be colonized with MRSA or
pseudomonas. This is based on the fact, as explained by Dr. Coffman earlier in his affidavit, that
MRS A and pseudomonas can be found in different areas of the body (as opposed to just wounds)
in an asymptomatic person. Again, Dr. Coffman's opinion in this regard is based on sound
medical principles.
The second issue addressed in paragraph 23, and the one plaintiff appears to argue with,
is Dr. Coffman's opinion that based upon the medical records, only one of Ms. Nield's four
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chronically open wounds was cultured on August 21, 200i, and it is possible MRSA or
pseudomonas were present in the wounds that were not cultured. This opinion is based on the
medical records and that MRS A and pseudomonas may be found in some but not all of a persons
wounds. Dr. Coffman is not opining that to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that Ms.
Nield did have pseudomonas in her non-cultured wounds. Rather, Dr. Coffman is explaining one
of the many factors that goes into his ultimate opinion that it is not possible to determine with a
reasonable degree of medical certainty whether Ms. Nield did or did not have MRSA or
pseudomonas upon her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab.
Paragraph 24 explains the difficulties faced by lab technicians in growing out wound
cultures and the potential for false negatives. Dr. Coffman's opinion is based upon the medical
records which indicate Ms. Nield had chronic open wounds, had been living in unsanitary
conditions, had a very high susceptibility to infection, and that she had not been on antibiotic
treatment. Based upon these facts, Dr. Coffman opines that Ms. Nield's wound culture could
have contained dozens and dozens of different micro-organisms, including MRSA and
pseudomonas. Second, based upon Dr. Coffman's experience in the infectious disease practice
and knowledge of the practice employed in wound culturing explained in more depth above
(with regard to paragraph 12), Dr. Coffman opined that it is possible MRSA or pseudomonas
were among the dozens of microorganisms in the wound culture, but were not the two or three
most dominant, and were not grown out. Again, Dr. Coffman is not opining that to a reasonable
degree of medical certainty that Ms. Nield's August 21, 2007 wound culture was a false
negative. Dr. Coffman is explaining another one of the factors that make up his ultimate opinion

I See Affidavit of Keely E. Duke in Support of Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc., dba Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation Center's Motion for Summary Judgment, Ex. 3, indicating the source of the culture as "WOUND,
LEFT LEG." The wound culture report does not indicate cultures were taken from mUltiple wounds, but rather,
used wound in the singular.
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that it is not possible to detennine with a reasonable degree of medical certainty whether Ms.
Nield did or did not have MRSA or pseudomonas upon her admission to Pocatello Care and
Rehab.
In addition, based upon the fact Ms. Nield's MRSA was not resolved with the aggressive
treatment she received prior to her left below knee amputation, Dr. Coffman believes Ms. Nield
did not have a MRS A infection in her left leg wounds, but rather, that she was only MRSA
colonized, and that the cause of her left leg amputation was leukocytoclasic vasculitis not
MRSA.

See Ex. 0 to Affidavit of Reed Larsen in Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to

Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, Ex. 0 (Dr. Coffman's deposition transcript), pp.
86-87, II. 14-25; pp. 89-90, II. 17-25; pp. 116-117,

n.

4-1O.--As explained by Dr. Coffman at

length in his deposition, leukocytoclasic vasculitis is "a condition where inflammatory cells are
recruited to blood vessels, typically dennal blood vessels and they cause this intense
inflammatory reaction in the vessel wall. And the vessels become more and more narrowed and
finally plugs up. And you develop ulceration of this-of the overlying tissue. It just basically
loses its blood supply and necrosis. It just turns into a big, nasty, blistering open wound." Id.
Ex. 0, p. 73,11. 14-24.

Paragraph 26
Any time Ms. Nield came in contact with a visitor, left the Pocatello Care
and Rehab facility, or was seen by a non Pocatello Care and Rehab
medical provider, she was potentially exposed to MRSA and/or
pseudomonas. An unknown but potentially significant number of medical
workers are MRS A colonized.
Ms. Nield argues there is no evidence that any of the visitors or non Pocatello Care and
Rehab medical providers she came into contact with were colonized or infected with MRSA or
pseudomonas, and therefore, that Dr. Coffman's opinion that she may have been exposed to
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MRSA or pseudomonas is speculation.

Ms. Nield's argument is mistaken, and appears to

evaluate paragraph 26 in a vacuum. Dr. Coffman's opinion in paragraph 26 incorporates his
opinions found earlier in the affidavit, including paragraphs 7, 16 and 17 which explain how
commonplace MRSA and pseudomonas are and paragraphs 8 and 19 which explain how easily
both MRSA and pseudomonas can be transmitted, including contact with another person who is
colonized or infected, or even "breathing droplets expelled by a MRSA carrier or infected person
expelled during breathing, coughing or sneezing."

Based upon these facts, Dr. Coffman

reasonably opines that Ms. Nield was potentially exposed to MRSA or pseudomonas by each
visitor or medical provider she came into contact with. Dr. Coffman's opinion is not improper
speCUlation or conclusory, but is instead, supported by medical research and sound medical
principles.
Paragraph 27

In paragraph 27, Dr. Coffman opines that it is not possible to determine to a reasonable
degree of medical certainty, whether Ms. Nield's right hip pseudomonas infection noted on May
12, 2008 is related to her earlier pseudomonas infection that was identified in a November 9,
2007 culture. Dr. Coffman based his opinion on the medical records which indicate the two
pseudomonas infections were susceptible to different antibiotics, which indicates they came from
different strains of pseudomonas. In his deposition, Dr. Coffman summed this issue up in even
simpler terms as follows in discussing the wound culture from Ms. Nield's hip in May 2008 as
compared to her leg in November 2007:
She'd had a pseudomonas cultured apparently from one of her superficial
wounds when she was in Pocatello, and they cultured it from her hip in the
spring of 2008, but it was a different pseudomonas in terms of its
antibacterial susceptibility panel. So it wasn't the same bug that was in
her leg in Pocatello.
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See Larsen Aff., Ex. P, pp. 103-104, II. 1-6.
In addition, Dr. Coffman's opinion is supported by the fact Ms. Nield had three wound
cultures performed following her November 9, 2007 culture after having received antibiotic
treatment, that were each negative for pseudomonas. As such, Dr. Coffman's opinion that the
two pseudomonas infections are not related is based on medical records and sound medical
reasoning.

IV.

CONCLUSION

Dr. Coffman's affidavit contains valid and admissible opinions that he holds to a
reasonable degree of medical certainty. Dr. Coffman's opinions are based upon Ms. Nield's
medical records, Dr. Coffman's medical training and experience relating to infectious disease,
and sound medical and principles. Dr. Coffman's opinions will assist the trier of fact in
understanding MRS A and pseudomonas bacterium, including their prevalence, where they can
be found, how they are transferred, how they are tested and screened for, and most importantly,
how it is not possible to determine with a reasonable degree of medical certainty, whether Ms.
Nield was or was not already colonized with MRSA and/or pseudomonas at the time she was
admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab.
Therefore, based on the reasons set forth above, Pocatello Care and Rehab respectfully
requests the Court deny plaintiff's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Dr. Coffman.
DATED this ~day of December, 2010.
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLANTON, P.A.

BY:~

Keely E. Duke - Of the Firm
Chris D. Comstock - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health
Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehab
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
~y of December, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF DR. COFFMAN, by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following;

!

Reed W. Larsen
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2 nd Floor
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Fax: (208) 235-1182
Attorneys for Plaintiff

D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

~elecopy

~ Keely E. Duke
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Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehab

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Case No. CV 09 3869 PI
Plaintiff,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES,
INC. D/B/A POCATELLO CARE
AND REHABILITATION CENTER'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
Nevada corporation, d/b/a POCATELLO
CARE AND REHAB, and JOHN DOES I-X,
acting as agents and employees of
POCA TELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehab,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc., d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehab ("Pocatello Care and Rehab"), by and through its counsel of record, and submits the
following Reply in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As made clear in its opening Memorandwn, the focus of Pocatello Care and Rehab's
Motion for Swnmary Judgment is causation, and more specifically, the inability of plaintiff to
establish causation for her contraction of MRSA and pseudomonas. Plaintiff simply cannot
establish she was not colonized or infected with MRSA and pseudomonas prior to her admission
to Pocatello Care and Rehab because screening was not done, and therefore, cannot meet the
necessary elements to support her malpractice claim.
In an unpersuasive effort to avoid summary judgment, plaintiff has taken a failed four
prong approach. The first is to completely ignore the thrust of Pocatello Care and Rehab's
Motion for Swnmary Judgment -- that is, to ignore the undisputed fact there is no evidence
establishing Ms. Nield was not MRS A colonized before her admission to Pocatello Care and
Rehab and that three of her wounds were not colonized. These are highly relevant undisputed
facts plaintiff cannot overcome. The second approach is to bombard the Court with argwnent
regarding the standard of care. Although Pocatello Care and Rehab is confident it did not breach
the standard of care in treating Ms. Nield, genuine issues of material fact likely exist with regard
to that issue; however, because this motion is based on causation, the standard of care is not at
issue. Third, plaintiff has attempted to strike the opinions offered by Dr. Coffman, the only
disclosed infectious disease expert in this case. As discussed at length in its Memorandwn in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Dr. Coffman, Dr. Coffman's opinions
are not speculative, but are instead, admissible opinions based on Ms. Nield's medical records
and sound, irrefutable medical principles.

Fourth, plaintiff has offered wholly conclusory

opinions from numerous of her experts, none of whom are specialists in infectious disease, that
Ms. Nield contracted MRSA and pseudomonas while admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab as a
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result of Pocatello Care and Rehab's failure to comply with the applicable standard of care.
Plaintiff s experts base these opinions on insufficient infonnation relegating such opinions to
pure inadmissible speculation.
The affidavits and evidence put forward by plaintiff in her opposition fail to create a
genuine issue of material fact that she contracted MRS A and/or pseudomonas at Pocatello Care
and Rehab. Therefore, Ms. Nield is unable to establish the necessary element of causation and
summary judgment is appropriate on all claims.
II. ARGUMENT
A. Plaintiff's Statement of Facts Contains Inaccuracies and Misleading Comments that
Must be Addressed
Prior to addressing plaintiff s argument, Pocatello Care and Rehab must first address
several inaccuracies contained in plaintiffs Statement of Facts.
In paragraph 1, plaintiff states that Ms. Nield was tested for MRSA and pseudomonas
while she was at Portneuf Medical Center prior to admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab. This
statement is not entirely accurate. A wound culture was taken from one of plaintiffs four
chronic open and wet wounds on her left leg on August 21, 2007. This wound culture looks for
microorganisms found in the cultured wound only, and does not test for presence of
microorganisms in any other locations.

As explained by Dr. Coffman, both MRSA and

pseUdomonas are commonly found in various locations throughout the human body and just
because a culture in one wound does not identify MRSA does not mean other wounds or parts of
the body are not colonized or infected .. See Affidavit of Thomas Coffman, M.D., in Support of
Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. dba Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center's Motion
for Summary Judgment ("Dr. Coffman Aff."), , 5.
Paragraph 3 states that Exhibit 0 (Resident Care Plan Skin Integrity, Actual or Potential)
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to Mr. Larsen's Affidavit calls for daily wound assessments. The Resident Care Plan does not
indicate daily wound assessments are required. Paragraph 3 goes on to state Pocatello Care and
Rehab's medical records go on to accusingly state that charting for two of Ms. Nield's wound
stopped on October 22, 2007. However, a review of the relevant records shows that those two
wounds had closed as October 22, 2007. See Affidavit of Reed Larsen in Support of Plaintiffs
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, Ex. E, PCRC 412 (upper left hand
corner handwriting).
Paragraph 7 contains various allegations of breaches of the standard of care for infection
control. However, a good portion of this paragraph deals witha Health and Welfare Survey that
was conducted after Ms. Nield had already been discharged from the facility.

B. Summary of Undisputed Facts
The following is a summary of relevant and undisputed facts, which establish plaintiff is
unable to meet her burden of establishing causation in this case, and that judgment as a matter of
law is appropriate:
•

On August 21, 2007, four days before her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab, Ms.
Nield was admitted to PortneufMedical Center. See Duke Aff., Ex. 3.

•

On August 21,2007, a wound culture was done on only one of her four open wounds. Id

•

That culture did not identify MRSA or pseudomonas in that one wound. Id.

•

Because there were no cultures done on the other three open wounds, it is unknown
whether MRSA or pseudomonas was present in those wounds. See Dr. Coffman Aff., ,
22.

•

There is no evidence of screening of Ms. Nield's nares to detennine if she was MRSA
colonized before her admission at Pocatello Care and Rehab.
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•

There is no evidence that screening was done to detennine if Ms. Nield was
pseudomonas colonized.

•

Ten percent of the population at large is pseudomonas colonized. See Dr. Coffman Aff.,
~

•

lO.

Ms. Nield was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab on August 25, 2007 with four open,
wet wounds. See Duke Aff., Ex. 10, p. 118, 11. 13-24.

•

There is no way to know whether she was MRSA colonized prior to her admission to
Pocatello Care and Rehab, based on the fact no screening was perfonned.

See Dr.

Coffman Aff., ~ 22.
•

Ms. Nield stayed at Pocatello Care and Rehab from August 25, 2007 through December
3,2007.

•

On November 9, 2007she had a culture done that identified MRSA and pseudomonas in a
wound on her lower left leg. See Duke Aff., Ex. 15.

•

The pseudomonas strain identified in the November 9 culture was sensitive to
ciprofloxacin, gentamicin, imipenem, levofloxacin, amoxicillin, ampicillin, azteronam
and other antibiotics. Jd.

•

Ms. Nield was discharged from Pocatello Care and Rehab on December 3, 2007. See
Duke Aff., Ex. 10.

•

Wound cultures taken on November 27, 2007, 1118/08 and 3/13/08 did not reveal
pseudomonas. See Duke Aff., Ex. 18, 20 and 23

•

On May 2, 2008, a new strain of pseudomonas was found in Ms. Nield's right hip that
was sensitive only to imipenem, meropenem, ceftazidime and aztreonam. See Duke Af£,
Ex. 27.
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•

Based on the antibiotic susceptibility profiles, the pseudomonas identified in November
2007 is a different strain than the one identified in May 2008, and the two are not related.

See Dr. Coffman Aff."
•

12; see also Larsen Aff., Ex. 16, pp. 103-4.

Ms. Nield's left lower leg continued to worsen following her departure from Pocatello
Care and Rehab, to the extent that it was eventually amputated on April 2, 2008. See
Duke Aff., Ex. 26.

•

Ms. Nield's left lower extremity failed to improve with aggressive and usually successful
antibiotics aimed at MRSA suppression. See Larsen Aft:, Ex. 16, pp. 86-87; 90 and 115117.

•

Based upon Ms. Nield's left lower extremity wounds failing to heal despite being placed
on aggressive MRS A suppressive antibiotics, and the fact she was not experiencing any
other indications of MRSA infection (such as fever, reddened skin, etc), Ms. Nield did
not have an MRSA infection rather her wound was MRS A colonized. See Larsen Aff.,
Ex. 16, pp. 86-87; 90 and 115-117.

•

To a reasonably degree of medical certainty, Ms. Nield's left lower leg amputation was
caused by leukocytoclastic vasculitis, not MRS A. Id.

C. Plaintiff Has Misstated the Summary Judgment Standard and Confused the
Question of Who has the Burden of Proof
Plaintiff correctly outlines the standard for summary judgment on page 10 of its
Opposition, but then on page 12 under subheading 2, incorrectly states "under the summary
judgment standard, the court is precluded from weighing the evidence and is to accept all facts
offered by Judy, as well as the opinions from her experts, as true, and to look at the facts posed
by and opinions held by PCRC experts as not true." As the Court is fully aware, it need not
accept all facts and opinions offered by plaintiff and her experts as true, and does not look at all
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facts and opinions offered by Pocatello Care and Rehab as not true. Rather, the Court construes
disputed facts in favor of the non-moving party and draws all reasonable inferences from the
record in favor of the non-moving party. "The party opposing the summary judgment motion
'may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's
response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing
that there is a genuine issue for trial.' I.R.C.P. 56(e). If the nonmoving party does not come
forward with evidence as provided in I.R.C.P. 56(e), then summary judgment, if appropriate,
shall be entered against the party." Meikle v. Watson, 138 Idaho 680, 69 P.3d 100 (2003) citing
State v. Shama Resources Ltd. Partnership, 127 Idaho 267, 270, 899 P.2d 977, 980 (1995).
Second, plaintiff attempts to shift the burden of proof with regard to whether Ms. Nield did or
did not have MRSA or pseudomonas onto Pocatello Care and Rehab, by asserting it is an
affirmative defense. (See Opposition at p. 13). However, establishing that Ms. Nield did not
have MRSA or pseudomonas as of the date of her admission to PCRC is a part of plaintifrs
primajacie case (causation) against Pocatello Care and Rehab, not an affirmative defense.
To prevail on a medical malpractice claim, a plaintiff must establish the following
elements of proof:
(a) The existence of a physician/patient relationship;
(b) A duty of care, recognized by law requiring the physician to conform to a
certain standard of conduct;
(c) A breach of that duty by conduct which fails to meet the applicable standard
of care;
(d) Proximate cause, and;
(e) Actual loss or damage.
Fuller v. Studer, 122 Idaho 251, 833 P.2d 109 (1992); Johnson v. Thomson, 103 Idaho
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702, 652 P.2d 650 (1982); Algeria v. Payonk, 101 Idaho 6}7, 619 P.2d 135 (1980). Unless
plaintiff can establish Ms. Nield did not have MRSA and pseudomonas at the time she was
admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab, she cannot possibly establish the required causation
required for her claim.
As such, because it is not possible to determine to a reasonable degree of medical
certainty if Ms. Nield did not have MRSA and pseudomonas at the time of her admission to
Pocatello Care and Rehab, it is impossible for plaintiff to meet her burden in this case, and
summary judgment is appropriate.
D. Expert Testimony is Required to Establish Causation in this Case
Plaintiff incorrectly argues that expert testimony is not required to establish causation in
the instant matter.

Pocatello Care and Rehab addressed this issue at length in its original

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment See pp. 23-26, but will summarize it
again below.
A plaintiff is required to establish causation by competent expert medical testimony
because issues such as medical causation are typically outside the competency, knowledge or
experience of the jury. Swallow v. Emergency Medicine ofIdaho, P.A .. 138 Idaho 589, 67 P.3d
68 (2003); Dodge-Farrar v. American Cleaning Services Co., Inc., 137 Idaho 838, 54 P.3d 954
(2002); Maxwell v. Women's Clinic, P.A., 102 Idaho 53, 625 P.2d 407 (1981); Hall v. Bacon, 93
Idaho 1,453 P.2d 816 (1969); Scofield v. Idaho Falls Ladder Day Saints Hospital. 90 Idaho 186,
409 P.2d 107, 109 (1965). "Although the Idaho Rules of Evidence do not require expert
testimony to establish causation in medical malpractice cases, such testimony is often necessary
given the nature of the cases. Expert testimony is generally required because 'the causative
factors are not ordinarily within the knowledge or experience of laymen composing the jury.'"
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Coombs v. Curnow, 148 Idaho 129, 219 P.3d 453, 464 (2009) citing Flowerdew v. Warner, 90
Idaho 164, 170,409 P.2d 110, 113 (1965)(emphasis added).
In Swallow, the court cited with approval Evans v. Twin Falls County, 118 Idaho 210,
214, 796 P.2d 87,91 (l990)(citing 31A Am. Jur.2d, Expert & Opinion Evidence, section 207) as
follows:
Where the subject matter regarding the cause of disease, injury, or death of
a person is wholly scientific or so far removed from the usual and ordinary
experience of the average person that expert knowledge is essential to the
formation of an intelligent opinion, only an expert can competently give
opinion evidence as to the cause of death, disease or physical condition.
Swallow, 67 P.3d at 77.
Plaintiff relies upon Sheridan v. St. Luke's Reg'l Med. Ctr., 136 Idaho 775, 25 P.3d 88
(200 I) for the proposition that expert testimony is not required for establishing causation and
that proximate cause can be shown from a "chain of circumstances from which the ultimate fact
required to be established is reasonably and naturally inferable."

In Sheridan, the Court

determined the facts of that case presented just such a situation that did not require expert
testimony on the direct issue of proximate cause. Specifically, a newborn was born showing
signs of jaundice within the first 24 hours of birth. Expert testimony established that jaundice
within the first 24 hours of birth is pathologic and required further evaluation, that high bilirubin
levels can be successfully treated, and that jaundice is a symptom of kernicterus (a form of
cerebral palsy associated with a neonatal history of elevated bilirubin) for which the newborn
was eventually diagnosed with. The plaintiff offered expert testimony that the hospital breached
its standard of care by: not charting the progression of the jaundice, not noting the possible blood
incompatibility problems with the mother and child, and sending the parents and child home
from the hospital with information regarding normal jaundice only and no warnings regarding
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abnormal jaundice. Based upon these established facts and testimony, the Idaho Supreme Court
determined "the testimony and evidence in the record present a chain of circumstances from
which proximate cause can be reasonably and naturally inferred."
The instant action, as explained in Dr. Coffman's affidavit, is not one of these
circumstances where causation can be reasonably inferred based upon a set of established
circumstances. It is simply not possible to form an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical
certainty regarding complex issues of MRS A or pseudomonas infection or colonization based
upon the limited facts available in this action. Rather, only someone who is not well versed in
infectious disease would offer opinions regarding such matters, that cannot be supported with
facts or accepted theories.
For example, to the lay person, a wound culture done four days before a person is
admitted to a facility indicating no MRS A or pseudomonas may be sufficient proof that such
person did not have MRSA or pseudomonas. However, as explained by Dr. Coffman, a wound
culture looks for presence of bacterium only in the wound that is cultured. It does not test
whether a person may be colonized with bacterium any place outside of the wound. Rather, only
if a screening test is performed would you be able to determine if a person was colonized with
MRSA or pseudomonas. To use MRSA as an example, Dr. Coffman explained that nare screens
identify only about 60-70% of people who are MRSA colonized, while another 10-15% can be
identified through perineal or rectal screening.
Another example of how and why expert testimony is needed in this case is found in the
two different pseudomonas bacterium Ms. Nield contracted.

Initially, as discussed by Dr.

Coffman in his affidavit, 10% of the at large population is colonized with pseudomonas. Ms.
Nield first tested positive for pseudomonas in November 2007. The lab report identifies the
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pseudomonas is resistant to certain antibiotics and susceptible to others. In May 2008, Ms.
Nield's right hip was found to be infected with pseudomonas. A lay person would assume that
the two pseudomonas infections are the same bacterium or at least related. However, as further
discussed by Dr. Coffman, the pseudomonas that was identified in May 2008 is different than
that identified in November 2007. Dr. Coffman's opinion is based upon the drug resistance and
susceptibility of the second pseudomonas compared to the first. These types of issues are clearly
outside the normal knowledge of the average lay person, and therefore, require expert testimony.

See Coombs v. Curnow, 148 Idaho 129,219 P.3d 453, 464 (2009)(holding "Although the Idaho
Rules of Evidence do not require expert testimony to establish causation in medical malpractice
cases, such testimony is often necessary given the nature of the cases. Expert testimony is
generally required because 'the causative factors are not otainarily within the knowledge or
experience of laymen composing the jury. "')
Plaintiffs experts base their opinions that Ms. Nield did not have MRSA or pseudomonas
as of August 25, 2007 upon two facts and allegations of breaches of the standard of care. The
first fact is that a wound culture taken from one of plaintiff's four chronic wet and open wounds
on August 21, 2007 did not show MRS A or pseudomonas. The second fact is that another
wound culture done on plaintiffs left lower leg in November 2007 was positive for MRS A and
pseudomonas. The final piece of plaintiff's expert analysis is that Pocatello Care and Rehab
breached the applicable standard of care with regard to wound care and infection control. This
set of circumstances fails to establish a situation where it can reasonably be inferred that Ms.
Nield contracted MRSA or pseudomonas at Pocatello Care and Rehab, let alone as a result of a
breach of the standard of care. Rather, as explained by Dr. Coffman, MRSA and pseudomonas
are fairly common bacterium that manifest themselves in infections in some individuals, but are
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also present in a much larger number of individuals who are colonized with the bacterium (show
no signs of infection despite being a carrier). A wound culture that is negative for MRSA or
pseudomonas is entirely without value in determining whether a person is colonized. Further, as
explained by Dr. Coffman, it is entirely possible for a person to contract MRSA or pseudomonas
at a skilled nursing care facility without negligence.
As such, expert testimony is required in the instant action to establish causation because
the causative factors at issue are not within the ordinary knowledge of the ordinary juror.

E. Plaintiff's Experts' Opinions Regarding Causation Are Entirely Conclusory, Ignore
Relevant Facts and Medical Principles and are Inadmissible
Plaintiff has elicited affidavits from an orthopedic surgeon, a registered nurse, and a
nursing home administrator, that provide the conc1usory and speCUlative determination that Ms.
Nield contracted MRSA and pseudomonas while a resident at Pocatello Care and Rehab as a
result of breaches of the standard of care. Such causation opinions are not based upon sufficient
facts or medical principles, and instead entirely speCUlative and inadmissible. In particular, any
opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty as to whether Ms. Nield did not have MRSA
or pseudomonas as of August 25,2007 would require screening tests that were not done.
Pocatello Care and Rehab has filed a Motion to Strike Portions of these Affidavits, and
specifically incorporates such arguments herein, for purposes of supporting its motion for
summary judgment.
Plaintiffs have failed to come forward with admissible evidence necessary to create a
genuine issue of material fact regarding causation in this action. Rather, plaintiffs have only
come forward with inadmissible allegations and speculation.

F.

MRSA Did Not Cause Ms. Nield's Left Below Knee Amputation

Pocatello Care and Rehab's primary thrust in this motion was to identify plaintiffs
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inability to establish she did not already have MRSA and pseudomonas upon her admission to
the facility, and therefore, is unable to establish causation.

However, there are additional

causation issues plaintiff cannot meet.
First, as discussed at some length above, even in the event plaintiff could establish she
contracted pseudomonas at Pocatello Care and Rehab, she cannQt establish that the pseudomonas
from the November 2007 culture caused her any harm.

That is, her subsequent right hip

surgeries in May 2008 were the result of a different strain of pseudomonas, unrelated to her first.
Similarly, during the course of Dr. Coffman's recent deposition, Dr. Coffman's review of
the records indicated, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that MRSA was not the cause
of Ms. Nield's left below knee amputation in April 2008. As explained by Dr. Coffman in his
deposition (Larsen Aff., Ex. 16, pp. 115-117), Ms. Nield began treatment with daptomycin, a
very aggressive and normally successful antibiotic, for treatment of the MRSA found in her
lower left leg wound prior to her amputation. Despite treatment with this very aggressive and
normally successful MRS A suppressant medication, no progress was made in treating her
MRSA.

Dr. Coffman believes that had the problem with Ms. Nield's foot been caused by

MRSA, it would have been cured with daptomycin. Because it was not, it establishes, to a
reasonable degree of medical certainty, that her leukocytoclastic vascultis, and not MRSA,
caused the deterioration and eventual amputation of her left lower leg. Id. Dr. Coffman stated:
And all this other stuff was getting better. She was on antibiotics that
should have treated MRSA, and yet her foot was not improving. And I
think it's a manifestation of this vasculitis.
And if it finally got to the point where they didn't think they were going to
salvage the foot because this vasculitis was so bad, plus the fact that whole
left leg it sounds like, relating back to a hip surgery from 2005, was dead.
So I think those are what-that's what contributed to her losing her leg. I
think the MRSA was just colonized in that skin there. I don't think it
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caused a problem for her. I really don't. She never had fevers, didn't
have leukocytosis, didn't have red streaks up her leg, didn't develop septic
shock. Colonization is different than infection. I think she had
colonization.
Larsen Aff., Ex. 16, pp. 86-87.

V. CONCLUSION
Ms. Nield is unable to establish how, when or where she contracted MRSA or
pseudomonas, or that it was contracted as a result of a breach of the standard of care by Pocatello
Care and Rehab. Nor is Ms. Nield able to establish that the MRSA or pseudomonas she tested
positive for while at Pocatello Care and Rehab caused her left below knee amputation or her
right hip surgeries. As such, Ms. Nield is unable to establish the required element of causation in
her claims against Pocatello Care and Rehab and for the reasons stated above, Pocatello Care and
Rehab respectfully requests the Court grant its motion for summary judgment and dismiss the
instant action.
DATED this

$oy

of December. 2010.

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLANTON, P.A.

BY~

Keely E. Duke - Of the Firm
Chris D. Comstock - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health
Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehab
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
~ay of December, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC. DIB/A~POCATELLO CARE AND
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indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:

o
o

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
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COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED
151 North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor
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o

Attorneys for Plaintiff

f

Keely E. Duke
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Keely E. Duke
ISB #6044; ked@hallfarley.com

Chris D. Comstock
ISB #6581; cdc@hallfarley.com

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8585
W:\4\4-S6S.1 \Pleadings\Strike Selznick Frederick Gerber AFF-HFOB Memo in Support. doc

Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation
Center

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JUDY NIELD,
Case No. CV 09 3869 PI
Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION_ TO STRIKE PORTIONS
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF HUGH
SELZNICK, M.D., SUZANNE
FREDERICK AND SIDNEY GERBER

vs.
POCATELLO HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
Nevada corporation, d/b/a POCATELLO
CARE AND REHABILITATION CENTER,
and JOHN DOES I-X, acting as agents and
employees of POCATELLO HEALTH
SERVICES, INC., d/b/a POCATELLO CARE
AND REHABILITATION CENTER,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, defendant Pocatello Health Services, Inc., d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehab ("Pocatello Care and Rehab"), by and through its counsel of record, and submits the
following Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Hugh
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Selznick, M.D., Suzanne Frederick and Sidney Gerber.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pocatello Care and Rehab filed its Motion for Summary Judgment based upon the fact
plaintiff is unable to establish the necessary causation for her malpractice claim to move forward.
In support of its motion Pocatello Care and Rehab submitted the affidavit of Dr. Thomas
Coffman, an infectious disease specialist, explaining how it is not possible to establish to a
reasonable degree of medical certainty that Ms. Nield did not already have MRS A or
pseudomonas at the time she was admitted to the facility based upon Ms. Nield's medical records
and well established and irrefutable medical and scientific principles.
Plaintiff failed to disclose an expert specializing in infectious disease medicine in this
action to address the infections - MRSA and pseudomonas - that are at the very heart of this
case. Thus, in an effort to preclude entry of summary judgment, plaintiff submitted affidavits
from an orthopedic surgeon, a registered nurse, and a geriatric healthcare manager regarding
causation. As explained below, portions of these affidavits contain inadmissible testimony that
should be disregarded or stricken by the Court in considering Pocatello Care and Rehab's Motion
for Summary Judgment.
In a nutshell, each of plaintiffs "experts" opines that Ms. Nield contracted MRSA and
pseudomonas while she was a resident at Pocatello Care and Rehab, due to negligent care and
treatment. Significantly, plaintiffs "experts" ignore that they are unable to prove, on a more
probable than not basis, that Ms. Nield did not already have MRSA and pseudomonas at the time
she was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab. Rather, these "experts" provide their opinions in
a medically ignorant vacuum by focusing only on two pieces of evidence: (1) a single wound
culture taken on August 21, 2007 (four days before her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab)
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from one of Ms. Nield's four chronic open and wet wounds that was negative for MRSA and
pseudomonas; and (2) a subsequent wound culture taken of one of her wounds on November 9,
2007 indicating the presence of MRSA and pseudomonas.

A conclusion from these two

circumstances that Ms. Nield did not have MRS A or pseudomonas as of the date of her
admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab is improper, as it ignores well established medical and
scientific facts-that without a screen for MRS A or pseudomonas it is not possible to establish
Ms. Nield did not have MRSA or pseudomonas upon her admission to Pocatello Care and
Rehab.

II. STANDARD
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) provides in pertinent part as follows:
Supporting and opposing affidavits must be made on personal knowledge,
shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall
show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters
stated therein.
A threshold question that must be addressed prior to applying the liberal construction and

reasonable inferences allowed under I.R.C.P. 56(c), is whether the information in the affidavits is
admissible under I.R.C.P. 56(e). Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211,868 P.2d 1224, 1227
(1994). The question of admissibility of an expert opinion is one for the trial court. I.R.E.
104(a).
Under the rules, expert opinion testimony is only admissible when "the expert is a
qualified expert in the field, the evidence will be of assistance to the trier of fact, experts in the
particular field would reasonably rely upon the same type of facts relied upon by the expert in
forming his opinion, and the probative value of the opinion testimony is not substantially
outweighed by its prejudicial effect." Coombs v. Curnow, 148 Idaho 129, 219, P.3d 453, 464
(2009), citing Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 47, 844 P.23d 24, 29 (Cl. App. 1992). Expert
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testimony that is speculative, conclusory or unsubstantiated by facts in the records is of no value
to the trier of fact and is inadmissible.

Jd.

"In determining whether expert testimony is

admissible, a court must evaluate 'the expert's ability to explain pertinent scientific principles
and to apply those principles to the formulation of his or her opinion.' Admissibility, therefore,
depends on the validity of the expert's reasoning and methodology, rather than his or her
ultimate conclusion ... While the court must 'distinguish scientifically sound reasoning from
that of the self-validating expert, who uses terminology to present unsubstantiated personal
beliefs,' it may not 'substitute its judgment for that of the relevant scientific community." Jd.,
internal citations omitted. Expert testimony is speculative when it "theorizes about a matter as to

which evidence is not sufficient for certain knowledge." Karlson v. Harris, 140 Idaho 561, 565,
97 P.3d 428, 432 (2004).

III. ARGUMENT
Each of plaintiffs experts offers speculative and conclusory opinions in this matter that
Ms. Nield contracted MRSA and pseudomonas at the Pocatello Care and Rehab facility, and as a
result of negligent care and treatment. These opinions are based upon an incomplete set of facts
that fail to support such conclusions and result in nothing more than inadmissible speculation.
1.

Dr. Selznick Fails to Offer a Valid Basis for his Conclusory Causation
Opinions

Initially, unlike Dr. Coffman who has practiced in the field of infectious disease for 20
years, Dr. Selznick is an orthopedic surgeon. Neither Dr. Selznick's affidavit, nor his CV,
document any experience with regard to MRSA, pseudomonas or the field of infectious disease
in general.
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a.

Dr. Selznick's Opinions Regarding MRSA Lack the Necessary
Support in the Medical Records

Dr. Selznick's affidavit at paragraph 5 states "[t]here is no evidence, in my opinion, to a
reasonable degree of medical certainty, that Ms. Nield had MRSA infection prior to entering the
Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center."(emphasis added). Dr. Selznick states the basis for
this opinion is the August 21, 2007 "left lower extremity wound cultures l which confinned
coagulase negative staph, not MRSA, whereas subsequent cultures follower [sic] her
hospitalization at Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center did grow out MRS A (1119/07;
01118/08; 3/13108)."

A close reading of paragraph 5 reveals Dr. Selznick does not offer any opinion as to
whether Ms. Nield was or was not a MRS A carrier or MRS A colonized at the time she was
admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab.

Rather, he is simply parroting the results of the August

21, 2007 test, which indicated she did not have a MRSA infection in the one wound that was
cultured - when in fact she had three other wounds that were not cultured that day and that could
have been MRS A colonized or infected at the time she was admitted to Pocatello Care and
Rehab.
In paragraph 6, however, Dr. Selznick makes the unreasonable assumption that based
simply upon the fact Ms. Nield's August 21, 2007 wound culture was negative and that a
subsequent wound culture taken in November 2007 was positive, she contracted MRS A at
Pocatello Care and Rehab. As explained by Dr. Coffman in his affidavit, the only way to test for
MRSA colonization is to perfonn a screen for MRS A (a nares screen is only effective in
I The records indicate that only one wound culture was taken on August 21, 2007, despite the fact Ms. Nield had
four open and wet wounds. Dr. Selmick's statement that more than one left lower extremity wound culture was
taken on August 21, 2007 is incorrect. See Affidavit of Keely Duke in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment,
Ex. 3.
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identifying about 60-70% of colonized individuals while a rectal or perineal screen will identify
another 10-15%). See Dr. Coffman Aff."

13. In the instant action, Ms. Nield was not screened

for MRSA colonization prior to her admission to Portneuf Medical Center on August 21, 2007 or
prior to her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab on August 25,2007. Based upon these facts,
it is not possible to determine, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty whether Ms. Nield was
not already MRSA colonized at the time she was admitted to Portneuf Medical Center. See Dr.
Coffman Aff."

14.

As such, any opinion that Ms. Nield was not MRSA colonized at the time she was
admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab is not supported by the medical records and is speculative.

See Karlson v. Harris, 140 Idaho 561, 565, 97 P.3d 428, 432 (2004). As such, those opinions
should be disregarded and stricken from the record.
b.

Dr. Selznick's Opinions Regarding Causation of Ms. Nield's
Contraction of Pseudomonas are Improper Speculation

As for pseUdomonas, Dr. Selznick opines "[i]t is my opinion that the colonization of
pseUdomonas took place during her hospitalization and stay at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation
Center." (See paragraph 6). However, the only apparent basis for this opinion is his earlier
statement that there was no documentation of pseudomonas infection (as opposed to
colonization) prior to her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab. The only evidence available to
establish Ms. Nield did not have a pseudomonas infection was the single wound culture done on
one of her four wounds, which does not in any way test for colonization in the other wounds Ms.
Nield had or throughout any other part of her body (for example her nares or perineal area).
Further, Dr. Selznick fails to address the fact that 10% of the at large population is colonized
with pseudomonas in their colons. See Dr. Coffman Aff."

16.
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c.

Dr. Selznick's Opinion Regarding Causation of Ms. Nield's May
2008 Hip Infection is Not Supported by the Medical Records

In attempting to link the pseudomonas identified in the November 2007 wound culture
with Ms. Nield's pseudomonas infection of her right hip in May 2008, Dr. Selznick simply
states, without any support or reasoning "[ilt is my opinion that aspiration confirmed
pseudomonas infection of the right hip was indeed related as well to pseudomonas colonization
during her hospitalization at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center." See paragraph 6. Dr.
Selznick's opinion fails to address the fact that the two positive pseudomonas cultures revealed
different antibiotic resistances, indicating different and unrelated strains of pseudomonas - a
mistake an infectious disease expert like Dr. Coffman did not make. See Dr. Coffman Aff., , 27.
Dr. Coffman stated in his deposition as follows:
She'd had a pseudomonas cultured apparently from one of her superficial
wounds when she was in Pocatello, and they cultured it from her hip in the
spring of 2008, but it was a different pseudomonas in terms of its
antibacterial susceptibility panel. So it wasn't the same bug that was in
her leg in Pocatello.

See Larsen Aff., Ex. P, pp. 103-104, n. 1-6.
As such, Dr. Selznick's opinions regarding Ms. Nield's contraction of pseUdomonas and
her subsequent right hip infection and surgery lacks support in the records and ignores basic
irrefutable scientific and medical evidence that establishes the two pseUdomonas infections Ms.
Nield had were not related. Id.
d.

Based on the above, much ofDr. Selznick's affidavit must be
Stricken

Based upon the fact that any opinion stating that Ms. Nield did not have MRS A or
pseUdomonas at the time of her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehab is inadmissible
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speculation, the following portions of Dr. Selznick's Affidavit should be ignored or stricken:
•

Paragraph 6 should be stricken in its entirety, as it is based entirely upon the
speculative and inadmissible opinion that Ms. Nield did not have MRSA or
pseudomonas upon her admission. Further, the portions of Paragraph 6 regarding
the causation of Ms. Nield's right hip infection should further be stricken based
upon the fact medical and scientific evidence establish the pseudomonas infection
in her right hip was not related to her first pseudomonas infection.

•

The last sentence of paragraph 7 should be stricken to the extent it opines Ms.
Nield contracted MRSA and pseudomonas at Pocatello Care and Rehab.

•

The last two sentences of paragraph 10 should be stricken, wherein Dr. Selznick
opines that essentially the entirety of her care following her discharge from
Pocatello Care and Rehab "was caused by Ms. Nield contracting MRSA and
pseudomonas while at Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center."

Paragraph 8 of Dr. Selznick's Affidavit contains a conclusory statement without any
support or basis and should be stricken. In paragraph 8 Dr. Selznick states "It is also my opinion
all medical bills in evidence following her admission to Pocatello Care & Rehabilitation Center
on 8/25/07 and onward should be attributed to patient's in-house stay at Pocatello Care &
Rehabilitation Center." Dr. Selznick provides no basis for such a far reaching opinion, and it
should be stricken.

e.

Even if the Court does not strike these potions 0/ Dr. Selznick's,
Pocatello Care and Rehab's Motion/or Summary Judgment must
still be granted

At best, and assuming the facts in the light most favorable to plaintiff, Dr. Selznick's
Affidavit establishes only that one wound in plaintiffs leg was not infected at the time she was
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admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab. This has nothing to do with the other three open wounds,
her nares, her perineal area, etc. As such, plaintiff has failed to bring forth any evidence outside
of that one wound and, therefore, Pocatello Care's Motion for Summary Judgment must be
granted.

2.

Ms. Frederick's Causation Opinions are Also Speculative and Lack a
Reasonable Support or Basis

Ms. Frederick is not an infectious disease expert and has no specialized training with
respect to MRS A or pseudomonas. Not surprisingly then, she bases her opinion that Ms. Nield's
contraction of MRSA and pseudomonas was caused by breaches of the standard of care by
Pocatello Care and Rehab upon an unscientifically sound analysis like Dr. Selznick.
Specifically, she states her review of the records shows Ms. Nield did not have MRSA or
pseudomonas at the time she was admitted, and the records "clearly show that she did develop
MRS A and pseUdomonas while she was a resident of Pocatello Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center." (Affidavit of Suzanne Frederick, , 6). She then follows that up with a conclusory
statement that "it is my professional nursing opinion that Mrs. Nield's contraction of MRSA and
pseudomonas was caused by substandard nursing practice regarding infection control." ld.' 7.
Ms. Frederick's opinion that Ms. Nield did not have MRS A or pseudomonas as of August
25, 2007 is based solely on the single wound culture performed on August 21, 2007. Her
opinion fails to consider that it is not possible to determine whether Ms. Nield was colonized
with MRSA or pseudomonas at the time she was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab based
upon a lack of screening.
Further, Ms. Frederick's opinion ignores the fact that both MRSA and pseudomonas are
commonly found bacterium and that it is possible for skilled nursing facility residents to become
infected with MRS A andlor pseudomonas despite a facilities strict adherence to proper infection
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control practices and wound care. See Dr. Coffman Aff., , 11.
Such a medically unsound approach to analyzing this causation issue completely ignores
relevant facts and medical principles, and is unhelpful to the trier of fact in determining whether
there is genuine issue of material fact regarding causation. Ms. Frederick's entire affidavit is
devoid of any acceptable reasoning or methodology warranting her ultimate causation opinions
and it must be stricken. 2

3.

Mr. Gerber's Affidavit Fails to Offer Admissible Testimony Regarding
Causation

Mr. Gerber is a Licensed Nursing Facility Administrator (although he has not served as a
nursing facility administrator since 2000), not an infectious disease expert. Mr. Gerber's
Affidavit is devoid of any opinions regarding causation specific to Ms. Nield's contraction of
MRSA or pseudomonas. However, he does make the followin~overbroad and vague statement:

It is my opinion that Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation Center, its owners,
operators, administration and management, represent gross violations and
significant deviations from the standard of care that they were responsible
and obligated to provide Ms. Nield and the State ofIdaho, resulting in Ms.
Nield's injuries and causing her deterioration and needless suffering.

See,4.
Mr. Gerber provides absolutely zero basis for this vague and ambiguous statement
regarding causation to allow the Court to evaluate the merits of such opinion. As such, Mr.
Gerber's causation opinions as stated in paragraph 4 of his affidavit should be stricken.
In reviewing his attached report, Mr. Gerber briefly discusses causation related to Ms.
Nield's contraction of MRSA stating "it is very clear to this expert that Ms. Nield did not
contract MRSA at the hospital, prior to her admission to Pocatello Care and Rehabilitation

Similar to Dr. Selznick, even if the facts upon which Ms. Frederick relies are true, they fail to provide a sufficient
basis to offer her causation opinions. One negative wound culture on August 21, 2007 taken from one of many
wounds is insufficient to establish Ms. Nield did not have MRSA or pseudomonas at that time.

2
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Center, according to the hospital discharge documents indicating she had a negative MRSA
screening prior to her hospital discharge." See Mr. Gerber's Affidavit Ex. 1, Report' 1, p. 7. As
discussed by Dr. Coffinan in his affidavit at, 28, there are no records of a MRSA screen having
been perfonned by Portneuf Medical Center. Rather, it appears that only a single wound culture
of Ms. Nield's left lower extremity was perfonned, which would not indicate whether Ms. Nield
was colonized with either MRSA or pseudomonas. See Dr. Coffman Aff., " 12, 13. As such,
there is simply not sufficient infonnation available to detennine whether Ms. Nield was
colonized with MRSA at the time she was admitted to Pocatello Care and Rehab, and Mr.
Gerber's opinion is speculative and inadmissible.

IV. CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, Pocatello Care and Rehab respectfully request the Court strike
or ignore the above portions of plaintiffs experts' affidavits submitted in opposition to Pocatello
Care and Rehab's Motion for Summary Judgment.
DATED this

,.f:j-..

day of December, 2010.
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLANTON, P.A.

BytZQ1d

Keely E. Duke - Of the Finn
Chris D. Comstock - Of the Finn
Attorneys for Defendant Pocatello Health
Services, Inc. d/b/a Pocatello Care and
Rehabilitation Center
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